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In.Voduction
Within six months after the Conference for which the
papers in this volume were "Rorepared, the number of unemployed rose'by almost 50 percent and stood at a shade

under 9 percent of the labor force. A significant pait of,
this upturn was generated ,1?), The loss of jobs among
adult experienced workers in such sectors as Construction and manufacturing-and in erange of industries from
autos to textiles. Despite the large influx of older warkers\
into the yiks of those without aSjob, the proPortion of
all une ployed.who were teenagers still stood at 22 iihr- .
; cevt. It fact, the proportion of Unemployed in the 'age

1 gup
ro 16-19 years,had not been lower than 20 percent

0

since 1963.

This group of youths is and has been a very diverse
one indeed, comPng not only men arid women, black
and white, but also those with a full-time attachment to
.;Iffie labor" force after leaving school as well 'as full-time
students available for and seeking a part-time job, often

only during, certain seasons of the year. Nevertheless,
there has heen considerable concern about the factors
which generate the high rates pf unemployment among
the group and various studies have vttempted to assessr_
the impact on them of everything iranjust sheer lack
of work.experience to the rninimunte\-itrag to discrimina-

tory attitudes towards young workets jo the changing
,educational prerequisites for erriplriyment that have accompanied changes in the occupai15-41 a1id industrial
structure.
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Introduction x
This ctinceth has included questions as to whether we
reallyifford the right and responsive structures for mov7

ing into ihe latior force that ihese youths 'require
whether, as the first paper in the volume asks, we as a

society provide the "rites of passage" needed for making
..the transition. The question is, of course, just as approitriate to the educational inStitutions as it is to those on
thc labor force.side, and the current emphasis on career
education 'is a sign of the recognition of that fact. At any
rate, both here and abroadas the paper by James Gass
of_the Oiganization for EconOrnic' Cooperation and Development noteswe Ee trying to evolve alternative institutional arrangOrieNig which will facilitate the fllove
from school to woik which, more than incidentally, could
and does take place more than just once.

It is in this yontext that the United States Department of taboiand the School of Business Administration of Temple University conducted a Conference in

October 1914 which attempted to assess the role of labor
market information in the process of helping to endow
with theyoung people with what they, need to transact
school-work connection.

This volume, which brings Ing9ther the papers del&ered at- the Conference, begini with a discussion of
any of the issues just reviewed. Because any -specific
nnension of the problemincluding labor market informationcannot be assayed withOutt reference to.its
context, there follows a- factual review of where .we are
and expect to be in the immediate yeara ahead in some
iMportant dimensions of our population, labor force and
employment trends-relating to youths.
In the latter part of this volume the reader,will find a
series of papers which contain an intensive discussion of
the potentialitixtof improving labor market information
for young peo _not only in the kind of, information
but in the manner in which it is made available. Those
who riyast evaluate and analyze and inairdLcollect this

-/
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kind of information will find papers which are not only

descriptive of 'programs of interest, but alsa papers
which ask hard questions on the very role of labor market information in the field to begin with.' Practitioners
will also find case histories of new programs which again
are not only descriptive blit which evaluate and recommend courses of action as well.

As some of the materials lb this volume indicate we
have passed the population and labor force crest of the
huge wave of yopth which was a hallmark of thp post
World War II etia. For those who had to cope with the
wave, sheer numbers often inundated all other considerations in the design of policy and programs. Perhaps
now we will be able to pay more attention to quality as

well as quantity as we move into the fourth and last
quarter of the century.

SEYMOUR L. WOLFBEIN
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Education and Work

In this opening section the problem of improving Me
connection between education and work for young people is viewed as a crucial matter of sociarpolicy. Moving
from spite different vantage points, both national and
international, the -first two writers emphasize the need
Tor a new formulation of the process itself. They make it
'k

clear that the problem goes well beiond the particulars
at kind of information is given or how it is proof
vide4 and involves some very basic questions about
laun hing new institutional arrangements- for bringing
people 'across the maze of thresholds into the working

In the United States one of the specific poliCY and

program responses in the field has been in the form of
career education. Its principles are explained in another
paper presented in this section and this is followed y
,p r esen ta tio n which describes and evaluates one co crete
exanitple of its applicatiqn in one statTe"iihd the i lications for new insfitutkinal formats it suggests.

S.

PAssage
Richard F. Schubert

The Rites

The ideas, the techniques, the very subject matter in;

volved in improving labor market information for youths
deal with one of the most important areas and one of the
5.inost critical periods in the lives-of yoUng people. It is
1

worthy of our very best thought and g is very much in
the forefront of thinking in the Department of Labor.
In attempting to provide a keynote of a kind to the
matter, I have looked aethe roblein of improving labor
market information.for youth in terms of a simple forth-

right, perhaps significant phrase that would indeed serve
as a Jreynote for what we face and what we are attempting to accomplish. At, the risk -of being accused of practicing anthropology without a ficeuse, I believe a useful
way of approaching the problem wouldebein terms of a
"rite of passage." As defined in the Iiiternational Ency.clopedia of Social Science, "rites of passage". involve °
"those ceremonies which celebrate an individual's frail:"
sition from one status to another within a given society."
There are a number of examples that can be ated. In

one tribe, in istew South Wales, boys of a certain age
Participate in a secret ceremony during which a priest
knocks out one of their teeth to the sound of a loud,

12
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instriiment called a "bull
roarer." After ,the tertniony, the young man, who by
meat; of the ceremoitr has bee!) transferred and
humming from a'

,

4.

transformed-from bOY to adult in an houz is"given a neW
name to signify his changed sihtus.
Iri Nofthern- New Guinea,ghe saint end PI pehieved by

..

'
c

-

having each, boy eirkrklgrge, forbyldingidokinehut. As
; the terrified toys, approach the &trance, their elders
Who are hiddonrinsifle. begina chorus of the same "bull

roarer" to intiida* th'e approaching. young boyi. The

.

Thofs are, spillied with a stream of .water, signifying release .from the tonfiries of youtg, arid a/ the Same time,

.

simultaneous aChievementsd manhood.

In ont Of the -Eiji,. Islands, the "rite of, passage. cone
--i-sIsts of being _shut up' ib a %tit for five to nine day%
b'y various sounds, being smeared -with a ylel)ow dye and o er indignities. At this point, each'

youngsteris tat

-d with thorns on the chest or the

arro, aftei.whieh a priest; disguising-his voicespeaking
'

thrpugh a trumpet, reveals to what 'are no longer
responsible young peoplo-the'secrets of the tribe and the
rules that .goverWit.

Almost evãy- V tive societY has such "rites of
passage," While th
at first glance Seem fantistic anci
ridiculous, they actually serve an ithportant 'function, in .
fact a number. One in particular should be of inierest to

every parent and every_studeni of society. Enabling
young people to move directly from childhood into manhood ,pr womanhood, they do away with a painful and

notorious stage in human development known only as
"adoleseence." Aanne inventive enough to come up
with a siMilar process of avoiding adolescence for our
cultnre would probablYbe a prime candidith for the
Nobel'Peace Prize.

This should by no means signify that we do not our-

selvesin this land of the free and the home of future
shock, Possess the "rite of passage." We do, although it

I
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to intensify rather than eradicate adolesce e. Our
of our
.Vie of passage," however, does reienpfet 1.
"primitive'" brothers in that it entails a". pe od of vomplete Confusion on the part Of the youn., ters involved,
alduring which they are Jost and ahnOg as miserable,
most "like one facing having a tboth removed without
novacaine. The resemblantg, of cOurse, doek not extend
to thelusf of "bull roaring'," but then-again, the inhabi-,
tentatof NeW Guinea, New Soi-ith Wales, and 'Fiji do not
'
have the Rolling Stones either tafill that void.
ssage'
lietms
when
a.
of
Our domesticated' "riteinterplaneyoUng rson starts.what mud seem like an
That process- ob7 tary' whey ti) the. world of
Should- l stay in
vio y involves/a' thousand quest ns:
school? Is this stufg tliey're feeding nie reallY of any ute?
What ihould :I study? And ier what jobs? I read.that
you
there is a:shortage of psS7choemant1ci4ts; :him do
Wit
in
in
Omaha
or
' get to .be one? Does that mean here
them
Wherd
do
the?need
New York ,or "Washington?
More? Hdw can I find out? Will there atill be a shortage
after I've learned to be one? How much will it cost? How
much will I make alter I graduate? Where do they teach
kind
it? And there are other questions, too, even in this good
Questions
like:
Is
ix
a
of fairly materialistic age.
thing, to be? Is it worthwhile? Will I be helpingipeople?
And would you believe: Would my parents t e -proud, of
the fact that I am one? There are peminal questions
too: Am I capable of learning it? What should I studyi----\`
now in order to prepare niyaslif? And always these questions as well: Whom do I ask? 'Where do f find . the
;

i
answers? Where are the answers?
have
In our Information-rich society, where we often

statistics to respond not only to every known need, but
the
often, it seems, to some yet-to-be-diScovered need,when
answers are everywhere. BO as so often happens
nowhere. /
the answers are everywhere, the answers are
exception
of
some,
all
too few,
The fact is thil with the

-44>
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school systems,dthere simply iyirc single source thAt can

.

answer these questions. Theee is, therefore, no ':rite of
passage" from school to work as cunstructed for modern
American youtlyts the "rites of passage" lef primitive
people are for thelr young people.

Perhaps in this most complicated society, it is too
.

mud; te extNct that kintfef effectiveness' in dealing with
such a basic humagn situation that primitivp, more simple
societiekhave possessed, seemingly, for millennia.

Frank4y, k don't akree With this defeatest point of
view. I dSn't belieN;e that we have to be less° effective
than peoples living in Stone Age cultures: I believe thatg
there is a lot we 9an do, and certainly a lot-tgat we Must"
do: I was,..tWerefore, as I hope you were, highly encouraged when, at Ohio State University, ,Eresident 'Ford
announced that he was asking .the'DeparMents Of Labor
and HEW and Commerce to rekort to him on "ways Or.
bringing the world of work and the institutions of education closeutgether."
Two days later, with %bat I am sure you will agree

.

zet

.,1110

was an excellent sense of timing, the Department of /
Labor's Manpower Administration announced a program

designed .as a step toward that. The. program in brier
seeks to aid people in the job and career selectio0 process, providing them with current, accurate, and 'locally
relevant occupational information. Of course, the Libor

Department involvement in the field' of occupational
labor information is alreadir quite extensive. The 'Bureau
of Labor Statistics, the Manpow4r Admin4stration dis-

seminate a variety of occupational data: The Occupational Q4tlook Handbook, Dictionary of Uccupfitional
Titles, altunselors' Guide to ManPbwer /Information,
Health Career Handbook, and a monthly microfile, Job
Bank Summary-Report, and a wide range of specific
particularized studies, often Used by counselors and studenCalike.
Despite the availability of this information frOm the

too'f'
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federal government, as well as occupationalAosinStion_
fobvious .
provided ^bY private sources, it' IT3 increasin-gri
eironeoqs
receive
to all1 of us that many Young people
information about the world of work.. Some, of it is ineffective- and even damaging, these orites of -passage."
to respond to this problem,
, Seeking to devise a strategy
occupathe Department of Lab& was encouraged by'
in
several
tiOnal informatiA- efforts (that have emerged
dembnstrat9:
states and lobalities. The4 efforts -clearly
that systems can indeed be asigned to providezelevant

occupational Ice forms that youtig people, bdth in

4

-Zhool, can cOmpreheña, unaerstand
school and o
'and aRply. The experience fainea through these projects
their extenlion is both
has encouraged he view that;
provided
sucli *extension is .
feasible and desirable,
grounded in practical libor market information obtained
from reliable national, state, and localsources..
ifter UAL Presidept
e effort announced two d
self
to eijk pjoblIva?
ar91io State, addressing
,incorporating
OftnY of the
insiblves a grants -pro'griun
!principles and practka that have been pioven-sifccessol-

a.
ful in st#e and local programzk This- approach-offers
that it-r"

number of advantages, not- the least of which is
Can Stimulate specifically. the kind of creative experiexcellent results inpxegon,
ments that have yielded
and elsewhere in ow nati .
Under terms of the grants progams, ten initinl grants
averaging $300,000 each have leen made dthing the
fisCal year that ends in June 1975.,These granti are simply designed as seed money, intended to, stimulate the
teri
creation of occupational information systems iii the
who
made
application.
states chosen from those
I wApt to point .out here that while we arezdelighted
by
to be able to respond to the- Presklent's injtiative,
firsfetep,
simply
view
if
as
a
launchini this program, we

a part of what needs to be done A° create a ratiiliffil,
indeed 'a national, "rite of passage" for America's young

16.
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people. The overall problem of bridging the gap between
education and work involves, clearly rnany,`rnany elernents. These include what might be called the- seven
dimenRions of isolation of education from work.
Dimension one is charaCterized by lack of figorrna-.4

tion by both students' and educators on the world of..it

work experience/
DirnenSion two involves the lack of relevance and 'the
meaning of such education to wOrk, a lack that could be
remedied through. a better understanding by educators;

of the kinds of prbblerria that education could help to

resolve.
DimAnsion three involves the lack of knowle4ge by the
world of Nyork af the -kirids and enrichment that edffca-

don can provide.
Dihiension four inyolves the division of ur lives ihto
a time for eaucation, 'a time for work, a
e for retire-i
ment, hutead of being seen for w
is: avrocess of

continual developmenkand pp
al continuateenrichment:
.
.
Dimension. five' ihvol
the segregation of ages that
serves , to redticWth mput tliat youth and adults have
into each other'S tttudes, knowledge,. pio.y..T1171)erog,.
S-relleCtea hy 'the' lack of opportunity
on-the part of' yotith- to assume inareasing resPonsibility
and working 'together with adults in a wide ,rietS7 of

r
,

cirdumstances.
,

.

Dimension seven-is the distrust that has grown up in:
-educational institutions of the praCtical and:: the economic; and converselY, in the world of work, die .distrust
for the humanizing influences of education. '
All Of these dimensions of isolation between education

and work are magnified by an elaborate network's:of
structural barriers, law regulations, customs, attitudes.
Many 'of them maY prove highly resistint to even the
most dedicated efforts to change. -But none of them
should be premitted to stand out against our common

17
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desh* and oui commOn need to develop a rational "rite
of paasage" worthy of -our n tion, Worthy of our young
people whp inhabit it, and wh4 indeed will inherit it. It is
HEW,
for this reason that die De rtment of Labor,
tablished
the
ComniJrce
have
elnd the Department of

ey issues and
Work Education Policy GrouP; tcf isala
of
which
the
federal
governdevelop proposals 6y means

ment as a whole; as an entity,; can take a range
significant actions.

2

of

-,

The problems to be discussed here at this conference .
considered by
are entirely consonant with those being
Policy
Group,'
and
will certainly
the Work Education
contribute to its O goix4 deliberations.
...:01.usion Our nation seems to go
One final wora '''.
.; and optimism. Right nf6w; it
through cycle's .
,would seem ,i4b are in a pessimistic cycle that is characterized by an emphasis on otii, problenis rather than one
out capacity to solve our pr6bleens, and the fact that'
in dis
every Plablen, is, indeed, an opportunity
focused
on
our ca acity
few §Pears ago our attention was
that
would
test
that capacrathe'r than on the diWties
somber
mood
about
N, ity. In view of our -pent pretty
probimportant
to
look
at
our
things, i think it vitally
ef
our
to
generate
k.sense
lems realistically, to seek and
:them.
unmatched,
capacity
of
solving
enormous, in fact
Thus the initiative of the President in this area is doubly
important. Slot only will it produce practical steps toWard giving our nation a "rite of passage" worthy of lOur
young people, it will also help us lift our 'eyes upward,
numb,,

and reinind us that we don't have to stand

powerless in the face of challenge; but that we can)still,

our
as we have so often done before, use our hearts,
society.
minds, our spirits, our will to create a better
?;e7..,

Cis

4.
.10
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Approaches to the Transition
from School to Work
yRonald Gass

The subject of the transition from school to work is

very dannting, difficult, important affair. Iii beginning
analyze it, I started ,to look for scariegoats. After all, if
it is all going wrong,, somebody must be tcL blame. Of
course, my thoughts first turned to Docttpock, Bina-he taught us to teach our children to behave as though

institutions and society could adapt regardless. Then I/
thought of Maigaret Mead who taught us that wiiatever the institutions of sgiety were, individ,uals would
adjust their persionalities.HoWever, I &nally felt that I

,

should choose a European to be the-scapegoat.--,Of course,
discretion being the better part of valor, F have chosen a
n
d European. I have chosen Mr. Hegel who is respofor embarking us on the line of,thought that, mist
of Our problems are t,,ç be stated, analyzed, and solved in

ele

the terms of an abs*ction, which we call "society." In

the present subjed, I an see the abstraction as the

.

labor market and the,educational system; and they are
both related to the society. Yet, oddly enough, the sort
'of societies in which we live are supposed to function
according to another printiple which is, by and large,

RONALD GASS 12
that whfit we call "society" works best when individuals
v are ab1 to behave both rationally and, freely. So the

-

point cif departure for what I will have to say is that
there i i; a rationality of individuals which is not the same, 71

ana infleed may conflict with, the rationality of society.
Foil Wing that idea, there seem to be two fundamental
points t which individuals may find themselves in con-

flict 4h society. One is that we, depe;(d very mu& on
what I wotild like to call the "securit of our destination." We need to know where we are going to some ei'1tent; e need to see where we are going. We all know
that hi a traditional society, an individual belongs to a
social-

ucational-occupational grouikng which somehow

defines where he is going. Ad we allZknow today because cf educational growth, geographical mobllit ocupati4ial mutations, all' the paraphernalia of eco omlc
growth and social change, that this pay of deflnixg the
.r

destine 'on has,disappeared.
The Isecond fuaamental Point is whet we could call
the k of conviviality; or if you would like to take the
op

'te view, segregation,, reflecting the .reality that

viduals need to feel- connected .b5i human relations
beyond themselves and beyond their own grOtiliy In the
sort of societies, in which we now live, thel phenomenon
of segiegation is present,in ternis of the gentration gap,
the gap betWeen the school and the cominun4, the gap tween the intellectual values ankskills andAhose of a
N,
'cal or manual cheractex..,
13uttbefore proceeding, I wa-Wd like to add, that this

problek of youth is also the problem of Amy cother
groups. It is, for example, also theproblem of retirement.

I dare say that many of us here react, respond, look to
retirement in very much the same way that,young 'pqople

feel about their Working situation. And I dare say lhat
the aged feel very much the same way, and '',irtaybe
married wahen, those whoi(I nearly said "condeined")
, are brought by society to liv4r edn:suburban communities
4
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to he separated from the action, that they too feel
phenomena of segregation and the absence of a des i
tion.

Now f we are to overcome tIpse gaps hi our lbcial
arrange nts, tten we have a fimoblem that calls for
more than inforrkation and guidance. We canot solve

e

these breaks in the life patterns qUAdividualseArhich are
the -consequences of institutions, simply by providing
more information.
There is a good deNtof theory and empiriCal evidence \
u-to suggest tliat it you4iad to ckoose between the
ence of,infortnition and the influence of persuasion d

the influence of participation of doing somethingi is
the latter which will lead people to change. ,
SO, I would like tO suggest to you that the basic problem of the .tiansition between schoOl and work is more_____
. What we need, I suggest',
than a problem bf infornia

institu ns which enabl
young people, and, if my an lysis is co ect, not-so-yo greople, to have a foot in two worlds; thp world-that they
are kaving and the world to which they are going. '
Now what I wouM like to explore with you then is the
idea that we c.i create another way of doing it, another
model. It is no,a real mod , but it's not altogether an
invented model. It's a mod T will raw from what I see
ouldn't be disposed to
to ,be the trends in Europe.
try to .develop'a model based on The trends in this enormovily complex and'unique country.)
BroadlY speaking, I wonld like to say that the change
that is taking place is a mcive from the great objective of
'society which was to say that the young people will/be

are transitional institutio

,

introduced into society, will be sycialized, will be selected,

will be brought into the social structute by a process of

increasing, lengthening±compulsory education. The latini

historical expression o that was after, the -age of 18. I
Al *cardscussion
say thar on the basis of_ a specific po
hen the Eurowhich too place in Ve illes in 197
,
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pean ministers ofeleflucation met, and the underlying
idea was that the next move is toward compulsory education for everybody to the age of 18. Two years later,
in 1973,inAiletne,-that political goal had been sunk out
of sight, disappeared lost, put back. And Put back for
what? That lithe quation. What do we put in the place
' of the .idea that young people should be connected with
society via 'a process of continuing and comprehensive

fi

education to, shall we say, the age of 18?

' What I would like to suggest-to-you is that whalls
being put iii the place of that jdea is a different one,
namely, of offering young people a wider, mare flexible,
more ralistic range of work and social opportunities. If
you like, what we need, and this I recall in the paper by
Undersecreta Schubert when he said this was a social
problem, what e need is a social policy. What we need

is to look upon oung peogle as an integral part of society. What we cannot afford tp do, I 'think, is to fail toe
create Constructive alternative opportunities for them. rt
surely is a great criticism, a great failure of us all if we

really have to go ot. saying that some group of young
peoplinot find responsible, constrnctive work.,
°
What 'would be the .major principies of this .policy?
What would.the ie,it motif of, such a policy? First of
all, I think,
here I am working between the world of
what is hapning and what Il think Might happen, we
would say that these opportiinities would be more indi-

.

vidual..It would recognize th'at we cannot cram all young

pèople.to the same mold. There are different parts of
develo

nt: Secondly, these parts of development would

be more autonomous. I other words, the young people
themselves would defin them. They cannot be defined
for young people by a stem. Thirdly', they would be
more flexible. We would ot wish these arrangements to
be sua that we would chhnel young people as we have
done in the past, for example, by allocating them
to an educational stream. Fourthly, this policy woul I I

4.
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integrated. That is to say that we would have to accePt
that for a younerson in a certain sense work and education are alternative% At least, if we can make work a
1earning experience, there may be alternatives. And of
atirse, work and welfare alternatives. That is to say if
we are led by our social values to haVe to protect, young
people, and, in a certain sense, provide them with income,
p umably to provide them Ath income through work
is

n. alternativepresumably a preferable alternative.

Fifth, we- would have to agree that thor social opportunities and the work opp rtunities are alternatives. It may

be just as valuable 6 socie stharg is in a job with
pompany A or do' g some sdcially useful task of the
social service kind:

But how can we deilelop our inititutions so that they
become meaningful? I think the first point jhas to be that
i ve must recognize that the start has to Ite made in the
basic educational system. Ve cannot 6onfiect education

_td work simply by discussing the problem as if it's a
matter of the periphery of educAion and the_ periphery
work. It will not4o Wit, theref , would be the
iC educational system which woulf be likely to re-,
ms would.cond to .thig ambition that the two s
ore effectively?

°

ere is an interesting contrast between tile sOrt of
flebate that begins in this country and what I see to be
the emerging point of view in Europe. The first thing
thai can be said is that nobody today is. arguing for a
third extension of compulsory schooling in advanced
countries. That seems to be settled. Nobody is trying to
argue in advanced countries for pushing compulsory
schooling on young people. Indeed; in Europe one begins...,
to argue that maybe one should extend compulsory edu)

cation

oNnward. This is an argument which has
to do .44 earl childhood education and the reality ,that
prow e voluntary fa 'ties of education, it's a
when
privilege that nds to be tak up. But from there I
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don't see any sign in European countries to give the children to the work institutions. The line of thought seems
to be 'towards a bill-sic middle-school to the age of 16;
present in Sweden, the Ukraine, j'ranee, and
Germany, an also, interestingly enough, in'the-tlevelo

ing Europ6n countrir such as 'Turgey aiid Portagal.

But this baic middle-school would be based ton. different
principles. Erst of all, indiyidualization. Even there, al-.
though we have the ambition to be. egalitarian, ited'avsfilt
mean that all children get the lame. Sesiondly, since We
-maintain the ambition, the hope that the school will be
an equalizing institution, we have to be Irankly compensatory. We have to discriminate in favor of the disadvantagednot only in early Childhood, iir the primary school,
but in the secondary school. I think this is 'emerging as a

principle. The third thing is that 'w)vish to abolish the
general and vocational division in: e basic echool beuse we
cause' we see if not only as inegalitarlan,
knoW who goes to the vocational schools, but lèo because

we feel that the evolution of, society and-the demands
which the corninon -man makea on society calls for ali
children-to have a. firm foundation in 'general education.

This ia noithe dame thing as\ to say that this educationill be divoiced from work. It a. different point to
sa that we wish to prepare childE4i for work vocationallY as compared with the wish to'.' e children understand what the real world is. I think that Any of us
would accept that it is perfectly possible for children at
that'll& to learn from the working environment.
ane of thAtrange accidents of educe.:;:',:Irrideed, it
tarifa histoiy that the basic pedagogical concept of hu.mans as distinct from animals is that humans learn by
relating to conceptualization, to do something by concept, as againett the animal truing process which is
clearly learnihg by experiencenret in most educational
practices, this relationship of the conceptualization of
doing seems to be lost. At any rate the first point is-a
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new, sort of basic middle-school. Its purpose in society is
to bring'at, many Children as possible to the point where,

say at he age of 16, they face a diversifiea range of
developmental oPportunities of,a mixed character, edu6a°
tion and work education. .

In other words, we try to bring them to that point in_

. , tle systern where, as, much as pOssible, they are equal.

ut it is the next stage, 16 to 19; where the great debate
is on. It is true in this country; it is true all over Europe;
it is true in every country. There is a complete change in
approach at this age, away from this rush toward comprehensive secondary;school for ey.er3iitodys. Of course,
this is the crucial time. It it in 'the choices grtt that age
when education and the relationship to Work- and. the'
relationshipio the social structure are settled. It hi here
that-we all te young people to theft( place in soiØf
many experiments going on in sitany cou
There
a few major principles which seenr to
tries
6

em giug
utt of all, for this age grotip, the idea is to- provide a
w instiiotional framework, a diversified set of oppor-

--- unities, loaing rather like what happened to post-

,-

secondary education, both diversified and integrated in
the sense of having flexibility between them. Secofidly,
and this is very much present in thodebates in 'a number
of European countries like Sweden, Norway, Germahy,
integration di the general and the technkal. There is a
difference here irj the way you in the United States are
Oonsiderinithis. My impression is that you are mov,ing
towards, you are attempting this problem of the transition by giving more weight to the vocational. Thi§ isless
true of the European scene. Certainly much attention is

being given to the relationship to the:real world, but
that is not being translated by a division between vocational and iteneral.
The third is the much greater emphasis on professional

preparation; that is to say the idea tliat all children,
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whether in the genPlid or vocational, would in so
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be prepared for the practical world that lies ahead of
theni. Fourth lyand this is a major point, a crucial point,
the idea of alternating between school and work; that is

to say very many differevi patterns of alternating be-,
tween schooj and-work, paittime release, mixed courses,

in and out of Oie+ system. All these ideas are being
developed.

But there is one great problem with all of this, I think,
at least as we see it in the OE*CD. The danger is surely,
that once you begiri to take the point of view that people
in the 16-19-year age group will follow different.paths,
then if yqu are honest, you must admit. that there, is a
serious danger of a social selective process.

And What is the answer to that? That is ,one of the.
great questions. One possible answer to that is what we
call now in Estritve "recurrent education." It is not the
same meaning often given to that% term in the. United
States. It is the idea that there is a right to return; that
the individual 'licit 'only may come back, but has a right
to come back; that those who decide to enter the labfk)

_

°

force have in a certain sense the ability and right id
return.
Now this is taking vitribus forms. But let ihe emphg ize
that what I am describing is not yet.ti operating reality.
What I am trying to desctibe to you are trends, 'putting
-

together many disparate things trying to create a mqdee*
a differet one, which would replace the old one. But the
basic point here is that unless somehow or other you caii
build into tour system something like a right which can

t

be deferred and later used, then I think one is open to
very serious controversy on egalitarian -grounds.
. It remains to be seen what the reality of some of these
experiments will be. Many of yoti know that in some
European countries, France and recently in Swedfn, and
to some extent in Germany, this idea of a right to an
educational leave of absence is beginning to be estab/
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lished. It is a legal right which-the members of the labor"

force have. In some countriecthe more sophisticated
,

form of that idea, namely o.defehed right, is also beginning to get politically discussed, and to some extent already exists.

-

I Now, if we put all these things together (and we are
Aworking with a model) then we are approaching a

Very fundamental change in what we call the labor
market: First, it is a fundamental Change in what we see

in our mind's ere .ivheri_t conceptualize this thing
called the "labor market." S rely, 'what it means is that
for the notion of the jObseeker vie have to substitute the
notion of the Career-seeker, because the whole idea is
bised on the notion of different life patterns, different
life paths, different routes through the institutions by
different individuals. Second, and without going into the
complexities of the internal labor market, we would all
recognize that a society which gives opportunities to

people in work through training, that has notions of
career guidance, that in that sort of society' one could
not succeed ,without a much more intimate connection
between the labor market authorities and firms in order
to bring into better relationship the public, the inaivid-nal, and the fint in the internal labor market.
The second point is if this is the-reality of the process,

then the information that is required is not so much
about jobs as about careers. What young people want to
knOw about is where can they go from here to there to ,
there. What's the route? What should they embark on?
Thirdly, it would imply a complete breakdown of the
distinction between educational and vocational guidance.
It would no longer make any sense to be talking to young
persons as if their educational future was divorced from
their vocational ftiture. It wouldn't be a reality. I know
that in this country,- for historical reasons, you still have
institutions which make this distinction.
And fourth is that no system in the world, no infor-
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mational system, no guidance system can relate individuals.like an epgineering job to these opportunities. There
has to be smile process of search. In that connection, a
very interesting policy has just been announced by the
French Minister of Labor where he has accepted what he
calls "the right of a young person to make a mistgke."
They are about to give any young person who considers
that he has made a mistake six months to have another
go with access to further training. This is to be financed,
I believe, by the permanent education fund, because it
was discovered that 50percent of the youngsters feel that
they are in the wrong spot.
I think this is a crucial point. You couldn't imagine,
could you, any information system or any guidance sys-

tem, no matter how vital and important it might be,

matching perfectly such complex individuals to such complex opportunities.

Now this leads to the final point, and in a certain

sense this is the most important and the most intimidating. Of course, where there are no jobs there is no transition. I must say that I get really worried to ger people
talking about a million youngsters out of work. What it
must mean for all of them is somehow overwhelming. I
would like to say that this is not only a problem of the
United. States even though Europeans felt this was not
their problem to the same extent. But the problem begins to emerge in Europe also,. I suppose one is bound to
be led to the conclusion that whereas manpower policy
traditionally has been operating on the supply side, by
and, large taking the view that one is working on the
supply of manpower to adapt it to employment opportunities, in the future we must move to the demand side. I
don't see how one can possibly escape that as a consequence of this, reality. For example, the health system,
the vocational system, and the welfare system involve a
lot of money. If it is not possible to deploy these vast
resources in such a way as will be job-creating, it would
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be h remarkable thing. It must be possible to deploy such
vast sums idacccird with a policy of job creation, partic-

ularly in the social sector. One interesting tiCne the
Germans are proposing is to accept social service as the
equivalent of military service, which would be an important step in this direction.
From what I understand from your President's recent
statement you are moving in the direction of using public
resources to create jobs. when necessary. However, I suppose' that sooner or later one inust accept the challenge
also of doing that in jthe private sector. Insofar as public
funds are necessary, insofar as we accept the commitments fo? young people, presumably we will prefer to
use those resources to create jobs, to maibtain their entry
to jobs rather than through welfare. I suppose most of us
would agree that a young person out of a job as compared

with a young person in a job is a cost to society. We
might like tctradd an X which represents the cosi)* to

society.1 dori;t know what that cost might bethat

would depend on the values of that society. Eyen so, I
think there is an important point that has to be ,develd there.. What 'would be clear is that if one Are to
pt;such gt *principle, then it would be the obligation
oL1e societyo create jobs, not only through the public
sector but with the cooperation of employers in -some
form of job subsidy.

Having spelled out the modand it is a model, not a
policy, I do feel that it is such a grave problem that we

have to think in action terms as well as in analytical
tAms. Where does it take us to? Is ihere any hope? Well,
it's obviously a very fundamental problem. One couldn't
leave this discussion without recOgnizirig that it will be a
tremendous Challenge. I would sum it up as follows: We
need, first Of all, a much more flexible educational sys-

tem which will avoid human capital being generated
without any real relationship to the economic system.
More flexible educational work routes, more flexible
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opportunities, with the possibility of deferred opportunities, may make the individuals and their choices more
responsive to a changing economic scene.

The second point is that I think we need to escape
from what I call the "technplogiCal trap"; that is to say
the idea that it is technology which defines jobs. Surely,
to a certain extent, what the young people are reacting
against is the idea of a society where jobs and activities

are defined in that way. Here, I think, there is some
hope. I notice that employers are beginning to take the
view that they have a certain freedom with technology.
It didn't used to be an issue. One used to say that the
technology defined the occupations. But it is an issue
now that you could, you do have technological options,

you can act toward different types of skill patterns.
Certainly, you could in the service sector. It would be
quite ridiculous to behave as though there were something called technology in maw of these services, which
by definition deiermine. what the job will be. Maybe
there is a freedom of maneuver which should be exploited. Let's escape from the technological trap.
Thirdly, I think, we heed more opportunities for,
adults to develop. If there matmore social mobility for
adults, the world would loolillne a better place for the
youngsters; and there would be more room. Any maybe,
if we can't solve this any other way, the adults.will have
to mov,e over. I'm sure some of' us would welcome the
idea of hot fully retiring but accepting less of the burden
earlier if thereby there were more opportunities for young
people.

Suniming up, therefore, I think we have to move to get
away from the world in which social mobility is defiried
only by formal education, by Eiccess to educational op-

portunities. In the 19th century, the world of mobility
was one of the setmade man, who rose on the job. In
the first half of this century, we have created another
system, of sociability, the educational system. Perhaps
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what we need tomorrow is 'a world where social mobility
is provided by these two systems working together. )
I would like to end on a word of hope. One could'not
possibly succeed with the policies I have outlined if one
were to behave as if there were separate_ educational
policies and labor policies and welfare poliCies and:Public
policies and employers' policies. It is, quit&impossible to
solve this sort of problem in that way. It Was, therefore,

-

gratifying to me to hear Undersecretary Schuivrt say
that in this country you have begun tol2ring these diverse groups together. What comeg out,of that remains to
be seen.

Q

r
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New Developments in Careertfucation:
A National perspective
Robert W. Stump

The-papers presented at this Conference arid appearing
in this volume, from Undersecretary Schubert's keynote
address to Dr. Gass' provocative presentation, underscore
the conclusion that we are concerned not about labor

market information for youth, as we are ahoUt labor
market choicesdecisibni; if you willthat youth face
as they go through our Anierican rite of passage from
'

youth to adulthood. Dr. Gass, in his paper, expanded this
perspective to show that we must also be concerned, with

. the choices individuals must make throughout life as
they move along and between various career paths.

Labor market information is only one part of this
process of choice, or of these choices.

This paper therefore is about a recent (and not so
recent) development in education, one of whose central
aims is to improve the quality of these choices for youth
and for adults.
,

But first, I must say that I, too, have made some
choices. The discussion of a "National Perspective" will
not be EL recitation oLthe variou& projects or.programs.at
the National Institute of Education or the U.S. Office of
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Education.1 Neither will it besoncerned with any specific
projects in local schools or the efforts of the business
leaders and labor unions in furthering the goals of career
education.
On August 30, 1974, President Ford addressed .the
summer commencement exercises at Ohio State Univer-

sity. In speaking to the graduates, the President was

sensitive to the concern of many of them and thousands
of other young men and women who have invested years

of their lives and thousands of dollars in 'pursuit of a
college degreegetting a job. May I quote a few words
from his remarks.
Although this administration will not make promises
it will not keep, I do want to pledge one thing to you
here and now. I will do everything in my power to
bring education and employers closer together in a
new climate of credibilityan atmosphere in which

universities turn out scholars! and employers turn

them on. . . . At home the Government must help the
people in doing things they cannot achieve as indiviuals. Accordingly, I have asked the Secretaries of

Commerce, Labor and HEW to report to me new
ways to bring the world of work and institutions of
education closer togeiher. . . . As a starter, the Department of Labor will shortly announce a pilot program to improve occupational information for graduates and others in making career choices. There will

be grants for state and local initiatives to provide

data on Occupations available and to help channel the
potential employees into positions which are not only
personally satisfying but financially rewarding.

For those who have become hardened, cynics about
Presidential statements, I would like to turn to the Law.
For two years the Congress worked on the educational
amendments of 1974, more popularly referred to as H.R.
69. Section -406 of this Law, signed ten days bdfore the
Ohio State speech, talks about career education and
what the Congress would like to see hapr43n. The Law
-313
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states that ik is the sense of Congress that "each .stato
and local education agency should carry out a' program
of career educatien,which provides eV.fery c4ild themvidest,

variety ofscareer education options whih are designed to
prepare each child for maximum eniployment tda pint
ticipation in our society according tahis or her ability." 2

Congress also ,Addresses the question of "What is
Career Education." I quote further,
tor the purposes of this section the teim "career education" means an education process designed: (1) to
increase the relationship between sthoors and society
aB a whole; (2) to provide opportunities for counseling, guidance and career development for all children;

(3) to relate the subject matter of the curricula of
schools to the needs of persons to function in society;
)

(4) to extend the concept of the education process
beyond the school into the area of employment and
the commtinity; ,(5) to foster flexibility in attitudes,
skills and knowledge in order to enable persons to
cope with accelerating change and obsolescence; (6)
to make education moreevlevant to employment and
functioning in society; and' (7) to.eliminate any distinction between education for vocational purposes
and general or academic purposes. (Sec. 406 (d) )

The Lay makes two interestikig points. First, career
education is an "education process." There is no mention of a program or project, but rather * process or
theme that will have implications for education at all
levels.

The second point is that it calls for an elimination of
the distinctions between education for vocational purposes and general or academic purposes. These distinctions agt not subtle and could affect programs in almost
every 4condary school in the country.
Beyond the actions of the President and Congress, we
have Federal agencies which Aupport programs ofsareer
education. One of the anomalies of career education is
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that it has drawn so much'Atention and has been introducedinte die programs of so many .school districts without a Law"being enacted in Support of career education.

The Office, of Education, under Commissioner Sidney
Mar land, allowed state and local school districts to apply

for and ivilthe funds appropriated for related programs
to begin*. process ,of career education. As a result,

USOE speat, in fiscal' year 1973, just over $43 million in
support of career education with hinds from 16 discrete
programs. 0( these funds $18.6 million went for operational models,serving students ,in various grade le'Vels
while the remainder went to stuaents ,indirectly through
the development of material anItstaff training.
It has been'Ihe policy of the U.S. Office of Education
not to offer ati:Official definition of career education. This
has had at least two effe5ts. One intended effect was to
allow the process of career education to develop in many different ways; according to the needs and resdurces of
local people. The second effect has been to make it alinost
impossible to find out what programs and projects have_
been identified by the states as essential to this process..

Nevertheless, there is a growing body of evidence to
document what is.happening.
A recent conference on Career Education, the first
for state directors, drew 152 people representing 43
states and three territories.
(
A'nurnber of states have taken the lead in developing a statewide effort in career education,,including
New Jersey, Arizona, Oregon, Ohio and Louisiana,
which has appropriated $8 million for its career
education efforts.

Of the money spent on career' education in 40

states, reported in a recent survey by the c ief state
COchool officers, the state and local share of expenses
is almost 70 percent of the tota1.8
This same survey reports that 14 percent of the ele, mentary school students in 29 states were directly

.
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involved in career education programs during the
1973-74 school year, an increase from 6 percent the
year before.
In-service training for elementary school teachers

in 28 states during the same year reached almost
ond out of every twelte teachers.

Of the 36 states responding, 20 had established op
erational definitions of career education embodied
in a state agency policy or position statement.
As an example, Texas has spent over a quarter of
a million dollars in activities related to specifying
the outcomes aigll objectives for career education.
They started br asking what a 17-year-old student
would like if they had been through a complete
career education program. After developing a set
of outcome statements, and behavioral objfives
for these outcomes, tests to measure attainmint by
the students in each of these areas are being developed.

Examples of programs and activities could be multiplied. A bibliography on career education published 18
months ago by USOE had over 900 entries, including
almost 300 `aescriptions or examples of pilot projects,
curriculum guides, teaching materials and instructional
programs.*

P.

This litany ,of activities and programs that are related

to the process of career education does not pretend to
endorse any or all of the'activities as "great" career education and things every school should immedialely do.
As noted above, the variations on a theme are legion.
Project titles can be misleading; many career educationlike activities are embedded in other activities or called
something else, and some career education prografas on
closer inspection seem like general educational reform or
improved vocational/technical training.
Nevertheless, it seems safe to say that from a national
;perspective, the process of career education is alive and
moving.
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Before saying a few words about how this process of
career education relates to the career information needs
of youth, let me address the question of just what career

education is. Over this last summer, Dr. Ken 'Hoyt,
Associate Commissioner of Education for Career Education, has held conferences with three prominent groups
to discuss the basic goals of career education and what
must be done to achieye these goals. The largest group
was oYet 225 local schoor educators from the 50 states

who hive lieen organizing, running, or participating in
on-going career education programs. The second group
represented over 40 persons with primary statewide responsibility for career education or other fields such as
g6idance, curriculum, supervision of administration. The
third was about 20 "national leaders" who have written
or spoken prominently about career education or who
have national reputations in diverse fields such as counseling psychology, philosophy, sociology, anthropology
and economics.

The degree of agreement on the basic assumptions,
goals and practices for career education was outstanding.

Virtually all the participants in these meetings agreed
that career education was a response to a variety of conditions in our society and our schools, including:
Too many persons leaving our educational system
are deficient in the basic academic skills required
for adaptability in today's rapidly changing society;
Too many persons fail to see meaningful relationships between what they are being asked to learn
in school and what they will do when they leave
the educational system. This is true of both those
who remain to 7duate and those who drop out of
the educational Item; and
Too many persons leave our educational system at
both the secondary and collegiate levels unequipped

with the vocational skill, the self-understanding
and career decision-making skills, or the desire to
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work Oat are essential for making a sAccessful
transition from school to work.

In addition to agreement with these conditions, al;
most nine outbf ten members in each group agreed that

a number of basic major educational policy changes
should be championed by career education, including:
The installation of systems for granting educaldienal
credit for learning that takes place outside the walls
of the school;

Increasing use of noncertified personnel from the
business-industry-labor community as educational
resource persons in. the. eci4cationa1 8Yeto-111'8 _Otaj .

instructional program;

Substantial increase in programs in adult and recurrent education .as a responsibility of the public
school educational system;
Substantial increases in the career guidance, counseling, placement and follow-up functions as parts
of American education;

Increases in participation in educational policy
making on the part of students, teachers, parents,
and members of the business-labor-industry community; and
The installation of performance evaluation, as an
alternative to the strict time requirements imposed

by the traditional Carnegie Unit as a means of

assessing and certifying educational accomplishment.5

In response to this call for changes in American education embodied in the process of Career Education we
at the NationEd Institute of Education and USOE have
developed a scheme for looking at the relationship of
one's educational experience to later experience in the
world of work. We recognize that many factors influence
the career choices that each individual rn4kes. For example, when economic conditions are good, plenty of
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jobs are available and a person can more easily pickAnd
choose from a number of opportunities. When conditions
are bad, the opportunities are more limited. Education
and schools can do little to improve directly the general
health of the economy.
Other factors, over which education may exercise little
influence, are the labor market policies and practices
siich as the kinds of skills needed by employers and the
criteria they apply in the selection of individuals for the

-jobs.
NIE's research and development effects are continuing
v.4 to work on ways to improve the significant contributions
education can make. Among these are:

Education can help an individual better identify
the general and specific skills needed for career
entry and
in different occupations and
educators can prove their ability to teach these
skills to youth and adults.

Education can lead to a better understanding of
the skills needed by an individual to cope with and,
manage his/her participation in the world of work,
aRd we can find better ways to teach these coping
skills.

Iifthe course of getting an education, an individual
can come to a better understanding of what career
opportunities are available now and are likely to be
available tomorrow; a better understanding of his
or her abilities and interests, and how best to match
opportunity and preference.

Through changes in our educational programs, we
can enable more adults to continue their education

throughout life for both rfessional and personal
development.

Through education, we can improve placement and
follow-up services for better matches between a person's competencies and job opportunities.
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FOucatioycaii help people understand how the
ecoNspic system operates, preparing people to
adapt to changes and increasing the influence
knowledgeable citizens can exert on choices that
affect economic conditions.

We believe that the triple thrust of (1) research to

better understand the relationship of educational experiences and to later experience in the world of work; (2)

careful development and evaluation of projects and

materials to improve the process of cateer education; and
(3) support for ongoing programs and projects in. local
schools will enable the agencies of the Federal government to carry out the intention of Congress to implement
the process of career education in all our schools.
It is also importafit to keep in mind the distinctions

between caieer education and what we know as vocational education.
Career education includes vocational/technical educa-

tion: the difference is between4raining for a single job
or occupation and concern for hoireddcation affects the
sum total of one's life work, the deVelopment of *hich
represents many choices throughout the individual's lifetime and is influenced by many factors in addition to
technical skills.°
This 4ision is shared by the Nitional Advisory Council
on Vocational Education. In a National Policy State-

ment on Career Education issued last fall (Septembei
1974), the Council if; stating how it understands the call
for career education' issued by then Commissioner of
Education, Sidney P. Mailand, three years ago:
"Career education' is NOT simply a new name for
what we now call "vocationaldeducation." The Commissioner was not saying that our concept of vocational education should be somewhat enlarged and
the enlarged concept called "career education." Nor
was he saying that new programs in something called
"career education" should be developed at the cost
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of vocational edu&Ition.

.
He was slying something
.much different and much more fundametal. He was
saying th at the old distinctions which ha e crippled
our educational effort should be forever laid aside and

new unity of purpose be expressed by a new universal
term: "career education."7

What then, is the tole of the prodeas of career education in the task of improving labor market information of
youthi? I propose three ways.
My basic assumption is quite simple and it is one you'
agree s;iith. Information in and of itself is useless. -We
might be able to develop the best methods of projecting
the needs for various skills and talents in our economy.
We might also be able to identify the ways in which this

labor market information is useful to individuals at
different stages in their life. Unless the individual knows

what to ask, unless he or she knows where .to get 'the
information and unless the information is readily available, it will be useleas.

First, career education can helpindivi uals learn about

themselves and the questions the s ould ask about
prospective careers. The career edu on process, begun
in the early grades, will help youngsters to begin to think

about what they can do and what will be available for
them to do in the future. A young adult, faced with the
prospect of having to drop out of high school, will be able
to ask about the long term effects of this action on his or

her future career. They could ask the question "Will it,
hurt me if I drop out of high sChool and in a few years
get a high school equivalency certificate by passing the
GED test? What will be my chances for further education
and career advancement?"
This is a legitimate question, and a very real life situation for the thrée-qUaiters Of a million youngsters who
each year leave high school before graduation. As yet, we

do not have the data to- show that he or she will suffer

very 'little, very much, or not at all, if this option is

I.
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chosen. Surveys, longitudinal and cross-sectional, have
generally not asked the respondents if they have a high
school equivalency certificate. We have created a lot of
Ph.D's by documenting and analyzing the relative returns to education from four years of college versus
four years of high school. But we have not or are just
beginningito ask about the relative return on H.S. equivalency or other types of competency certificates versus a
regular diploma. Since almost half of a million adults
took the GED test last year, and over 2.4 million have
received certificates in the last 20 years, we should begin
to get the data to answer this young person's very real
question. I might add that about one million of those who
have received the certificate have done so in the last four
years -and the median age of those taking the test has
dropped from the late twenties to the middle twenties in
that same period.
Second, career education ean prepare school-age
youngsters to know where to get the information they
want. Several studies have documented the fact that high

school counselors do not spend very much time with
students who are about to go into the labor force after

graduation. While career education will help improve the
services of school counselors, it will also instruct students
about the other sources available, where they are located,
and how to interpret the information they gef.
Third, the process of career education will help realign
the institutions of education and the world of work to

function more effectively together so that people can

pursue their careers more effectively. Two examples: One
of the first things we have found school districts doing in
their career education programs is to involve the employers in their community morn deeply in the planning and
execution of the career education activities. Also, we have
found that within the educational establishment, career
education programs have been tlfb vehicle which allows

vocational educators and nonvocational educators to
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work together, in many cases foi the first time. State and
local offices are sponsoring programs together. Administrative structures and hierarchies are being realigned to
end what the National Advisory Council on Vocational
Education referred to as the "old distinctions which have crippled our edac...aSicinal efforts."

We believe that the process of career educawill
form a vital link between education and the world of
work. It will be a vital link in the utilization, of labor
market information for youth and for adults. Thus,
simply having better labor market information is not the
answer. Career education programs may be among the
greatest consumers of such better information, and those
who are part of this process, the career educators, should
be among those involved from the beginning in developing new ways to collect, analyze and use this information.
Notes

1. Information on the federal programs can be obtained by
writing to the Career Education Program, National Institute of
Education, Washington, D.C. 20209, or to the Office'of Career
Education, U.S. Office of Education, Wushington, D.C. 20202.
2. P.L. 93-380, Sec. 406.(a).

3. These figures based on a survey of State Directors of
Career Education conducted by the Council of Chief State

School Officers in November 1973.

4. Bibliography on Career Education, U.S. Office of Educa-

tion, Washington, D.C. 20202, Working Paper, May 1973.

5. Complete results of these conferences ansl recent policy

statements on Career Education can be obtained from the Offiqe
of Career Education, U.S. Office of Education, Washington, D.C.;
20202.

6. The Vocational Education Act of 1963 as amended in 1968

refers to training for occupations that do not require a bachelor's degree. This discussion of career education is more in line
with the concept as outlined in the Educational Amendments of
1974, discussed above.

7. A National Policy on Career Education, Eighth Report,

The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education.
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A Proposal for Educational Work Experience
-".

Harry F. Silberman

In a recent case study in the Los Angeles School District,

this writer evaluated the effect of a planning grant on
career education programs:1 The results showed that not
much happened for a variety of bureaucratic reasons, but
perhaps the .most important lesson to be learned from
the study was that it was probably unrealistic to expect
large school districts to change themselves without 'substantial external leadership and support. A better
strategy would be to find out what the districts do best
and attempt to build from there, expanding and improving on best existing practices and establishing national
policies to help in the large scale dissemination of improved versions of those practices.

By way of example, this paper describes the very impressive work experience program in the Los Angeles
School District and describes how federal leadership
might extend and improve on it.

Despite all the organizational obstacles encountered
by the planning unit in the Los Angeles School System;
the most important opportunities for the achievement of
the goals of career education are already to be found in
the educational work experiences that are provided by
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the district. Many high schools in Los Angeles bus stu-

dents to corporations after school as a result of the
entrepreneurial efforts of career advisors in the schools.
For example, at one school approximately 20 students
are receiving weekly three-hour tours of one company for
each of 14 weeks. A second group from the same school
is in a Second phase of the program and receives on-the-

job experience in a job area selected by the student.
There are many benefits from such experiences. Young-

sters ,haye an opportunity to observe adults at work:
how they dress, how they treat one another, how they
carry out their assigned tasks, and how they relate to
subordinates and to authority. The students learn to use
some of the tools employed by #ie regular employees
and generally enjoy themselves and the employees usually enjoy having them around. One girl working in a
micro-miniature circuitry room emphasized how much
she appreciated the help of the boss. Another young man
who plans to go to college to become an architect or a
lawyer said that he found the program more interesting
and challenging than school. Such observations contributed io the following propOsal to create an improved and
expanded program of educational work experience.

To extend the work experience prograrQ of the Los
Angeles School System, some federal agency might commission a study to explore the feasibility of implementing a network of educational work experiences across the

nation for the purpose of assisting young people in
achieving vital maturation skills and also for the renewal
of,adults who are already employed.
The emphasis would be on the substantive processes
and measures of educational output of the project rather
than primarily on input features such as the conitruction
otbuildings, equipment,products, etc. The goal-emphasis
should be on broad interpersonal coping skills aimed at

improving motivation and maturation rather than on
narrow occupational skills, 14tracy skills, etc. Too often
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new legislation Calls for the construction of buildings,
purchase of equipment, or the creation of new oiganizations to reduce illiteracy or unemployment without
clearly defining how those resources shall be used to..
achieve the goala of the program. Although one cannot
project the entire course of development of a pew program, the initial design ought to start with the intended
outcomes and explicitly derive the necessary procedures
and resources from an analysis of those outcomes.
The design would include draft legislation that may be
necessary to implement the program, for example, financing, management, and operation of the system. It would
also include an exemplary system 6 be developed in one

state and would specify criteria and procedures for

selecting that state.
The design effort can be supported with a relatively
modest investment of federal funds and would serve to
draw important issues into sharper focus as the concrete
details of the design are made explicit. The design document must, of course, include an ithplementation plan
and a coherent strategy for developing the network.
Problems must be identified and research and development efforts planned for the "engineering" of solutions
into economically and operationally feasible progravs.
Even if the sponsoring federal agency did not choose to
go ahead with it, the design could serve as a vehicle for
enlarging the discussion of national policy on the relitionship between education and work.
A number of questions are raised by the above proposal
to design a national network of educational work experiences: Why such tt bold prowarn? Why work experience?
Why doet existing joh tiaining programs suffice? Why..a

feasibility studywhy not just implement it? What
might be included. in the &sip-inertia- donsider-each

these questions.
1. Why such a bold program?
Despite the attractive features of the Los Angeles work
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experience program, a relatively small proportion of the
students in the district are enrolled. Most students can- ,

not be accominodated due to limited local resources.
While the work experience programs attract many students who are planning professional Careers, most college

preparatory students do noe have the opportunity to
participate. Yet it is important that all students partici> pate lest the program become stigmatized as a vocational
track.
More important, the severity of the youth problem de-

mands dramatic action. Despite escalating demands on

education, school boards of the largest districts are
occupied more with questions of violence and vandalism
than with curriculum. In Los Angeles alone, school vio-

lence was said to have reached near epidemic proportions by the chairman of the Los Angeles County Board
of Supervisors. Within a six-month period of 1974, he°
cited the occurrence of five murdere on campuses, 306
assaults on teachers, 79 attacks on other employees, and
144 assaults on school security personnel. "There were
629 cases of possession of gtrigi and knives, and 59 instances of bombs or explosives. The dollar loss to the
taxpayer for vandalism, arson, burglary, and theft totaled

$3,673,682. Thus far in 1974, 80 juveniles have been
arrested for murder." 2 The singie most important school

problem in the United States according to a recent
Gallup Poll 3 is the lack of discipline, the unwillingness
or inability ok the yourig to accept responsibility and to
follow society% rules. Another disturbing symptom ie the
increase in the adolescent suicide rate, which has nearly
.
doubled in the past decade in California.*
2. Why use the wolltplace?
,

--The --mrkplace -see -to- be -the- optimal- place- fOr-the ,proposed educational wo ex rience program.for three

reasons: the isolation of the yo

; ihe need for adult

role models; and the need for. respolsibility. There seems
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to be no alternative institution that can meet all three of
these concerns today.
Increasing isolation of young people from the important economic institutions of the community deprives
them of opportunities to be a part of adult society and
results in feelings of importance and alienation and constittites a serious waste of human resources. The problem
is partially due to the present practice of segregating
age groups into seqaential compartments, first for edufinally for retirecation, then for Productive work, and
4
ment and leisure. .
The isolation of youth is not an evil conspiracy of
adults to deprive the young of their rights to participate.
Rather, it is the almost unnoticed consequence of the
vigorous striving of adults for the comfortable life. As
Wynne points out, it is the natural result of our efficient
system"efficient becaute of the adult tithe saved from

child careit has increased material productivity by

diminishing communal productivity." 5 While adults are

busily at work, the young are kept in school for ever

longer periods to prepare them and to protect them from
the hazards of the real world. We seldom pause to assess
the high cost of this "protection." One cost is an increasingly repressive society, another cost is the lack of selfreliance among the young. While adults proclaim their
dev'ilion to the young, that devotion is not communicated by tangible sacrifices of the good life in efforts to
establish a sense of community.
The workplace is a 'logical gathering point for bringing

.4,

young people and adults together again, for that is
where the important decisions are made, where the action is, and where contact with influential adults is
available. That is where there is the greatest opportunity

----1(n* the-young to-assume- some-responsibility_ and. to_ see

what it feels like. But the young are viewed as burdensome and are relegated to the care of schools and other
custodial institutions. They are unable to demand their
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rights of membership in the powerful eConomic institutions of society. They lack the skills and persuasiveness
to demand access to such organizations.,'
Need for Adult Role Models. Peer/ groups dominate
school organizations. With custodial ratios of one adult

to 25 youngsters, it is very unbleli that adult values
will have much impact in those instittitions. Besides, most

teachers represent a narrow sample'of college educated

people who chose teaching as a career. They do not
necessarily represent models of mature adulthood and
do not comprise a broad array of people °from widely
differing backgrounds. Most teachers have only been
students before their teaching careers. They have not
been employed in other roles e.g., lawyer, accountant,
manager, etc. Yet young people should have the oppor-

tunity to interact With men and women from a wide

range of careersi4is not sufficient to merely read about
what.architects an4 salesmen do. In school settings citizens, trade and prOfessional people have little opportu-

nity to become involved with young people.
, Even if we selected widely experienced people to 1;,e
teachers, school settings would not be a sufficient environ-

ment for educatimf biicause the context in which adults

function (the proll ells, the pressukes and realities of
the workplace, th informal organization, the physical
environments) are ill 'necessary elements for the student .
experience "real" life. It isn't enough to have experien'bed teachers. Students need experienced teachers in
context of real situations.
Need for Responsibility. Youth must be given early
opportunities to assume responsibility affecting others
in joint work activities. The basic nutrient of work is the
sense that one is needed; there is no other way to gain

adult status. In a country where the roles of people in
the cornmunityiltre no longer visible to the young, it is
especially important that they not be excluded from the
workplace. WOrk settings afford the opportunities for
.

{1
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youth to acquire vital matifilation skills such as negotiating with others to protect one's rights, helping others
who are less able, seeking help when it is needed, and
exercising courage and tact in holding others accountable
to group performanek standards. It is the lack of such
coping skills rather than the absence of academic knowledge that is most responsible for human difficulties in
life. Work settings can offer the risk, the challenge, and
the mature role models that are necessary for yoUth to
acquire self-reliance and interpersonal 'skint:.
3. Why will not existing work experience programs
suffice?

Although existing work experience programs furnish
gratifying instances of adult employees helping young
people they still are in need of fundamental reform.
For example, in the film laboratory, the employee in
charge complains _that he does not have enough time to
help his student employees. In the drafting' rooms, the
students are trying to lielp each other figure out what the
symbols they were drawing meant; the boss is too busy
to stop for explanations. In the instrumentation room,
two boys are given vacuum tube voltmeter Heathkits to

build to keep them out of the way. The regular employees
do not have time to give to the students because they are
on a tight schedule. Two regular emtoyees standing in
verheard to say,
th e. hall outside the computer room a
can't
do any work
"There is no room lor us in there; we

with all those kids around." In general, most students
observed by this writer *ere not working on real company work. They were given make-work tasks that run
parallel to the normal work being 'done. There is some
accommodation by wilunteers who donate their time in
explaining to the stiidents,what is going on, but that time
is in competition with their regular duties and is in scarce

supply. It appears that these work stations simply are
not designed to accommodate young people. Further-

more, such work experience programs do not provide'lbr
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those who have left school and are now working but need'
opportunities for recurring educatiOn.
Need to Design Jobs for Educational Purposes. Both'

work and academic institutions have evolved uniquely
age-graded characteristics, and simply exchanging personnel through age quotas, recurrent education incentives, or work experience programs will not do unless both

institutions are structurally redesigned to accommodate
suth exchange. The workplace is now specially designed>

through years of incremental changes to exclude the
young, and any attempt to incorporate the young may
extract heavy costs in reduced. productivity. Thus, if
students are simply added to existing adult work groups
one or more of the regular adult employees will be stand-

ing around unable to do their own work. The usual
response to this problem is to give young persons parallel

make-work or menial work that keeps them out from
underfoot and allows the regular employees "to. get on
with their own schedule with minimal interference (and
interaction). Volunteer employees donate their time in
explaining to the students what is going on, but that time
is.scarce and in competition with the normal duties of the
employee.

To bring young people and adults together in a way
that provides an effective learning enviionment for the
young, withort sacrificing productivity and morale of
regular workers requires that specific workplaces be redesigned accordingly. We must go, beyond general prescriptions about providing "meaningful" work experiences for

youth, but we simply do not know how to design work
roles to enhance both material and communal produc-

tivity. This is not to deny that in order to teach the
important social skills we must provide ad sequence of
experiences that demand and reward responsible action.
But more specific prescriptions are needed.
A good deal can probably ie done to lay a foundation
for the acquisition of copinrskills by having students
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operate the scllool 'plant and assume work roles in productive school enterprises. The school might, for example,

bid on public service jobs in the gommunity; students
would benefit according to:the sucCess of their efforts in
the marketplace. But the "productive"' high school is not
likely to be sufficient in itself to bridge the gaP betweefi
loser, aRpropmatiops to gm worksc'hool and .wor
place will pro. , . Iv necessary. ;The 4ruciarquestions
sw,ered concein the .ipeorfic design feathat must
tures t . yiitire ,n4esgarY to proVide edeational work
g. Orga5dzed work experience
expe ire; ,for,. the y
better
ectucational experiences
titre probabl
pro
part-unark
obtained
-foi inCome purposes.
f oim
etiecent study of work .education programs showed
i students iti programs that were specifically designed for
educational purposes were more satisfied with their work
than comparable students, who had simply acquired part-

**I

.
time bs.°
power_Institute
proposes
a
new
intermediate
The
agency N 4ed a Youth ,Councif 'to facilitate collaboratioli
between .t. ducation and the employment communities.
,n that the most serious social problem is
They
presented by youth who are neither in school nor employed. Furthermore, attempts at altering the incentives
of School and work sectors on behalf of youth have not
met with much success. Consequently, a new community
'controlled youth council is proposed to champion the
'jilts of youth to gain access to important social institutions. The new agency would be a broker between
youth and community resources. The council is seen as
S

.

..,

^-......._

..
...,

-

'a chmige agent for the reform of education and work
structures in the interests of youth and would perform

counseling,guidance, and placement functions. Although
establishing a new adMinistrative entitYis a reform. tactic
preferred over direct assault on existing agencies, the
formation of the new organization does not eliminate the
problem of designing meaningful educational work expe-
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riences that contribute to the student's skill and courage
in changing his own work environment. The design task
poses questions that must be answered regardless of
whether the responsible agent is an educational institutign, im employer, an intermediate agency such as a

youth council, or a communal self-help organization such
as Synanon.
The main questions, therefore, must be concerned with
how educational work experiences can be explicitly designed to achieve a broad class of sOcial skills in 'stu-

dents, skills that are valued and sought for their own
aake rather than as fortuitous, though welcome, byproducts of occupational training. The class of social
skills 'should include both self-control and self-assertive

elements. Students should learn to stand up for their
rights and to confront others when necessary to° correct
inequities. They must also learn to make and keep commitments and to assume responsibility affecting others.
Some writers refer to these as "affective': skills. Cumulatively, these social skills comprise the attributes that

de collectively referred to as "good character" in the
mature adult. Such social outcomes are acquire& in
accordance with the same principles of learning that
govern the acquisition of other simpler forms of cognifive behavior and a "curriculum" of work experiences
can be designed to optimize their acquisition.
In educational work experience programs, students
should advance to higher levels of responsibility as soon
as they are able to handle it rather than when they are
old enough, have the right credential, . or happen by
chance to meet the right person. The interactive demands
made on students should be carefully escalated to teach
the student to cope with a variety of people at different
levels in--an organization -(peers,-superiorsrsubordinates),_
via different media (memo, face-to-face, telephone),
concerning a wide range of topics. Students should also
be held accountable for their performance. Where p0d-
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tive feedback to the 'students is contingent upon their
exhibiting mature.behavior, where the incentives reward
them for helping others and for asking for help when
needed, but where counterproductive and infantile forms
of behavior are not rewarded or actively chastised, we
can expect to observe with increasing frequency the
more adult forms.
Perhaps the educational goals of work experience can
be achieved by manipulating job features in response to

individual differences among students. Thus, for less
mature students job structures can be artanged to provide a planned array of tasks, varying along a grsdient
of task difficulty and with' ample opportunity for nonwork
activities with adults. Flexible time schedules can also,be

arringed to permit free passage back and forth between
school and work. The clarity of the work tasks can be
enhanced in many _ways: performance expectations can
be made sufficiently explicit so Ahat the relationship between the job and the total scheme of life of the 'organization is easy. to discern; advancement procedures can
be clearly specified and tied to agreed upon standards of
merit; ports of entry into the organization and points of
control or authority in the organization oan be identified
for sttidents. The composition of regular employees and
of student workers comprising work teams could also be
controlled to insure complementarity of abilities and
attitudes. For more mature students job structures tan
more nearly approximate existing. features of the workplace.

If a large-scale public employment appropriation is

levied, there exists a prime opportunity to conyince legislators of the importance of specifying in sueh legislation
that the funds be used to purchase jobs with certain

design -features. temaze-the development, of -maturetion skills in young employees. The effort to accomplish
this objective is justified by the promise of restoring in
our youth respect for themselves and for others.
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Need for Recurring Education. If training is an important element in providing skills so s t people can
g or recurring
have access to job openings, then ret
education is equally important since most people complete their schooling at an early age and never return,
and some jobs become obsolescent and others come into
great demand. Our present linear pattern of full-time
schooling for as long as one can persist, followed by a
sudden transition to a lifetime of lull-time work with
higher status and earnings for those who can afford to

stay in nehjol the longest, is unfair and wasteful of
human talellt.
Reform proposals"' to allow students to complete the
Mandatory portion of their education in early adolescence

'and giving them a certain number of additional years
entitlement to education, usable at any time during their
lives, may help tO resolve the dualism resulting from the
linear "schooling-first" pattern by replacing it with xecurring cycles of work and education. This might be accomplished by reducing the mandatory attendance age to 14
yeam and giving all-students an entitlement or a voucher

for a certain sum which could be redeemed by any
organization that has been acOredited by a publicly accountable agency as capable of providing valid education
_services. The agency would redeem the vouchers, and the.

fitudents could use their education entitlement at recurring periods- throughout their liveswhenever it is most
needed for retraining. Reclining educatiofi would help to
solve the problem of age segregation by opening up temporary work experience slots made vacant 133; adults who
are on sabbatical leaves. Young people might het% to

cover part of the responsibilities s viously held by the
r jobs for retraining.
adults who are off from their re
4. Why a feasibility stud
ent the program if jt is such a
Why not simply im
rtant
reasons for" careful planning
good idea? Two im
cing
and
organizittOnal obstacles.
are problems of

Cs;
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Available' Financing. If every person in our society,
young and old, iito have a choice of attending a variety
of educational work -experience programs in several organizations during the course of his life, the problem of
financing must be resolved. In addition to existing program funds that can be reallocated, local and staieeducational revenues are logical candidates to assume part

of the revenue burden but there are additienal candidates. The Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act provides public emploYment funds that are appropriate to this purpose. In a summary of a conference on
recurrent education, Mushkin8 outlines a number -ef
other financing alternatives that may be equally applicable to a program of education and recurrent education
via a network of educational wOrk experiences:
Creating a market for funding loans through banks

perhaps guaranteed by the Federal government;
such loans to be repaid with interest or out of some
fixed percent of future income.
Tax incentives for individuals and for corporationi

geared to the amount of private effort or public
benefit obtained.

Expanding social insurance programs financed by
employers and employees (e.g., unemployment insurance, social seaurity)..
Establishing a lifetime educational credit plan by a
special tax, an income tax, or out of general revenues of the Federal goverpment.
Company and civic agency m-kind contributions in
the form of structural reforms (flexible work schedules, .released time, short work week, etc.) that
make it possible for employees to participate in the
educatiolri work experience programs.

The system for paying the costs of an educational
work experience program that is available tc youth and
adults, 'should be inade condngent on an organization's
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contribution to the external costs they presently impose
ou society by excluding certain age groups and by their
consumption of education. Organizations .that .are very
exclusive and that depend heavily on . highly educated
.staffs should probably pay more, and equitable procedures for implementation are needed.

On the distribution of funds, those who most need
support for participating in educational work experience
programs should receive special help, and measures of
need should be developed.

Probably the particular form in which the funds are
distributed is less important than the contingencies that
are used to schedule the amount, frequency, and periodicity of the payments. For example, ,should more regular, frequent, and greater amounts of money be devoted
to work experience programs as a function of need factors, e.g., unemployment rate, occupational shortage, age,

sex, race, and population density? Or should greater
emphasis 'be placed on reinforcing effective brogram
performance by giving more support to programs that are
most helpful to students, most educationally productive,
most efficient, most active in job search and placement?
Principles of learning would suggest an incremental
approach in which support patterns would successively
approximate the goals of the program. It might be pos-

sible to analyze the , goals of the program and write

performance contracts with employers to provide differential payments for a hierarchy of student outcomes so
that the achievement of higher level generalikeable social
skills results in progressively greater compensation 'aue
to their difficulty of accomplishment. There are problems
with this, of course, the- poseibility of creaming for one,
the problems of measurement for another, but these comments are meant to suggest directions rather than serving as a prescriPtion of what needi to be done.
Government has a variety of fiscal 'instruments at its
disposal to promote greater opporturnty for young people
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to participate in educational work experiences alorigside

adults and these tools can be used in such a way as to
avoid runaway inflation, depletion of natural resources,
or radical political upheaval.

Obstacles to Reform. The creation of a network of
educational jobs to be made available to persons of all
age levels for the attainment of the objectives of career
education comes up against the fact that, as Wirtz° has
so eloquently put it, "While the case for change is in the
minds and hopes of scattered millions, the case for things
as they are is in the hands of two or three strongly entrenched bureaucracies." One reason for the difficulty of
implementing changes in the workplace to accommodate
the young is self-interest.
There is a balance of power among vested bureaucratic
interests at all levels of education and work, with exclu-

sive control over present arrangements. On the other
hand, there is little public pressure for career education
reform; only a handful of politically ineffective scholars
are interested in the gap between school and work, and
few with any power would care lo invite a confrontation
with those vested groups which have a well-honed ability
to defend their turf.
Vocational and manpower training agencies hal,re few
productive linkages and considerable duplication, over-

lap, and conflict as they compete for funding and for
control over programs. 10 Programs for youth are numerous and fragmented. There have been endless struggles
among administrative bureaus at all levels of government

regarding who should control training programs, each
with its own constituency, including legislators and
special interests who stand to benefit from the program.
These groups fiercely defend themselves and occasionally

evaluate themselves by carefully selec

g contractors

who will bring in a positive report with réóommendations
for additional appropriations.

Educators often express concern that the private sec-
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tor may assume too much control over the education
process; it has been only a few years since the American

Federation of Teachers led its campaign against performance contracting experiments over concern for nonteaching personnel assuming educational functions.
Students themselves are not very eager to move into

the community and assume responsibilities in work"
experience programs. They enjoy the school campus and,
aside from its repressive features, find ample opportu-

nity there to become acquainted with Members of the

opposite sex and to socialize with their peers.
On the work side, employers are generally eloquent at
school-industry banquets but when it comes to relinquishing responsibility to young people, they reveal that
they don't really trust young people with much responsibility while readily acknowledging that responsibility is
precisely what yckimg people need. There simply is not

enough responsibility to gb around, they say, and )besides, "teenagers aren't dependable, aren't mature, azbn't
well trained," "all the qualities that might be acquired'
with a little trust and opportunity. Profits come first.
Redesign of jobs to accommodate the young is probably
a threat to many managers who have not yet even entertained the idea of hiring people under the age of 21.
Union leaders have also been deeply involved in various

aspects of career education at the national, state, and

local levels. They assume the role of champion of industry-education programs, and yet their actions often
seem to be overwhelmingly governed by anxieties over
students displacing employed workers.;
Licensing and credentialism, often a protective vehicle
for the public interest, sometimes stands in the way of
reform and serves vested interests in restricting the flow
of new labor insto,the labor market and impedes the
mobility of labor within the labor market.'2"3 (p. 160)
The use of credentials for effectively practicing age
discrimination in hiring makes it very difficult for young
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people to gain employment in the primary labor market.
If the credential was a genuine indication of proficiency
in those jobs for which the credentials were prerequisite,

there would be little concern. But Freedman's data on
the use of credentials to provide job shelters by limiting
the population of admissible job applicants" and Berg's
data on the lack of congruence between creilentials and
actual job requirements raises serious questioffs about the

possible social disutility of unchecked credenfialisnr.
Most licensing boards are exclusively composed of licensed practitioners with a conflict of interest who are
unlikely to voluntarily sacrifice their advantage in the
market. But court action such as the Griggs v. Duke
Power Company case is beginning to challenge invalid
licensing and such action is likely to grow.
The effort to overcome these difficulties probably requires that Wirtz'S "scattered reillione be organized into
a common voice to insist that preventive measures, such
as a national network of educational jobs be substituted

for the usual remedial measures in the youth labor
market that never seem to work. People must be convinced that their government has to assume responsibility for bold solutions in the face of opposing self-interest
because, "No pluralist society has worked unless its ley.*
institutions take Tesponsibliity ior the common good:" 15
(p. 349)

5. What features might be-includedNn lhe.proposali
One feature would be the enablffie -dxtft legislation'
required for the program. For exaniplkilegislittion will be,
required for Jireiting a major publZhfmployment program
to provide,the opirrtiinities for eciucationa) tw.,,ork expe-

rience. LegislatiOn may: albe reOluireil to fit
bility foi the program. .Ideally the,pr9gram would be
ichninistered by -a Single agenOyasiponsible for all !its
lima:ions. whether 'they lie concerned with education,A
tinct allocation ofji
vocatiem; manpOwet m4,bor.:44.
respOnsibjlity andt authority inigh help to avoid^th
..4

.
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fragmentation and jurisdiction problems that were cited
in our case study and which also typically demand so
much attention among bureau pergtnnel in Washington.
Finally, draft legislation may be needed to provide for
the registration, accreditation, and supervision of educational work experience sites by the 50 states. Educa-

tion is still a state responsibility and the states would
presumably assume the task of regulation and maintenance of educational standards.

A second feature might include the financing pro-

cedures to be used. For example, entitlements or vouchers might be used to pay for the educational workyxpe-

riences whenever they are needed during the person's
lifetime; such vouchers to be redeemable at accredited
workplaces in private or public sectors.

.

A third feature might include changes in schools that
are necessary to ease the transition to the workplace. For
example, as,mentioned earlier, productive school enterprises could prepare students for the program. Graduation requirements will also have to include credits to be
earned by the educational work experiences. Compulsory
attendance laws may have to be modified.
A fourth feature might include the establighment of

intermediate community agencies such as the Youth

Councils proposed by the National Manpower Institute
to augment.the guidance and placement functions of the
schools and to facilitate the recurring education of adults.
A fifth Ifeature might specify how public and private
organizations coiild set up a departmont or branch, having responsibility for a productive activity vital to the
organization, but that also has an educational .responsibility for helping young people develop responsibility
and other social skills, and for helping in the renewal of
adult workers. This branch or department would probably have an associated research and development capac-

'ity to redesign work stations and to "engineer" work
experiences to insUre that the intended social goals are
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achieved. Local educators might be included as part of
these research teams to help with such work.

These features are only a start. It has always been
impressive to see the number of creative ideas that are
generated from the field once a federal agency assumes
leadership by setting a direction. Now we need to find
an agency that is willing to take on such a risk.
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II
Population, Labor Force and
Employment Opportunity

Emerging social policy as discussed in the first section is
going to have to cope with some major new dimensions

of the youth problca. These stem from significant reversals in form in .4 wide spectrum of matters ranging
from alterations in the demographic profile of this coun-

try to new patterns of school attendance and labor
market participation on the part of young people with
corresponding impacts on their rates of employment and
unemployment. The three papers in this section present
the factual materials, which bear on these changes and
assess some of their portents.
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T e New WorkerImplications of
Demographic Trends
Howard F. Hayghe
4,t

The postwar "baby boom" generation which crowded
the school system in the 1950s and 1960s and subsequently swelled the ranks of young workers is moving
into the cohorts of mature (over age 25) workers. A new
generation of youths, born during a period of declining

frtility and rising affluence, is now beginning to enter
the labor force. This new generation is smaller. As a
consequence, over the remainder of the decade, the num-

ber of youths in the labor force will grow more slowly
and will decline during the 1980s.

Over the period including the last part of the 1970s
and all of the 1980s, the characteristics of the youthful
(16 to 24 years old) labor force will change. In response
to declining fertility, the proportion who are teenagers
will decrease in this period. At the same time, the proportion who are women will increase. Blacks will probably

continue to face many barriers to employment even
though they, like all young workers, will be better edu,cated.'
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The 1970s

The number of youths in the labor force grew rapidly
during the first part of the 1970s, but this growth will
slow during the remainder of the decade. Between 1970
and the first half of 1974, the number of young men and
women 16 to 24 ytars old in the total labor force grew
by about 2.6 million tO rerh 22.5 million. During the
remainder of the 1970s, growth will be much slower. By
1980, there will be 23.8 million 16 to 24 year olds in the

labor force, a net rise from 1974 of only 1.3 million. This
increasibwill be among 20 to 24 year olds, partially offset
by a 500,000 decline in the number of teenagers.
The number of young men in the labor force will rise

at a slower pace during the latter part of the seventies
than during the earlier part. Between 1970 and 1974,
the number of young men in the labor force rose by 1.2
million, a 10 percent increase. However, between 1974
-and the end of the decade, the number will rise by only
4 percent, due primarily to declines in the number of
teenagers. Likewise, the number of young women in the
labor force, which rose quite rapidly between 1970 and
1974 (a 17 percent increase), will increase by only 8
percent during the latter part of the decade, a rise concentrated, as with the men, 4mong 20 to 24 year olds:
During the latter part of the 1970s, women will dominate the increase in the number of young people in the
labor force. Between 1970 and 1974, the increase in the
total labor force was about equally divided between men
and women. But, during the remainder of the decade,
about 59 percent of the rise in the number of youths in

the labor force will be young women. As a result, won:ten
as a proportion of the labor force will increase, rising
froin 40.9 percent in 1970 to 43.1 percent in 1980.
This increase in the number and proportion of women
in the labor force reflects current social trends which are
likely to continue into the future. Basically, women are

having fewer babies than in the past. They are post-
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poning their first child and intending to have fewer
children.2 Thüs,,at the beginning of their careers, young
women are able; to spend more time in the labor force.
As a result, they are able to become better established in

their jobs, acquiring job-related skills so that should
they leave the labor force for any protracted period to
bpar and care for children, they are better prepared than
women in the past to find jobs when they re-enter the
labor force.

The fact that young women are postponing their first
child and expressing intentions to limit the number of
future births is undoubtediceslinked to the changing
aspirations of women in our society. The idea that a
great many women can best find personal fulfillment
outside their traditional housekeeping role is widely
accepted. Young women particularly seem to be becoming more career oriented. Thus, it is not surprising to
see the labor force rates bf these women, even mothers
of young children, rising.

EVen though the fertility level of Negroess.has been
declining, it remains higher than that of whites.--As a
result, the number of black youths in the population and
labor kirce is expected to increase betlieen 1974 and 1980.

The number of black youths in the labor force will rise
at a rapid pace during this period,-on the order of 23
percent, while there will be little change among the
whites. Thus, the racial composition of the youthful
labor force wile be alteredin 1980 14 percent will be
black compared to 12 percent in 1974.4

As is well known, Negro youths have a high unem-

ployment rateabout twice that of white youths. In
1973, the unemployment rate of Negroes under age 25
was 20.4 percent compared with 9.1 percent for whites.
For black teenagers, it was _even worse-30.2 percent

compared with 12.6 percent for whites. In addition,
employed black youths are more likely to be in low paying jobs, while others do not even enter, or drop out of,
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the labor force because of discouragement over their
prospects of finding a job.

The black youth is often confronted by a series of
familial, institutional aad economic influences that restrict his ability to compete successfully in the labor
market.5 More -often than whites, Negroes come from

one-parent homes. In March 1974, 32 percent of all
Negro fainilies had a female head, compared with 10 percent of the whites. In over half the Negro families headed

by women, chilfiren were present. Apart from the psychological eifeets of being raised in a fatherless home,
one serious obstacle confronting children in these families is pbverty which forces them to leave school early
to seek jobs for which they are not qualified. In 1972,
median income for Negro families headed by women was

only $3,840 compared`with $12,137 for white families
headed by a married man.° Also, many Negro youths

have attended inner city or segregated rural schools,
which are often inferior to those attended by a majority
of the whites. Finally, racial prejudice continually confronts them in their search for a good job.

These *tors are powerful barriers frustrating many
black youths. Hopefully, some means will be found to
alleviate these obstructions. But, for the remainder, of
the decade, it see s likely that the level of unemployeVen
ment among black uths.rill remain high, a
rise if our econoznk situatioddeteriorates.
To summarize: Over the rest'of the decAde, the number of youths in the labor force will continue to-rise,
although at a slower pace than in earlier years. The increases will be among older youths who are generally
looking for career type jobs. The proportion who are
teenagers, many of whom are students seeking part year
or part time jobs, will decline.
Women will become an increasingly important pall of

the labor force. If current trends continue, the .career
aspirations of ybung women will lead them to compete
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for jobs iri traditionally male dominated industries and

occupations. Furthermore, a growing proportion of

mailers, with problems unique to their family responsibilities, will also be looking for a. place in the labor
market.

Finally, the number of young Negroes in the labor

force will grow quite rapidly. These young people will be
better educated and will have higher expectations than
blacks in earlier years. Yet, the barriers to employment
which have confronted Negroes in the past remain largely
intact, and black youths are likely to experience high,
frustrating levels of unemployment. This problem will increase in size as the number of young blacks hi the labor
force increases.
The- .1980s

Theo labor market situation facing the young worker
during the 1980's will differ from that of the latter part
of the 1970s. As the size of the youthful labor force decreases, competition for starting level jobs in many areas
may decrease. However, offsetting to some extent the
advantage due to a declining labor force, the pace of
economic growth is projected to decrease. The average
annual rates of *increase of some key indicators are shown
1955-68

Gross National Product
(1972 dollars)
Personal Income
(current dollar)
Employment
(count of jobs)

1968-80
,(projected)

1980-85
(projected)

3.2

4.0

3.2

6.3

8.0

6.5

1.6

1.9

1.2

Educational levels will be a key factor as well. For
those whose educational level is below the norm, labor
market difficulties may increase due to the fact that the
number of jobs requiring only relatively low educational
levels will rise slowly. Those workers whose educational
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levvis are high will be in demand, but, in some areas an
oversupply of college graduates may develop, intensifying
competition for jobs.

The basic feature of the youthful labor force in the
1980s will be a sustained decrease in the number of
youths in the Population and hence in the labor force
stemming from continuing declines in the fertility
rates. Between 1980 and 1985, the decreases will pe primarily among teenagers, but in the period 1985 to 1990,
they will be among those 20 to 24 years old. By sex, the
decline will be uneven; over the whole period,thenumber
of men in the labor force will decline faster than that of
women as cultural and social changes continue to promote labor force participation by women.
Between 1980 and 1985, the number of 16 to 24 year
olds in the population will drop from 37.5 to 34.4 million.
About 77 percent of this decline will be among teenagers.
This population decline will be reflected, of course, in a

decline in the number in the labor force of- about 1.6
million, again, mostly teenagers. The decline will be
.

/

among white youths while the numbei of blacks will* remain steadY.

By sex, the decline in the number will be primarily
among men. The number of men will decline by about
1.1 millidn, or 66 percent of the net decrease in the number of youths in the labor force. Whe decline in the number of women will be offset by rising labor force partici-

pation if current trends in family size and economic
aspirationa of women continue.

During the latter half of the decade, their population
will drop even further, by 2.8 million. However, during
this period, the declines will be concentrated among the
20 to 24 year age group. Likewise, labor force declines
amounting to 1.9 million will be amyng the 20 to 24 year
old group. In the second, as in the first half of the decade,
the number of yOung women in the labor force will decline far more slowly than the number of men.
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Because the number of women in the labor force is
projected to decline more slowly than men during the
1980s, women as a proportion of the total .labor force
will continue increasing. As noted before, in 1980 43.1
percent of the 16 to 24 year old labor force will be composed of women; by 1990 that proportion will be 44.4
percent.

Jobs in the 1980s Lor which the undereducated can
quolify, will be growing only very slowly. During the first
half of the 1980s, the professional and technical category

will grow the fastest, despite continuing declines in primary and secondary education and cutbacks in the de-

mand for engineers. Employment in managerial and

clerical jobs is expected to riseras well, but-not as fast as
in professional occupations. For persons with high school
or college educations these developments will be helpful.
However, among blue collar workers, operatives and non-

farm laborers are expected to grow rather slowly as
technological advances decrease the demand for these
relativeky unskilled workers.8 Thus, for the underedu-

cated, employment growth is likely to be in aas in
which they are not qualifieit,to compete for jobs.

An examination of projected job openings for ihe

-period 1972-1985 shows-the same story. Over 61 million
openings will occur during this period due to growth and
replacement. About 20 percent of this growth win be in
professional and technical occupations and 28 percent in
clerical occupations, most of which will require at least a

high school diploma. On the other hand, jobs in categories such as' operatives, and farm aranonfarm occdpalions which often do not haye high educational requirements will grow by only 14 percent.
.
Educational Attainment
The educational level of young workers is expected to
rise. By 1990, there will be proportionally more college

and high school graduates in the labor force than in
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1980. At the same time, the proportion with less than
four years 'of high school will decline rapidly. (However,

the absolute levels of college educated persons may
differ in the future from the projections in this paper, if,
as is possible, the current trend of declining proportions
of high school graduates enrolled in college continues.9)
The 1980s, like the 1970s, will undoubtedly be marked
by a rapid pace of technological innovation. Jobs will
often become more complex as different technologies and
'procedures are introduced, requiring well-educated,
skilled workers tc; perform them.

To meet this demand, the proportion of well-educated
workers will grow rapidly. In fact, between 1980 and
1990, the number of 16 to 24 year old college graduates
will rise by 6 percent (at a time when the number of
young men and women in the labor force will decline by
15 percent). The proportion of college graduates will' rise

faster among women (10.6 percent) than 'among men
(2.8 percent).

Unfortunately, this rapid growth in the number and
proportion of colleige graduates could lead to an oversupply relative to demand in some fields such as primary and secondary education or engineering. The U.S.
economy has been successful in the past in absorbing the
'growing number of college graduates and thus optimism
with respect to employment prospects of highly educated
workers in the future is warranted. Some attention
should be given to this problem to reduce the possibility
of, the occurrence of the following:
. . The recent employment experience of new college
graduates suggests that their short-term employment
prospects may be quite sensitive to cyclical changes in
the economy and to the changing mix of demand for
highly trained professional and technical workers in
particular fields.
. . . These highly qualified workers may also displace
increasing numbers qf less educated workers in occu.
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pations which have formerly been the preserve of
those without college educations, particularly if the
kinds of jobs which typically have been held by college graduates do not increase fast enough to absorb
the prospective growth of college graduate jobseekers.
The upgrading of job requirements already observed
suggests that the employers' expectations with respect
to the educational qualifications of their prospective
1---employees tend to rise with increases in such qualifications of the jobseekers themselves. Thus, if college

graduates are forced to seek jobs which have not
traditionally attiacted them, they are likely to be
hired in preference to the less educated, quite apart
from the actual education needed to perform these

4-

jobs adequately. Should such displacement take place
on a large scale, the potential consequences could be
'damaging both to the college-educated workers and to
the less educated workers they displace. For the
former, limited opportunity to utilize and develop the
skills and perspectives acquired in college could give
rise to alienation, frustration, and other problems
associated with this type of underemployment. For
the latter, the prospect of competition with the educationally advantaged for jobs and promotions could
also give rise to serious strains."
For young persons whose educational levels are below

the norm, the 1980s will be difficult. As noted above, the
skill levels required by many jobs will be increasing, and,
employment growth will be in those occuflational groups
requiring high levels of education. Thus, even though
their number and proportion are expected to decrease,
jobfmding will remain an uncertain proposition for them.
They may Nell find themselves involved in unequal competition for jobs with better educated workers and thus

increasingly relegated to low skill, low pay, dead end,
jobs.
Conclusion

The size and the age-sex-race composition of the
youthful labor force are going to change over the next
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15 years in response to both fertility trends and the
growing labor force participation among women.11
For the remainder of the decade, the nuniber of young

workers will rise, but more slowly than during the early
1970s. Subsequently, during the 1980s, the number will
decline. Over the entire period, 20 to 24 year olds will
increasingly dominate the youthful labor force. The proportion who are teenagers will decline, from nearly 40
percent in 1974 to 32 percent in 1985, rising somewhat to
34 percent in 1990.

Current trends of increasing labor force Participation
among women will continue over the next decade and a
half. The labor force partigipation rates of young women
will rise and they will compose an increasing share of the
labor force. Also, if current trends continue, a growing
proportion of young women will be competing for jobs
in the same areas as men.
The number of black youth in the labor force will rise
at least until 1980, even though black fertility levels are

d6clining. However, the barriers that are creating high
unemployment among them now will continue to prevent
success in the job market unless they are alleviated.

Educational levels will continue to rise, but this will
present two distinct problems. On the one hand, there
may be an oversupply of college graduates relative to the
number of jobs in certain fields. On the other hand, jobs
for those who ate relatively undereducated will probably
become less available in an economy where technological
progress will remain rapid.

One of the major problems facing manpower policy
planners, as in the past, is likely to be the high unemployment rates of black youths. The many social and
ebonomic problems confronting Negro youths as they try
to find jobs have not yet been significantly alleviated.
..,Thus, a multi-faceted 'approach will have to be taken to

lower the barriers against employment of these youth.
The problems of not enough jobs for both the under.
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It alm&st goes without saying that the solutions to

these employment problems among blackYbuth, college

graduates, and the undereducated depend upon our

N

success in maintaining an adequate number of jobs for
these young people. If yOung blacks are to find jobs, if
college graduates are to be able to find jobs commensurate to their education and skills, and if undereducated
youths are to get meaningful jobs, then manpower policy
has to center on creating these jobs.
Women will be an increasing proportion of the labor
force. But, as their role in American society is changing
and will continue to change, so will their role in the labor
force. Young women will be staying in the labor force
.

longer and more young women with children will be
working. Further, women are likely to continue to enter'
male-dominated industries and occupations in search of
better pay and better careers. Thus, as the role of women

in the labor market changes, they may require new or
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different types of assistance than in the past as they seek
to establish careers.
Obviously, many of the problems that the changing
composition of the youthful labor force will preseht to
manpower policy planners will be familiar ones. However,

there will be new problems. In many cases, existing

policies and programs may be adapted or rechanneled to
help ease the transition of youth from school to work.
But, inorther instances, different policies and progranis
may be required.
Notes

1. This paper is based largely upon projections of the labor
force prepared by the Bureau of Labor Siatistics. See: Denis
F. Johnston, "The U.S. Labor Force: Projections to 1990,"
Monthly Lab& Review, July 1973, pp. 3-13 and reprinted as
Special Labor Force Report 156; also, Denis F. Johnston, "Education of Workers: Projections to 1990," Monthly Labor Review,
November 1973, pp. 22-30, reprinted as Special Labor Force Report 160.

The assumptions the projections in this paper are based on
are detailed in the above. Briefly, they are: over the period of

the projection, women will have, on average, 2.1 children (Series
E population projections); mortality levels will fall slowly; net
annual immigration will average 400,000 persons; the size of the
Armed Forces will remain at 2 million'; there will be no major
legislative or social changes affecting the labor force and no
changes in' the current definitions of "labor force," "employment" or "unemployment."
2. See, U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-23, No. 49, "Population of the United States,
Trends and Prospects: 1950-1990," pp.12-17, 39-40, 66-68.
3. Data for the category "Negro and other races" is used to
represent Negro workers though the data include other minority
races. Blacks represent about 89 percent of the larger group.
4. See, Sophia Travis, "The U.S. Labor Force: Projections to
1985," Monthly Labor Review, February 1970, pp. 3-12, reprinted as Special Labor Force Report 119.
These are the latest available labor force projections by race.
5. See, Sar A. Levitan and Robert Taggart 111 background
paper for The Job Crisis for Black Youth, The Twentieth Cen-

tury Fund Task Force on Employment Problems of Black

Youth, pp. 49-52.
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6. See, U.S. Bu au of the Census, Current Population Re-

ports, Series P-60, No. 90, "Money Income in 19'72 of Families
and Persons in the United States."
7. See, Ronald E. Kutscher, "The U.S. Economy in 1985: A
summary of BLS projections,': Bulletin 1809, p. 27.
8. See Neal H. Rosenthal, ibid, pp. 18-21.
9. See Kopp Michelotti, "Employment of High School Graduates and Dropouts, October 1973," Monthly Labor Review,
k

September 1974, p. 50.

10. Johnston, "Education of Workers: Projections to 1990."
11. Detailed data on population, labor force, employment by
major occupation group and educational attainment, current and
projected can be found in Manpower Report of the President,
April 1975, Statistical Appendix, particularly Tables E-1 through
E-11, pp. 308-316.
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Youth EmploYment and Career Entry
Paul E. Barton

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is a limited one. It is an attempt to provide some perspective on the high teenage

unemployment rate, which is the only widely recognized
and the only available measure of youth employment
problems; how it has gotten so high; and what it means

and does not mean. Any such examination leads to a

look at labor force behavior as well, to what is happening
to youth employment arid to the nature of the relationship between the teenage employment experience and
"career entry," although teenage employment and
"careers" are not, of course, the same thing.
There is no attempt here to prescribe the proper means
of readying youth for successful career entry, much too
large a subject for one paper. However, there are a number of important considerations arising from the discussion of teenage unemployment and the present character
of employment entry which should be kept in mind in
shaping a smoother transition from school to work. These
will be brought together in the paper.
It should be noted tit the outset that this paper almost
wholly concerns high school leavers and their early em,,
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ployment experience, and not that of the college student
or graduate.
Unemployment
There are several reasons for an examination of the
character of teenage unemployment. One is that public
discussion of the "youth problem" has been closely tied

to high youth unemployment rates and the impact of

the World War II baby boom on the labor market of the
1960s.

Another is that the character of teenage employment
and unemployment has changed over the years, a matter
of considerable significance for policy, often not widely
understood, and in fact, frequently 'misunderstood.

Still another is that during the late 1960s, and in the
last several years research on such matters became both
more voluminous and more sophisticated. Its conclusions
have not, however, been brought together in ways making
them easily airailable for use in policy consideration.
Perhaps the most important reason of all is the need
to look at a situation where the most used measure of a
problem is not very helpful in policy, and represents a
clear case study of a situation where failure to measure
the right problems can lead to the wrong policies or
simply lead nowhere at all.
11 The New Teenage Labor Force
tie
The Teenage Labor Force is IncreasinglyAnd Will
Soon Be Largelyan In-School Labor Force
The existence of high teenage unemployment rates has
conjured in our minds the image of a school leaver,
graduate or dropout, looking for work and unable to find
it. There are, of course, many young people in that situatidn. More frequently however, the youth labor force,
whether employed or unemployed, can be identified with
young people in school.

In 1953, there were a total of 3.5 million teenagers
employed. Only one million of them were in school. By
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1960 1.7 million out of 4.0 million employed teenagers
were in school. A decade later, the majority were in
school: 3.2 -million e-mployed in-schoolers as compared
with 2.6 million out of school. The pattern, of unemployment followed closely, to .the "pOint that by 1970, 0.6
million out of a total of 1.1 million unemployed teenagers
were in school and looking for work.' The time is coming
when teenage employment and unemployment will for
the most part be identified with the schooling period of
life, rather than reflecting the movement from school and
entry into adulthood, as in times past.
The situation is the product of two trends, one wellknown, the other probably less so.2 An ever increasing
proportion of teenagers is in school, as more young people

finish high school and more of those (at least until re-

cently) go on to college. Thus, even with a constant

proportion of in-school teenagers working, the proportion
of all teenagers employed who are in-schoolers would be
rising.
The talk about the disenchantment of youth with
work, high youth unemployment rates, "discourage&
workers," the increasing proportion of high schoolers
coming from families able to send their teenagers on to
college and the rising ailluence of the American family in
-general, may obscure the fact that a higher proportion
of teenagers who are in school are either working or seeking work.

16 and 17 year old males (in school) increased

their "labor force participation rate" from 34 percent to 39 percent from 1960 to 1970. For 18 and 19
year olds the rate rose from 35 percent to 41 percent.

The rise was steeper for females; among 16 to 17
year olds, the rate rose from 23 percent to 34 percent, and from 28 percent to 38 percent for the 18
and 19 year olds.
The surge of a larger proportion of in-schoolers into the
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labor force is particularly impressive when we consider
that the decade of the 1960's saw the largest increase in
teenagers ever, a rise of 47 percent during-the decade,
which placed a great strain on the capacity of the economy to match the need. s'
Actually, the proportion'pf teenagers enrolled in school
and in the labor force htieerobably been understated to

a significant extent in the official counts used in the
statistics above. In the official survey, whoever is home
(often the mother) speaks for the labor force status of
the whole family. In the less official but validated longi-

tudinal surveSrs sponsored by the Labor Department
(The Parnes Survey) the youth themselves are asked
about ther employment status. The statistical variations,
are significant.
In the Parnes survey of October, 1967, the 14kor force

participation rate of white males enrolled in school, age
16 and 17 was 58 percent, -compared to 42 percent in the
regular survey, and 56 percent for 18 and 19 year olds
compared with 41- percent. The differences were even
greater for black males: among 16-17 year olds, 50 percent in the Parnes survey compared with 35 percent in
'the regular survey, with comparable figures of 61 per-cent and 31 percent for 18=19 year olds.3 The differences
in the two sets of data are accounted for primarily among
the employed, rather than the unemployed. Similar, but
smaller, differences also exist for teenagers out of school.
Possibly much of the difference is in reporting /part-time

worIthought to be more important, or better rememr,
bered, by the youth than the mother.
Such sizable differebees suggest that at least for those
special surveys concerning youth as a group (such as the
October surveys of labor force status of graduates and
dropouts, and those enrolled and not enrolled in school)
we ehould be asking the youth what they are up to and
not juet accepting what the parent is.aware, of, or wants
to report.4
ous
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The decade of the 1960s saw a remarkable expansion
in the teenage population and an even greater expansion
of the labor force, creating a pressing demand on the part
of in-schoolers for jobs. How well did the economy respond to this double barrelled blast?
2. The Economy Responds
Teenage Employment Surged, And The Teenage Un-

employment Rate Became Less Useful as a Single
Measure of Youth in Trouble

In the 1960s it was the conventional wisdom that the
rapidly rising youth unemployment rates and the increasing ratio of the youth rate to the adult rate was the
product of the simple demographic fact that the labor
supply of 16 to 19 year olds increased dramatically and
combined with an- economy unable to keep up with it.
During this period, the teenage labor force did expand
by 50 percentcompared to a growth in the total labor
force of only a fifth. Moreover, the supply was highly spe-

cialized, ife., inexperienced workers (at a time when it
was generally assumed that jobs for the unskilled were
disappearing) often looking for part-time jobs at. that.
Supply Eigstripping demand was a reasonable assumption

to ma ,kAS 'the unemployment rate climbed; after all,
the teenage labor force had increased by only 15 percent
the previous decade.

Somewhat surprisingly, and not wholly explainable,
the economy did quite well in rolling out a greatly h\i=--creased quantity of jobs for teenagers. The rise in the
teenage labor fprce of 50 percerit during the decade was
matched by an increase in teenage employment of 49
percent, the latter contrasting with an increase in employment of persons of all ages of just 20 percent during
the same period for the Nation as a whole. Further, the
expansion in work activity for teenagers was concentrated
in part-time work, with an increase of 128 percent from
October of 1961 to October of 1971,-contrasted with a
mere 17 Percent increase in full-time work.
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But youth unemployment rates also rose in the 1960s,
and became increasingly higher than the rate for adults.
How does that square with the report above about the
increase in youth employment opportunities? How concerned should we be thit the teenage unemployment rate
averaged 14.5 percent, last year, compared with 3.8 percent for persons age 20 and over?
At a time when the teenage unemployment rate is both

high, and has been rising over a fairly large span of recent history, the assertion that it is less than useful as a
measure of youth in trouble is brash enough to demand a
thorough defense. But first, a few comments about what

the above statement is not intended to say, for it has
some exceptions.

First, the major exception: The rates for black teenage youth are more than double those for white teenagers. Moreover, the trend data (1960 to 1972) indicate
that the disparity has been widening and is virtually unexplained by the ove5t11 state of the economy. In 1960
the rate for black teenagers was 1.8 times the rate for
whites. A gradual deterioration brought the black rate to
2.4 times the white rate by 1972. Jobs for black teenagers
simply did not grow as fast as the need. Here, quantity
oi jobs in the inner city is a great problem.5 This higher
rate for blacks is a development of crisis proportions, and
although generally the unemployment rate for youth is
not an adequate measure of the problem, that measure is

useful to point up the worsening of the black/white
differential.

The other exceptions are minor onlY in the sense that
anything true in.generiis inaccurate in specifics. Aside
from blacks, there oikvf;ksly are many youth experiencing rong spells of unemployment and all the worse for it.
One other point should be made. The examination here
is of unemployment rates as trends over the longer term,

not of what happens at the depths of a recession. In
recessions, the unemployment rate for youth goes up,
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althOugh not as much' proportionately as for adults.

Higher youth unemployment due to reCessions is a prob-

lem, and calls for increasing the quantity of jobs for
youth.

The very high teenage uriemployment rate does not

define-the problem very well. It does accurately measure
"unemproyment," and no suggestion is made to the con-

trary. It is just no longer the major social indicator on
which our gaze should be concentrated. A distinction is
made between the value of the unemployment rate as
social indicator, and the real problem that prolonged
unemployment causes a lot of youth.

What has hiappened to the unemployment rate is almost a mirror image of the deVelopments described earlier
relating to youth employmeht. it is becoming common for

.

a teenager enrolled in school to seek a part-time job.
Every time this happens, that teenager adds to the unemployment count, even if only for the several weeks it
typically takes to be sucCessful.

Given the casual nature oi such employmentthe teenapt' is likely to hold several such jobs during the school
period. Every time there is a movement in or out of a
job, the ethploymeht and unemployment rates include it.

Within the school year, tektneeis find jobs during
vacation periods. For exampre0,,.0 Million teenagers
were employed in September of .1973. During December
of that year, the number rose toi -7.2 million. Many wete
counted as unemployed while looking for ,Chrisimas jobs
and empfoyed afier finding them.
During- the summer teenage employment balloons.
thiete we9 9.1 million teenagers employ0d- in July of
1973 (compared to the September figure of 7.0 million).
They 'ara counteil
among the unemployed during the
.
(search for summe work.
is
So what the youth unemplciyment rate sifts down to
teenage labor force
a reflection of the turbulehce
activity, with the same youth entering the unemPloyment
.
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count a great many times d

fiLt0

g.e' school years, and'

indeed, perhaps Sewkral times within a single year.

This turbulence is 'egisteredii4veraI of the iSublished
tir unemployment tables that lie behind_the aggle
IL
rate.

emplot.
It is known how many teenateTs enr
ntry, its
ment count through laberf, foree eiktry an
compar4 with those who becairelinemplayed.as a result ev
of losine or leaving their, liitst: joE7'Ilie contrast in the
make-CIP, Of, the unemploYnient.; rate, by reason of unem-

,

ploynient,'between teenagers and adults, is considerable,
as can be seen from the table belOw; 6
-

LiNEMPLOYMNT-'.RATE, 1973
16-19fYear

glas

Reason for Unemptnynlent

..I.4et last-job

244 70'

.

L7

ft last job
e-entered labor force

Feinales,
M;i1es,
20 & Over 20 & Over

1.6%
.9
2.0

1.9%
.5

4.3.
6.0 .

IsTever
worked before
,

Total

-.3
.0

1.6%

froin job
be strikingly dissimilar. The.differerice. lies ;in the nnemploynlent

If one looks only at uneinployme
lOss, the rates, for youth ind adUlts

resulting from .enterinkenci'*-eniering the labor -fora
is consistent 2,15Otiv in'Years of high and low unemtikloyment..In 1973 (a:Year'of "fairly:high unemployment),
.youth entry ancli.re`-entfy j40.,"`the jabor, force accounted
unemployment rate.
for 10.3 percenit. Of

yèarvith è low total imemPloyment rate) the
1.proportiOn el 14,1Xatill,)4ighi
teenage Atetaccounted for
,

by such enirr and.'.waa':,fth Percentage points out of a
bou t the .same proportion as
totalrate o f. 12 .
.

Prte point made,* ihese statistics is a limited one.
TfieY sholk hovenipch .the °sate is. the result of milling
aboutin the lab0F Imre. 0/ course, if 'there is a very low
*
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-period of job search, when a ,youth enters or re-enters the
labor force, there is cause foeconceni.
How long,does it take youth °to find jobs? Surprisingly,

the answer is thitt nobody knows for sure, despite the
wealth of details collected on unemployment. The closest

measure available is thealinforma4n supplied by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics on how Ting presently unemployed people have been unemployed. By this measure,
the duration of unemployment experienced by teenagers
is fairly short. Out of an averagelof 1.3 million teenagers
unemployed in 1972, only 180,000 had been unemployed
for more than 14 weeks; '730,000, or 56 percent, had been
unemployed from one to four weeks. When the economy

is operating at a high level of economic activity, the
duration of unemployment is lower. In 1969 the average
rate of teenage unemployment 'was 12.2 percent. This
amounted to 853,000 unemployed, of whom 539,000 (64
ea- percent) were unemployed from one to four weeks, and

67,000 for more than i4 weeks. What is "typical" is
somewhere between:7

An attemptAas been made to get a more accurate

estimate of thOleitt duration'Of unemployment than ie j
provided through the monthly unemployment figuree.
Writing in the Monthly Labor Review, a publication of o
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Hyman Kaitz provides
estimates of actual average duration. Using 1969 data,

he concludes itat the length of the average spell of
unemployment in that year Was 5 weeks, compared with

.

the regular BLS measure, Which yielded a figure of 8
weeks.t,Piesumably, the duration of youth unemployment is overstated in the preceding paragraph, although
we do not know to what extent, compared to the national
average. The reason there,is a difference in duration, as
z, has t,O- do with the fact that the
estimated by Di.

official pleas* is no Of cijjsd spe//s pf tmemploy-

e of the monthly count
mint during a year;but an a
of how long those currently unemployed have been
without jobs.

0 C.C.) t.)
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Having described a turbulence in the teenage labor
force, and (for the great majority) a relatively brief
period of job search, an important question remains
unanswered. Both of thelefactorebould long have been
.true Of teenagers; when compared to adults. There has
long been labor force activity of 4-schoo1 youth, even
if it has increased. Of course, labor fgrce entry accounts
*for a large portion of youth unerleiloyment: that's the
point of being young and starting to look for work. The

quickness with which youth do locate work (on the
average) lessens concern about the hardship that might
be suggesked by unemployment rates of from 12 to 16
percent. Ba what about the fact that the unemployment
rate of youth has been growing relatiuf to that of adults?
The description of labor forte behavior provided so far
suggests strongly that the divergence between tha,teenage rate and the adult rate has been due to an increased
"milling around" in the labor force compnred with the'

past, and that,. therefore, the divergence need not be
viewed with alarm. But the evidence supplied thus far
is only circumstantial.

Is there information that would show more directly
-whether the Increasing youth unemployment rate (rela-

tive to the adult rate) has been due to a growth in
short-term unemployment associated with job entry and
-re-entrY? If one takes the length of the unemployment
spell to be the best indicator of the seriousness of unemployment, the answer is yes. Using unpublished data
supplied by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, a "long term
unemployment rate" was derived for teenagers, which is
simply the number unemployed for more than 14 weeks
as a percent of the teenage labor force. In 1957, the long
term rate was 1.6 percent for teenagers, rising to 3.6 percent in the recession year of 1961, dropping to 0.9 percent in the boom year of 1969, and then rising to 2.4
percent in the high employment year of 1971.
The further question was asked of whether the youth
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ong term unemployment rate has been increasing as a
ultiple of the adult long term rate, as has been happen-

g in terms Of the total youth rate compared to the
WI adult rate. (So as to avoid the confusion of the
effect of btisiness cycles, the high unemployment yearis
have been dropped out.) 9
Teepage Unempjoyment

Rate as MulOpkef

dult UnernplAkfuern
e*

1957

3.1 Tiny*

.1964

A 3.8 Times
4.1 Times
4.4 Times
4.3 Times

'.1965
1966
1967
1968

Teenage Long Term '
Unempfoyment

Rate* Multiple of
Adult Rate

2.0 Times
2.4 Timeg
2:7 Timeikr
2.3 Thilea

2.6 Times

q Times

2.2 ;Tithes

2.0 Times

4.5 Times

1969

* Unemployment rate for persons 20 and over.

As can be seen from the table above, the 3ioutli long
term . unemployment rate has not increased, relative to
the comparable adult rate, as has been true in the case
of overall unemployment rates. The rising Overall teenage unemployment ratels a product of increasing shorter
term unemployment. This is not to say that we should
have no concern about the rise, for sensible education
arid manoWer policies can reduce job search time, and a
. :better match between young workers and the job may
reduce. the fttequency of spells' rif unemployment by redueingjob tdrnover.
The'donOept of unemployment is much more relevant
40-siftiations like the 1930s when mast all of those out of
Work are in dire straits and to the situation of house!' holders reiponsibte for the support of themselves and
otbers. It. remains relevant to a -btge number of adults
4nd" 4.490 for many young peoplerom poor families, , or
,

t'V school and caught up in a reoession. But we

'shoilld expect it to beesOme less relevant, in general, tO 8,1\

.
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in-school, most of
teenage population that is increasingly
tlieir
families,
many of
whom, are being supported by
told
to
take
the
time
to get a
whorti>air probably being
.,good.19b41ither than taking whatever happens to come
..talinig.ritoth family and societ4have 'extended the period
ti.for Which they assu responsibility for youth

ile

'unetpployment" does not very welLcapture the amet:
t to which those responsibiliVes are being
a
ut -to be clear about the thrust of the argumen*
the distincshould
be
emphasized:
oint made earlier
social indication between the unemployment fate asIna judging a sotor and the problem of unemployment. when it goes up
cial indicator, we ought to be sure that
and when it goes down_ the
the situation is worsening,.vice
versa, as the case may
situation is improving .(or
can rise for two
ber The 'unemployment rate for youth
part-time job opporTreasons. One, because an increase in

labor

.
the
tumties
can cause more youth to pour intospell
of unforce, putting the new job seekers through a
inshort."
The
setond
is
an
employinent, even though
reasonable
period
of
ability of youth to find jobs after a
about
the
latter
search. We remain greatly concerned
averages
condition, but are uncertain what a figure which
ilwises and
jvhat
to
think
when
,both really tells us, or
falls.
It might be as useful to know the duration of tiine
decision to actually
tween being "able" to work, and the
motivation of
indication
of
the
changing
seek it'as some
41.
an approyonth to work, or the time jt takes to
graduation
priate training school to li="a job skill ailM high school
track;"or.tlfe length of time a
froin "geheral
nowhere" job, before
graduate has tplitay in a "leading

finding the entry rung,to a job ladder.
CareerEn,try
entry" begins
Where a 't,eenage job" ends and "career precise fash-

ia not a matter that can be dealt with in
The distinction
ion. The extremes are, of course, clear.
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mowing lawns in ,the summer and a job as a
.ogrammer trainee is obvious. While youth
oymvnt is measured precisely, it is not so easy
ribe the trend in the quality of career entry. With
a piecing together of disparate statistics and limited
Stu-dies, however,lsome general understanding of the
present state of affairs is possible.

Teenage Employment, Isltpifferent?
While the Teen UnemployMent Rate is Not the Best

1.

,Indicator of Trouble, Neither Does the High Proportion
Employed Indicate That all is Well

It is a good thing that employment opportunities for
teenagers have been expanding over the long run. The
increasing part time employment oLlouth in schoorpartially (but sometimes inadequately) meets their needs
for independent income and useful activity. It is likely
of some help in getting full time work in the period after
leaving school (the statistics are rather clear on this.)
,,Such employment may also be viewed as a safety valve
in the trend toward a lengthening period of dependent
status for youth, as education and family financial support lengthens, all in a period6Vhen youth mature faster
physically and intellectually.

Not that we should 'be satisfied with the part-time
employment situation: as it exists. But such increesing
employment opportunity is, on the whole, a good development.

,Tp answer 'the question posed by the title of thI sec-

t* cieenage employment is different, even kr those
rJdg full-time, and even when they have been certified with i'41igh school diploma. To make the point, a
tdistinoniLb& made between "youtitype" jobs and

f

"ad
si A

egu zojobs." It is not a precise one,
oug

neatly placed into one Category or
speaking, the distinction exists,
ognize it.

tf.
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This terminology..was

usedb1iIi 1968,, to

-if not pre-

make a distinction he desc
cise":

J
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Youth jobs do not necessarily lead to career job.but
are open to young Workers. They include baby-sitting,
farm labor, sales clerk in variety or food stores, and
the like. Typically, these jobs are in non-union firms,
small firms, and only infrequently lead to permanent
arrareer employment . .. Both high school graduates
and dropouts haVe occupational distributions that are
concentrated in youth jobs immediately after leaving
school .

.

.11

Teenagers go into particular ogcupations and industries that are "teenage intensive," and work their way
into ge kindspf jobs adults hold as they pass the magic
age OT 20 or N. While the right- kind of statistics are
hard to come by, the concentration can be illustrated.

+le high school graduates at age 18and 19 ars con-

centrated in a wide range of basically unskilled jobs-58
percent *ere operatiVes or nonfarm laborers in 1969."
Only 27 percent of males with tile' same education, but
in the age range Of 25 to 44 Years, axe in these occupations."

\

W. n teenagers flood the labor market, as in the
196 S.o they rhimage to break into more qccupations

and industries? Or do they just fight for a largei share of
the kinds of jobs teenagers are conventionally hired for?
The most comprehensive investigation of this question
was performed by Edward Kalachek. His Conclusion
was that as teenagers increase theire,prdportion in the
labor force, they are pretty much sealed into traditional
teenage activities. * studying 'ten Staidardketropolitan

Statistical Areas, he reported that ftaitnagers do not
significantly increase their penetration otidult-type jOb.
Rather,:_they appropriate a laiger share of the
teenagers
jobs in key (teenagep iactivities."34* hy
looking:primarily
for
it
that
the
y.
are
so confined? Is

.

-
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part-time work, which is limited to certain industries? Is
the situation similar for out of school youth? Are high
school graduates similarly conffned, or are they better-off
than non-graduates?

In raising the question of the access of teenagers to
.adult-type jobs, the concern is greatest With the school
leavers expecting to enter the labor force on a full time
basia. This review of the evidence strongly suggests that
teenagers are largely held back -from adult-type jobs,
and that until age 20 or 21 (which is as far as_tiois inves;. tigation has gone) a high school diploma (g" least for
males) makes very little difference in the early years of
work experience.

All Bureau of Labor Statistics reports we have seen
.show graduates doing better in the job market than drop-

outs. But they lump 16 to 19 year olds together. Our
suspicion was that since age alone makes considarable
difference, in employilling practices (more on this
later), the comparisotiaOdd be misleading on this basis,
simply because the average aKe of the dropouts would be
less than that of the graduateA
Sample size does not permit comparisons for onl3; 18
year olds, or 19 year olds. However, the Bureau of Labor
_.Stattatigs wag able to piece iogether a comparison based
19 year olds together. As can \be seen from the

table-below, the differences in occupational distribution
Employed 18-19 Year Old Males, 1969
Occupation

Professional
'Managers
Clerical
Sales
Craftsmen
Operatives
Services
pron-farm laborers
Varna woikers

Dropouts

3.0%.
2.0

1.2
5.2
3.2
12.2

10.5
5.8
11.7
39.3

36.9
9.3
26.2
5.8

91

6.5

18.2_
-

2.9

4
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among boys were small differences in degree, rather than
in kind, when dropouts and graduates of approximately
the same age were compared."

The high school graduates do a bit better, but the
differences are not striking. Both have a characteristic
teenage occupatiorial distribution. At the least, finishing
high school does not seem to have the pay-off advertised
ofor it in the buses and subways.

A similar comparison for girls brings out a very important distinction. High school provides girls with a
much bettei access to jobs than it does boys. Girls learn
typing and how to spell by staying% in high school, and
the market for secretaries is a strong one. To illustrate,
60 percent of the female graduates, age 18-19 were in
clerical occupations, compared to only 25 percent of the
dropouts. The dropouts were much more likely to be in
service occupations. But then, a special place is reserved
in the job marltet for women, and these statistics suggest
that they are puit in their place sooner, rather than later.
The question of what difference a high school diploma
makes was explored directly in the longitudinal study
diFeated by Jerald Bachman of the Survey Research
Center at Ann Arbor.15 It involved a national panel of
at the
2,000 boys, starting in 1966, in the 10th
rted
betime, and resurveyed every year. The data
.
low was based on the 1970 survey.

After removing extreme cases, the mean weekly
,

earnings for graduates was $112, compared to $119
for dropouts (with all cases included, the dropouts

averaged much better than the graduates). Bachman reports this to be consistent with another mat
sive longitudiniA:;-auiveY, Project TALENT, where

salaries for dropouts averaged about 4% higher,
than for graduates.

92
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In terms of occupational status, the graduates were
found to have a slight edge, although not statistically significant.

When presented with the statement "What I have
learned in high school helps me to do a better job,"
13 percent of the dropouts said very true, compared
with 16 percent of the graduates.

We do kno* that years of school, and the certification
which results, do make a difference in occupational success in later years, although this may be due to creden-

tialing more than to any effect that staying in school
longer has on cognitive ability. And, where staying in
school longer helps in employment, it may cdme about
because of the personal characteristics that lead the
youth to stay in school, rather than schooling itself.
-However, for males, a high school diplomskseems to make

little.diffelance 'in the teen years. Either employers fire
looking for something more, or they simply do not make
much of a distinction among young males at that age.

The evidence suggests that in the teen years "youth
type" jbbs prevail, with or without a high school diploma.

Female graduates seem to do better than their dropout
counterparts, but females as a group have an occupational distribution heavily shaped by° stereotyping and
discrimination.
So, one looks to employer hiring Practices to find out

what employers actually do, and what they seem to be
looking for. Only in the last few years have there been
sufficient investigations to shed much light on the matter.
2. The Hiring Age for "Regular" Jobs
By and Large, Major Employers, Hiring for the Kinds
of Jobs Adults Hold, Do Not Apt People Under the
Age of 21.
-

The story of teenagrsrnployment, how good the jobs
are, how well youth dO upon leaving school, and what
elements make a difference in employment success, has
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to be pieced' together from a variety of disparate sources.
To Our knowledge, it has not been done before.

There has, of coUrse, been a lot of talk about the

"floundering" period after leaving high schoolthe holding of a variety of jobs, and the assumption (borne out in

the Parnes surveyVolume 4) that such movement is

progressive in terms of improVing wages. There have been

debates about whether the process is good or:bad. Some
have contended that turnover during these years is the
natural result of trying on diff rent jobs to see what fits,
level jobs are there to
the assumption being that
it,
seeing
the turnover as
try on. Others have criticize
evidence that youth are not prepared for a regular job or
adequately matChed.to one during the...school yea*. But
an assumption u,Uderlying both views waS that thai5:youth
had soine sdit 0 clioice; and thq ngt tieirik 11h:640r-the
.101054160:_.:,:'
good. jObs was the4rult iikiiituivi- ..03.4
diploma, oefat.ttft*p:''Iearik putifgfi0ien It a 'iliplorria
were obtained:
This movemeUt "'from one job to another iS'Consistent
with the existence of a set of youth jobs, in gross terms
at least, separatil from regular jobs held by a4ults (wItio
are eqUally,''or fess oredentialed by the education *stem). If that iathe Case, then movement from one youth
type job to anOther would be the only way to progress,
switching to a better paying job as the opportunity presents itself, and waiting until the minimum age when
employers will hire for regular jobs is reached."The evidence aVailable to us indicates that this is the predominant situation, but with many exceptions. We have
looked at a number of relatively recent studies of em.,

ployer hiring practices. In addition, The Manpower
Institute conducted its own survey, under contract with
the Department of Labor..
The most comprehens&e statisticar study was conducted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, with the following results.'6

94
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Percent of Establishments Not Hiring Under 20 for
Full-time Jobs*

Atlanta
Detroit

Office

Non-Office

641%

60%

46
45
66
51'
61

60
4870
55
66
61
76
49
65
48
55
66
63
The establishments surveyed were those governed by mini-

Cleveland
Baltimore
Milwaukee
Los Angeles
Battle Creek
Auburn
Galveston
El Paso "I"-.

mum Wage laws.

For non-office occupations the percent cif firms not

hiring teenagers ranges from just under one-half to
three-fourths. It is worth noting tilt the percentages are
usually lower for office occupations, likely refiectig the

faCt that women with a high sch2ol diploma rie frequently hired immediately upoeleaving school for
clerical work.

More specific in terrhs of identifying access to career
type jobs, but more limited geographically, is the sthdy
by Daniel Diamond and Hrach.Bedrosiith, of a selecipd
number of jobs in New York-and St. Louii thitt ire entry

points to a "family of jobs" where 'there is a line of
progression up." Narrowing the focus, to such jobsall
cleirly requiring no more than a high school' education,

if thatthe study shows the-proportion of employers
wanting young people is even lOwer, thin when -a broad
range of Jobs is considered, although there is 'C'Onsiderable

variation and differences between the two cities. In St.
Louis, none of the hotels wanted to hire persons under 21

for the job of hotel Clerk. Ninety-four percent of the
banks rejected,thefo- as tellers. twh-thirds shunned them

.
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for the lowly job of orderly in a hospital. The best was a
job as "press feeder" where 47 percent would not hire
them.
,

The situation was more variable in New York City,
ranging from' a rejection rate of 85 percent for orderlies
down to 25 percent for press feeders:But the banks were
also tight with 78 percent not wanting to hire below:the
age of 21.

These are the big cities. We know , of onlY one such

sttidy in,4:4Ural L'setting. A team headed by Charles
Rogers-§grii0"3i414,116_ employers in two rural southern

counkeziik-seven preferred to hire a person who
is ovei:20 Sal:stirage. But in terms of actual hiring only
nine firdilli4druticancies a teenager might fill.
Surveys fin'eh as those cited led to a study done by The
Manpower Institute entitled "Study of Corporate Youth

Employment Policies and Practices." The study stated

that its central purpose was gaining "a better understanding of whether the youth-hiring decisions of the
corporate employer are the result of valid empirical eVidence of-Nthe job performance characteriaties ,of yontiv:(age 21 pnd.under).' Time availabjp was.ihnited to six
it-43earch of the
months, and the methods useth,,,w
and
State laws, and
literature, a look at relevant F
There
were four
interviews wiib 142 major em
principal findings:
rs draw employees
p shQ1s no relationel policies
ship to the exiSith4*.
at corporate headq40,4fir-:liii.re1.:',Personnel policies
at lower organizations evreithplici4 locally deinigk.the opera onal comtermined, and div
ponents of the sa
except for those a ected by
2. Employment d
equal employmeifrbpportunity laws and regulations,
are decentralized to relatively low organizational
unita. As a consequence, detailed employment infor-

1. The extent to whi
.from the21 and un

.

.

,
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mation _at- the headquarters level i s more likely to
exist for black or female employees than for young
workers.

3. No indication was 'found that, anployment deci-

signs relating to youth are formed on the basis of objective, scientific eValuations of the job performance

or otter emeilpyment characteristics of. youth. Although llomefirms maintain absenteeism and turnover data, few factor the data by age7 and in no in- \
stance did representatives report that such analysis
fOrMs the basis of hiritig policy. None of the corporate representatives expressed an awareness of studies
of youth job performance 'characteristics.

4. Youth employMent decisions appeai to be based
primarilY on subjective assessments by those ' who
make ihe actual hiring decisions.

The report makes the pqint that just because hiring
policies have grown up which exclude youth and are not

based on performance oiata does not ,mean that the

.

judgments resulting frorti experience are necessarily in-

,

valid.

-

But the ,fact of the matter is .that youth are hei;vily
excluded, because of age, and that such decisions by
corporations are -not based on Objective infortnatiOn as to

.their ability to perform. Headquarters have neither a
formal policy norrn information on which to.base one.

Thg information developed by. The Manpower Insti
tute
study is consistent with studies made of the opera..
tion, of ",internal labor markets," most notably those of
Peter Dogringer and Michael Piore, Stich stiltes show
that hiring_ policies generally are not validated on the
basis of actual performance. Employers have beliefs about
age, experience, and educational criteria, but they are not

subjected to the rigorous-tests reServed for the quality
control department, or the detailed record keeping of the
coit aceountants.
.
In their study of manufacturing firms, Piore and Doe.-

ringer come to the following conclusion:

9.7

:-\\
\
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OccasiOnally, the correlation is statistically valid, but
most oftan it derives .from the collective experience

%

%rid prejudices of the plant management and has
never been scientificiilly verified. In either case, the
causalorelationship between screening variables and
job performance is not necessarily well defined. In
fact'only in rare instances are managers'able to articulate a plausible relationship between, job perfamanCe and the screening procedures they .ehiploy.19
Similarly, Ivar Berg, in The Great Trainini Robbery,
fohnetliat employer policies as to th? educational re,
quirehrents for jobs are usually based.on no hard information on differences in the performance of graduates
and.non-graduates, even in their own plants.

,

-

In ,any event, it is the fact of Air exclusion which
' must be dealt with as much as the reasoning (or non-'
'reasoning) which lies behind it. What has developed is
a situation where the society educates youth, ,not going
on to- college until age 17 or 18, and certifies them as
ieady to join "adult society which presumably includes
economic society. Howei,er, the perception of economic
society is that they are not ready to enter pntil around
the age of 20 or 21. Thus, a gap is created,that explains
a lot about /the character of the 'teenage jot,. experience
and behavior. We cannot calculate the rate, but it gives
rise to a period where the youth is dislp ;ted from the
the-employeducation System, and not yet 'located
ment world, but remains in a youth la "Pool, aging and
,

-

waiting.

2

.

.
-e

.Responsibility for this situation cahnot be assigned in
e neat way.' It- is likely fairly widely shared. Em- '
yers are probably both right and wrong!' right in the
nse that a lot of youth get high school degrees without
ithe equipment to enter. the most significant employ-,
rhents; wrong is the sense that many of. them (perhaps
most) are ready, and employers have simplY practiced
blanket policies excluding them', withhut the benefit of
a

I
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informatithi that is.assumed to go into rational busings:
decision making. Thus, we are dealing with a dual prob.

lem of first gaining access for. youth Who are ready at age

18, and second, better preparing, youth to meet valid
Manpower needs of industry.
,°

There will not be complete agfeement that we have

identified a problem ,of sufficient seriousness iri the,liveS

of youtli to warrant the attention'we give it. There are
likely t); be defenders of the idea that several years in
"youth tYpe", jobs is good preparation for work and life.

,We should- be explicit about our con'aern. We ate
questioning ,the quality ;Hite employment experience in
the el:1mill types of emplorrient available until the acceptable age. Theyoulh knows it is a temporary jOb. The
employer knows that thedyouth will not be staying long.

This is not the best cimtekt for developing strong
attachments te employment, or positive attitudes toward
'work.
The._ experience is likely to be disillusioning.
The pubf
lic advertising
campaigns
have
led
youth
to
believe
that
. .
employment
doors.
They
a high school diploma imlbcks
have heard, "To get a good job, get a good education,"
or soMething to the effect of, "Do you want to.be-called
.

'boy' all your life? Get a high school diploma." It has
been done in good faith, but the facts are that for the
young man leaving school with his diploma, that diploma
does not cut much ice in the corporate world.

We woUld be deceiving ourselves to think that the
discrepancy between what he has been led to believe and

the reality he finds passes unnoticed. He can see very
easily that his job is little different than thal of his friend
Who dropped otit, in the 10th gradein fact he may be
behind by two years of eXperience. The message gets back

to the schools and is not litely to have a favorable impact on the borderline cases 'where a youth not going on
to college is deciding between finishing or quitting high
'
scliool.
4
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In all of thisftfull recognition is given to the fact that
there is a,place for youth jobs and that there are periods
of life when they may be-preferred. But until-some combination of adequate preparation and elimination of irrational hiring standards based on age is achieved, the
point is that the option to enter an adult job is not there.

This should be changed, and then youth left te pick
among their options as they please.
Some Closing Comments

There has been no attempt here to prescribe appro-priate routes for career entry, only. tO assess the present
situation. kt should be clear from the foregoing that the
present situation is less than satisfactory. Hopefully the

factsand surmisesassembled here will be useful to

those trying to improve the sitnatiOn. There are, however, a few observations to be ventured:

1. Enough has been said about the shortcomings of
the unemployment rate as a measure of the "youth
problem." What we need are other measures that
capture more fully the nature and progression of
the youth employment experience. In doing so, J.6
to 19 year olds should not be lumped together, in

view of the critical difference
age makes in the
4
.

labor market.

I

-

.1 The record-keeping has not included employer
hiring practices, toward youth. This needs to become systematic, so we can tell Which direction
we are moving-7and among what kinds of ern=
ployers.

3. More conceptual and measurement work is needed

on .the differences between ,"youth jobs" and
":career" or "adult" jobs.

4. Attempts to reform schooling to improve eareer.,
entry must come to grips with age discrimina 'on.

It matters lade that curriculum changes ar installed in the high school if larger einployers do
not hire until age 21.

1
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5. The whole of the problem of access to the adult
economy must be dealt with. It is the distance
between the education world and the employment
world that ficansing a 'PrObléth. A meahing of the
two at the stage at which society certifies youth

as 'prepared," is what is required. A promising
route to improved access is gradual entry through
structured education-experience arrangements.
6.

Labor magkets for non-college graduates are largely

local. Employers vary froril area to area in their
attituaes both toward youth and toward the kind
of education which constitntes appropriate education for employment. .Further; attitudes toward °
such matters vary among employers in different
industries,
To the extent the above statement is trile, there is
no standard way of educating youth in the class.room for careera. cost-benefit, studiee comparing

vocational education with general education are

likely pointlessexcePt as they may apply to a
particular labor area, at a particular time. The
strnctural changes that will prove effective will require aSsessment of local labor market practices and

employer attitudes (including bnilding in means
of changing them), and adaptations based on what
is learnedas coptrasted with single formnlas for
the Nation.

L.
7.

Finally, legal action mayLin the.endbe found

necessary if what seems apparent is proven to be
fact on a widespread basia. If employers will not
hire 19 Year old high school graduates solely on
the basis of age, and without tested employMent
criteria,based on ability to perform, then discrimination is being practiced which is mit different in
kind from refusal to hire older workersa practice
now banned by Federal law.
Notes

1. liata from the 1971 Manpower Report° of tli'e President,
Table..,B-7, p. 199. The proportion in school is understated be-
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cause BLS defines school in such a way as to exclude private
schools not offeringhigh school or college degrs.
2. Data from the 1971 Manpower Report of ' the President,
Table B-6,.p. 198. \
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datain One 7;6ird of a Nation a report of The President's

il
Task Force on Manpower Conseri.)Vion, chaired ,by W. Wlard

N

Wirtz, Secretary of Labor. The c art on page six shows the
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black (non-:white, to be exact) coun rParts. The,rates followed
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to one ratioby*958.
6. Manpower Report of the Presidnt, 1973, Table
A-21, p.
..
t
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279.
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°

and January, 1970, pages 112 gnd 131.
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President, Table A-6, pp. 164-165.
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to Work, A Report Based on the Princeton Manpower Sym-
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Youth Employment Opporturiities:
Changes in the Relative Position of
College and High School Craduates
Richard B. Freeman

College raining has traditionally-been' a major rdute of

üpwarçY mobility in the American labor market, providing
the v t majority of graduates with "high-level" profes4ional or managerial jobs. While persons laCking a cedlege

o

-

education, such as high school graduates, have not been
"shutout" of the top occupations, their chances of attainanagerial pesitions have been much
ing profession
smaller than those of comparable college workers. In
f....1960, for example 77.6 percent of college-degree men and
-78.5 percent of college-degree women worked as professionaIs or managers compared to just 22.4 percent (male)
and 15.5 percent (female) of lath school graduates.' The
incanes: Of the college trained exceeded those of high
school graduates by approximately 43.8 percent in 1959

a differential. above that in the .m..:vious decade.2 Even
in the more detailed (3 digit) occiipations college workers camarkedly beam' than theicitiglschool peers.2

At the outset of the 19708,khowever, the situation began to change dramatically, as theLrnarket for collegg
graduates weakened, with the 41014 a,nd occupational

1,0 4
'

.
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- position oi,..gew, graduates, in particular, declining rapidly
and (presuably as a result) the proportion of young
men enrolled in college falling sharply [Freeman, 1974b]."
What are the implications of. tliqse te.vel9lonellts for the

employment opportunities of young college and non-

c011ege workers in the future? How, have these two groups
fared in odmpetition for jobs in years past? How are they
likely to fare in the future? What does .the changing

relative posiiion of college and high school graduates
teach us about the operatioh of the market?
Thia paper seeks to answer these questions, all?eit in a
preliminary way due to the immediacy- oil the changes

under stlidySectiori 4summarlies 'the basic facts on

changes in the relative 'sUpply'inid demand for college, as
opposed to 4igh school, graduates in the post-World War

II period and on changes in relative salaries and occupational position. Section 2 uses the marginal producevity theory of demand to develop a framework for a
re rigorous analysis of relative income and emploYment opportunities. Section 3 examines the extent of
intra-occupational comPetition between high school and
college graduate worliers and, presents estimates of the
critical parameters that summarize the interrelation between the demand for the twO typ,61 6f graduates: the
elasticity of substitution (a) between them, which measups the impact of relative wages; and. the elasticity of
8*. upational structure (0), which measures the impact
of relative numbers on job status. Tke paper concludes
with,a brief summary of Andings and speculations about
future employment opportunities.
1. 'Developments in the High School and College Labor
Markets
The changing labor market position of high school and
college graduates in the post-World War Ir period and, in
particular, in theckate 1960s/early 1970s is examined. in
this section with itionaP data on nuMbers, salaries, job
structure and deinand.

105
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To begin with, table 1- records the number of high

,

school and college men graduating in selected years from
1950 to 1973 and estimates of the flow of new job seekers
to the labor market (degree:recipients less ast_year en1.ollments- in the next highest level of schooling).' The
table shows that until the mid 1960s there/was relatively
little change in the ratio of college to high school graduates, save for the sharp decline following the graduation
of. the "tI bill" students in the early fiftiei. Because of
the expansion of graduate training, in fact, the relative
'number of "net" college to 'high school" new entrants
dropped sharply in the 1956-66 decadefrom 0.44 to___\

0.17, as the large cohorts .of the postwar-baby boom

delayedtheir fabor market entrance to obtain additional
schooling. At the end of the sixtiel, by'contrast, the relar
'five number of college gradu'd I its suddenly increased
from 0.25 to 0.37 according tc, Ile data in column (3)
while the relative number on the market also rose sharply

.,

0.17 to 0.31, 'pie lesson of qtble 1 is that despite the

sizeable expansiok of college training in the U.S. in postWorld War II Years, not until the end of the 1960s was
thnie a significant increase in.the supply of new college

relative to high school, graduates and, consequently,
significant pressure on the supply; side towards a rela-

tively weaker market for young college trained workers.
Table 1: The Changing Influx of Male High School and
College Graduates in the U.S., 1950,1976
Recent Graduates
(in thousands).
Year
1950
1956
1960
1966
1970
1973

"Graduates Seeking Work"
High
College
Bachelors School Rstio

°
Bachelcir School Ratio
H igh

College

571
680.

. 330

V./

200 .
255

31
\

487
550

'

898 ,
1308
1433
1500

.58-5

267

194

.29
.28
.25
.34
.37

105

238
358
521
449
550

122

.

91
172
170

1.37
0.44

0.34
0.17
0.38
0.31

subtracting first yeai
a) Graatiates seeking work obtained by
graduate school enrollment from graduates.
Source: U.S.-10ffice of Education Digest of Educational.Statisties 197
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Turning to dempd, ealle 2 records fixed-weight indices- of industrid demand for college and high school
wirkers (columns 1, 2), the ratio of indices .(colunin
and rates of growth in °the period under .study. The indices reflect the industrial structure of employment: they
are calculated by multiplying the ratio. cif college (high
school) graduate workers to all workers in an industry in
a given year (1960) by the employment of each industry
for 1949 to 1973, summing'across-industries in every year,

and turned into an index by dividing by the 1960 number. Formally, if u, is the ratio of college (high school)
graduates to all employees in industry i in 196Q and Nit,
total emploYment in i in- year t, tile index (L) is defined

.

as:

(1) 1,-,-(E(1, Nt)/I60
i.

°

The fixed coefficien. t assumption that ot, remains at the
1960 level means that the indices ignore changes in demand, due to technological developments within industries and responses to changes in relatiVie wages in order
to focus exclusively-on shifts in demand dtze to differential ates of industrial expansion. If industries which are
"coll ge labor intensive" expand employment more than
thos that are "high.school labor intensive," on Average,
the index of demand for the former will increase more
than that for the latter, and conversely in opposite cirhmstances. The use of such indices in manpower analysis is developed in detail in Freeman (1'9,74a).
.

Defined as described above, the indices in the ta1;4le e-

pict a time path of demand similar to that of sup ly

\

,--t..

shown in table 1 with the rate of expansion in the ative pleruancl for college raduates slackening in e late
1960Safter a periooPof rapid iucrease. Until 1965, demand for college graduates grew more rapidly than for
high school graduates, with a 4compound annual change
in the ratio of demand indices of 1.2 percent (1949-1956);

thereafter, the growth of relative demand dropped to
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about 0.0 percent per annum froM11965 to 1973, actually
- falling by 1.9 percent in the 1970-73 period. While other
factors also inflyence the level of demand in the period'
under study, it iii clear that the impetus toward increased
r demand 'for, College ai opposed to high school graduates,
due to the rapid expansion of "college labor-intlmsive" '
try ground to a hait in the late sixties.
Fina , olumn (4) of table 2 compares th ratio of

1.,-

.

\

te

,

'napes to Supply indices calculatpd from

the data underlying table 1. This shows that rel tive de,rnand increased in the fifties and early sixties Nris-a-vis
relative supply and then dropped sharOlyL-by 28 percent
from 1965 to 1973. The stage was thus set for a-change
in the relative economic status of college and high school
male workers.
SalarThs and Occupational Attainment

Given the changes in supply and d and shollin in
tables 1 and 2, it is reasonable to expct the economic

position of co4lege graduates to have eteriorated. compared to that o f high school graduates in the llate 1960s/

early 1970s. What effect, in fact, did the:changes in
relative supply and relative deMand have on the salary
and employment opportunitie§ of college compared VI)

le

1

high school workers? How have recent college and-high
school graduates fared in the job market? .
These questions are examined in tables 3 and 4, which
compare the salaries and occupational attainment of -all
and young or starting college and high school graduates
in the period of interest. The income figures in table 3
reveal a deterioration in the relative pOsition of the college trained in the 1969-72 period when supply and demand conditions grew advergeafter a decade of general
increase in relative incomes. Among all male workers the
income ratio fell by 4 percentage points or 2.7 percent
in the 1969-72 period and by seven more points from
1972 to 1973; among workers 25764, by 7 (4.6 percenf)
points; while among younger workprs,, the decline was

108.
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.4Iespec

y, large:41. (f3,3 percent). points for 25-i4 'year,
olds. A similar .por i hown- By .jhe starting' salarY
data; With the salsride oT cellegei ion 'increasing.less?.
'rapidly than thi incomes of produttion worlcers. for -che
late.19.60C/early 19:70s atter rising relatively
iout ctecade. In shdrt, theAger.es aemonstrfte tha
ence of siziabie `41-1owrnOaid altion in, dtlitr:nitio, of
college la high schebI
clatsic, price system

response tO chkpagEts'ip relitive supply/ideniand. conditiopik .
et of the type EttOwn .4trlier.
,
I.. Table 20.441dices of Demand for College Q-raduates
.

4.evels ,
'Colleke ,High School
(4Deyriiir nad
Pemand,

.1950
1955

,,

^.70'
.88k

01,54

3.0

.Cornbound Changes
1.7
1.2

1.00

1965
! 1970
1973

14/11

16.73

1950-190

r;aiio,.....Zewmzuppei,
nd
t
.89
.93
'1.00
1.06
1.11
s 9 1.05
1.05

-41.960
1,-,15

.85 ,
.95
1.00
1.10

,

Ratio Relative ."

.1.41
1.54

1.27
1.47

0.43
0.90.
-

1.19
0.91
0.97
0.79

.

1965-1973
-3.5
3.6
1970-1973
-3.0
'' 5.0
-1.9
- Source: Calculited as descrilied in .the text using data from
U.Sr Census of Population 1960 and U.S. Department of Com,* merce, National Income and ProdUct Statistips, Survey of Current Business (July, various_years).

The evidence in table 4 on occupational attainment
tells a Are complex story-about the impact of the chang-

ing market on the ogiortunities of college and high

.

School graduates to ebtain white-collar jobs. It.shows that
both groups experienced declines in the probability Of'

attaining white-collar work in the late sixties/early

seventies. Among high school graduates, the frequency, of

white-collar work fell off 4.0 percentage points or 10.5
percenkamong college graduates, the decline was more
4.
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r Modest c2.2 points, 2.4 pekent) but concentrated in'the
nal area. Over the longer run, the Cerisus and
prof
= CPS data in' the table reveal a long-term- downward
trend in th'e likelihood,..thlt hie) schbol graduates end
up in white-collar \jobs but, until the yit,F, 1960s, an increase in the relative number of college men so employed.,
BecaUse. Of thb trend;.` the fall in-the high school-position
should potbeinterpreted as a5esult of the relative "oversupply" of ccoilege men in the ae sixties, although 'the
thanging supply/demand baIanb could have iidversely
affected their job position, alon lines ta be deftqoped in
. .
..-"
.
the next section.
FinaW, dditional mZ.re scattered tia4( not presented
, .
in the table) pn the 'occupational attainment of sthrting
high school and collegs4orkers confirm the pattern of h
decline in white-collar representafion among the young.In the class of 1960, 19.5 percent of high seii9e1 men who
did riot go- on to college obtained White-collar jobg; in
1972, 14.2- percent;"thisjall was concentrated in "Clerical,
professional, and sales occupations.5 Among college grad-

uates, evidence for the class tlf 1971 and that of 1958
reveal a similar pattern: a drop in the frequency of whitecollar employment from 91.1 'percent to 87.8 percent,

withhoweverthe proportion in clerical and sales-positions rising while those in professional and mantgerial
.

jobs fell.B

TEible 3: Mean Incomes and Starting Salfiries of College
Graduates and High Schoolthibivates, 1958-1972
1969

1972

1973

7565
5257
1.44

13258
8827
1.50

15256
10433
1.46

15881a
11414
1.39

7762
5381
'1.44

13770
9078
1.52

15625
10740
1.45

1958

Incomes, Men 25+
College graduates, 4 years
High school graduates
Ratio
Incomes, Men 25-6
College graduates, 4 years
High school graduates
Ratio

a

A

.

-:
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Incomes, Men.
College gracitates, 4 year,s ,

High school graduates
Ratio
Annual College larting Salayie;''
Average Anniud arnifigse
Production VWDrkers

..

1958

1969

1979-

.108
1973
,

4768
1.32
4620

10777
8133

11553
9451

1.33'

L22

78124-64,

6323 117

A-4056

8964
8091

-

Ratio
1.14 ? 1.24
1.11
a} 1973 titimatediarbm percentage change in median inc1/4o,./.,tie,
preliminary report P60.93.
b) Estimated as weighted aferage op starting salaries- of engiheers (.36), kccountants.(.05), business
trainees (.40) and salesmen (.209 frdm Endicott Placement,Survey.
c) Obtained from tieerage hourly earnings of private nonfarm;_,
prOduction workers (by multiplying by 2080).
i
Source: U.S. 'Bureau .of Census Consumer Incopse seriesP-60
No. 92 March 1974 F.S. Endicott, NorthwesternUniversity?
2. Demarid'fOr Labor and Job ComPetitiOn
.

This section- usefl the marginal,produativity theory of
demand .for labor to analyze, the substitution relations

- between high school and collegecgraduaCe workers in the
economy &a/whole and within occupations and on corn-

petition for "good" jobs. It fociises on the effect of

changes in supply andeemand, of the type observed in ,
the late sixties; on relative incomes and on the occupational distribution of the two types of' workers relative tO

salaries.

.

.

We consider first a two factor model in which high
school and college graduatellabor are substitutes. In' logarithmic change form, with dots (-) al?ove variables reflecting changes, and shifts in relative demand nrasured
by Sc the demand relation between the two groups of
workers can be summarized ih f,erms of the standard
elasticity
of substitution (o)
.

(2) LeLhXG (1k,.04)'
where

4.

Lh are the number of college-and high school
workers demanded and W Wt, their wages respectively.
Taking changes in relative supply
Lb) find in the
levenf demand (So as given, (2).can be rewritten as a
relative income equation:

Positioniof College and High School Graduates 103:
,

(3) *c*h41/(3 -.1./O
which makes 'relative incomes a positive fun"!.ticiiiillf, the
shift in demand and a negative function Of the shift in.
relative supplA with a magnifude dependent on. a. If iC

-,

'and Le-LI, -are properly measured and themOdel is a
reapnably valid approximation to reality, the coefficients
on the shifts in demand and "supply will have the iarhe
size but different sigii. The keater the substitutability
between college ahd high*ohool worker!, (large a), tthe
smaller will be the impact of.shifes in supply and demarid
oB relative incomes 00,,presuniably, the earlier,the adjustinent-to ecOnonic changes.
.40
1

Tab104: ProportiOn of College and High School
Graduates in White Collar Jo'bs,.1950-W73
Male High %School Graduates

>I Occupation
Piofessional
Manapptrial

Clprica
Sales

.k3
I

-

(Census data)

1950
6.3
16.7

01.0

11/0

44,0

1960
7.2
15.2
10.3
8.9
41.6

1970
8.0
13.2
9.5

r

38.6

196'4
"---\ 6.9
1.0.9

(CPS data)
1969

,7.0

15.

11.0

9ig

8.0
42.8

3.0

1973
.5.8

7 13.3
A3.7

Male College G;lidUaks
154.5
61:1
59.7
5%1
58.8
Professipoal
24.5
21.2 ' 22.3
'20.8
18.8
18.5
Managerial
3.7
3.9
5.2
4.6
5.4
6.1
Clerical
6.6
4.9
.6
8.7
8.5
Sales
7
93.9
91.0
88.8/. 91.7
Total
of
ducational
Attainm
Department
of
Labor
Source: U.S.
W orkers, March 1962, 1969, 1973 Special jiAbor Force Re rts
60, 125, 161- U.S. Census of Population: 1950. 1960, 1970 Ed ca-

- tional 4ttainment volumes P-E No. 5B (1.958)-PC (2) 5B,
(1960 and (1970).
simple two-factor model of (2)-(3) can, Of course,

be anI,ljd to take account of adcgtional inputs. With

three (or more) 'factors, the elasticity formula becones
more compllc, and the possibility 'that high school )and
college men,are complements rather than substitutes is

opened. While it is still true that, all else held fixedrir
changes in relative supplies will alter relative wages in

1 .1 2

4-
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the oppasitel direction, with other factors changing the
oppo4ite could occur. In this paper we focus o the single.
2-factor model, on the hypothesis that college and high
chool haye roughly similar relations in product* with

other inputs or that other inputs are relatively,, fixed

More work is obviously needed to determine the ictual
interconnectioni betWeen our two factors and other
.- puts and to estimate the, relevant parameters of More
comNex models (see, for example, GrilicEes (1970);
Hanoch (1973); Chinoy (1974) ).
Int4-OCcuatonal Competition
*,
The Occupational, structure of effipl6yment for high
school'and college graduates and the degree of cornpieti-1
tion for "good' jobs can also he analyzed in the frame-

*

work af equations (1) and (3). In this cife we assume
that there iS a single relative wage intVe markettand
that aglege and high school graduates
hiregi, in ader-t
ent proportions in. various .00C1110 ns according to the ,
rtype of activity requif an4,Lh.fr relative prodrictivity.
.In some, occupations wh
college skills afe, necessary,

the ratio of ,ollge,toiiigh schoni worker productivity

will eXceed 'relativ wages in the matket, so Only college

Oh-

graduates will b employed; in othos, the presurnabl
greater' productivity of the college kradUate will n
Suffice, at prevailing lAiage ratios, to.make their emploY-

ment profitable, and only high school graduates will be
employed; in yet others, both iroups will be found, with
. relative employment set at the point where the ratio of
marginal productivity and wages are equal, in the usual
manner. Formally, if oi is- the elasticity of substitution
between college and high school graduates in occupation
and 111, and index of the extent to which college train-.
ing is needed, the fatio of college to high school employment will be deterMined by
(4) 41/L1, = R1 (We/WO-a with Wi. > W Etrid 0
00

11a

a;

,

I.

.

,F,

.

ii
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ince (WCXWn)--q-variei between 1 and 0, -if I/1 is small
the ith occupation will invariabl have more high school
t";
than 'college graduates/ and be 'gh-schoo

when 111 is large, On the other nd, college gjites
willall else, die same-7predomina e unless t e elasticity
of substitution is dim to infinite.
The effect of changes in the relativA supply of college
to high school graduates in the ecoMmy as 0 whole on
relative employment, within occupations depends in this
model on the pattern of inera-occupational elasticities of
'substitution among/ occupitions. OCcupations with large
elasticities will 'experience gregt" percentage,. though possibly not absolute, cha gein relative employment while
will experience relatively
tale with small
ntiating (4) with respeit
little change. Form
sutstituting
(3) for We --Wh, we
relative wageslin

/

Obtain

L1= -01 (Lc

5)

th)

\.

If for simpiicity, the niunbr 04 Workers in "each occdriation is fixed, so that thl =7,

Ld Ld itnd LI, ----= (4/L1)L,
Lb;

64",

(5) can be rwritten as

(6) Li

icor, L,

while the coniPaiable equation for high school workers is:

o (1 Y)

o

Y

where = Lb1/Lj the high school share of occupation
Y = Lb/L, the high 'school share Of the entire work force
To determine the effect of the change in supply on the

overall job structure of the two groups, it is necessity to,
compare chatigns in all of the occupations, with a trietrictO value the structure. Foi present' ptyposes, we divide
the work force into two broad categeries-,-"good" (groop
.

g

114
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I) and "other" (group II) jobs, 7fitere the, former will
refer to professional/managerial and_possibly other white-

collar jobs and the latter to all other areas. The impact
of L. on the 4job structure can then be ineasured by

(8) L1

L(.2

=

1710

Y202 1, = cbete

1

Yo

Y

the difference is tjie percentue Change in employment in
the two occupations, when sbe, the elasticity of job struc'tore, >0, increases in the number of College workers improved the standing of graduates, since the (weighted)
elasticity of ithstitution in good jobs exceeds that in
Ali jObs. ' e occupational position ofqhigh scho-ol

s

graduates NV111 be similarly influenced by Lqiccording to
,

(9) th, L1.2 ° (1

'

c;) 01

Y2)02 ----- (1
Yo
Yo

Y

Y

.,

,

Where Oh is the cross elasticity of the high achool job
structure to L. The relative change in the job structure,
(9) is. just

defined as. (8)
( 10) 02
Yo

I

..

01
k

Y
.

.

the elasticity.of job competition between the two groups.
Although sb,,, Oh and sb are jheoretically indeterminate,
it is possible to deyelop some notion of their likely sign
in the cases-at hand. Since college graduates predominate
in the"good" occupations Yi is likely to be small and Y2
larg , if in addition, it is easier, or not too much more
di cult, to substitute for college workers in 1.. -r-level
than 'highei-level jobs, cp will be negative. Th s, increases in the relative *umber of college gradua ;. will

lead to a worsening in the college job structure. By , intrast, the effect of L, on the high school job structure,
less clear, for if 02 > 01, ihe negative effect of sb, may be
offset by the positive impact of 02 01 on Oh. Finally, as
!

Nyt

.
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long as ,,p2 is, in fact, greater than oi, the elasticity of
v job competition will be negative: incIrses in relative

supplSr will reduce relative occupational structures, ,as well as relative -wages. The principal difference between
the impact of.relative numbers dn occupational structures
and wages is the potentially adverse effect on the occn- -1
pation9,1 standing of the group in relatively `shOrt supply'.

tte model of (8)-(10) can bKreadily extended
to alternative measures of job structu. If occupation 1
.6). is given a fixed-income weight, II and occupation 2' a
15. fiied-incom0 weight 12 and the.eposition of graduates
measured by fixed-weight indices, the index for college

_

graduates would change by7
-

(11) 1/01. (Wei, ne)- (01Yi 021.$
and that for high schQol graduates by8

(12), 1/OY (W111 a0 [ (1 Y2)o2, (1 Y1)0

Wel (*" percentage of income mined by
colle e (high school) gradnates in 'occupation 1
(a),) = fraction of college (high school) workers in
pation. Since, by definition of better occupations,:
el > ace, the sign of (11) depends, as in eciation (8),
on the relative size of the weighted elasticities;; similarly,
whe

that ot (12) depends on the, same terms as '(9)'. The
generalization to 3 oilnore occupations is-Ovious.
ct,s attenTo sum up, the -analysis of thik section

<-1

;Hon to the interrelated effect of cliiges in relOve supphew/on wages and job stroture. Following, 'standard
margal productivity theory,' increases in the r§tio of
college to high school graduates are expected: all` else
the same, to reduce the wages of college workers and
raise the Wages of complementary high' achoo1erters.
By contrast, the occupational competition model ci (5)(12) suggests that the increase will reduce high school
opportUnities in "goodt.Occupations", so that thit* abso-

lute, and possibly relati'Ve, pccupational posittn will

4.
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deteriorate. The result is a distinct market adjustm

pattern -of a type given little or no attention in ih
.

economics literature, in which the complementary group
receives high °. vvages but an absolutely (and possibbik
rse job structure, as a rjesult of increases in
relatively)
the supply o he otker group. This form of "bumping"
ituin employment has, o'f: course, been stressed by
tional labor economists ds a Major adjuatment Pa m in
structured blue-collar labor markets.
3. Occupational Employment and Relative Incomes
i

L. re what extent do hig4chool and college graduates
compete as substitutes in die job market? How does the."'"
ratio of college to high school workers differ among oc-

cupations and hoW has the ratio changed bver time?
What is. the magnitude of the critleal 'elasticity pamrs o and 4)?

,

This section presents empirical vidence on these basic

issues regarding the interr&tin between the demand
for college workers and the demand for high school workers.
**
Intra-occupational employment patterns
The cfnnectibn between the occupational distribution
of college and high school graduates is exaMined,hrst in

table 5, which records theAistri tion o 3-digit white
collar ,occupations in 1970 by t e- ratiO f college (4 or
A.1. Since the
more yearii) to high school : dua
economy-wide A. stgod at 0.44 in 1" I, an occupationfcan
be said to be `biated' in favor of the college-trarned when
A. is above that value, and conversely when it is below. In

the table, occupations .with A. between 0.2 and 1.0 are
labelled as mixed, in the sense that they use a reasonable
share of both college and high school personnel; those"-'
with A. > 1.0 are termed "predominantly college" those
with A. < 0.2, "predominantly high school." Only white
llar occupations are considered because there are so
fr college gettduates in bldg collar areas: A. is inVariably
below10.20.

411,
i

117
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Table 5 Distribution

1

Ratios of Male Colleg(
gumbers of Occupa
(in
1

Pre1öninantlyj
4,,

College

Professional
Tecknical
Kindred

> 5.0 .
5.0 > A > 1.0

er.

11 (11.5)
9 (13.6Y

Mixed

1.0 > A > 0.5
0.5 > A > 0.2
Predominantly
if

\

High School
< ,0.2

Total

N

2 (0.01)
2 (2.4)
)0'

0 (0.0)
24 (27.5)

2

Souice: U.S. Census of Population 1470 Occupatim

I
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The data in table 5 show that the bulk of professional
occuyationkare, as one would exppct, largely dominated

by college eaduates and that clerical areas tend to be
predominantly high school, while virtually all managerial
and sares fields are mixed. As a reinit of the use of both
.1" high school and college graduates in management and
s a 1 eson e a r y 60% of white-collar workers were employed

in occupations having A.'s ioetween 1.00 and 0.20--areas
twhere substitution between college and high school labor-is totentially important.
Evidence on the .way in which tde,ratio of college toc
high school workpis. act** changed in-the white collar
occupations and in the olterall economy are presented
?A'
nextt in table. 6 for 1950r 1960, -1970 using Census of

Population data'.and for 1962, 1970 aa 1973 using
Current Population Supey data. Tile figures reveal a
sizeable increase in A. in management apd sales, compared
to the economy-wide.change, and<to khe change in professional and clerical jobs. From 1950 to 1970, while the
ratio of college to high schoOl men increased by 3(70 in

.the economy as a whole, it jumpedllr 79% fdr managers
d 70% for salesmen. From 197ra 1973, when the co
ge market deteriorated, the ret:tooiose by 37% (man-i
The large inrs) and 35% (salesmen), res

in the relative supply of college workers thus
appear to be producing substitutions of college for high

school graduates in management and salesand,,as a
'consequence, a deterioration in the white collar employment opportunities fpr high school trained men.
Table 6: Changes in the Ratio of Male College to High
SChool Workers in White Collar Occupations, 1950-1973
data
r\) Census
1960
1950
To
P

ech. kindred.
ers

S

Clerical

.33
3.18
.4
I

.40
I 3.44
.57
.41
.21

1970

1970/

1970/ /

.44
3.43
.77

1950
1.33
1.08
1.79
1.70
1.16

1960
1.10

.51

.22

1.00'
,

1.35
1.24
1.05
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r

1962

/

1970

\

1973
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1973/

1973/

1962

1970

Total
.42
.41
1.10
.45
1.0,7
Posionsiwd
_3.64
3.62 11.13
1.14
j13
/ Managers
.52
.59
.81'
F.56 - 1.37 \
Salesmen
.47
.43
.65
1,38
1.35 .
'Clerical
00
.18,
.19
c95
1.06
Source: U.S. ensus of Population f950 Occupational Characteristics U.S. Iepartment of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics
Educational Att inment of Worlters Special Labor Force
$

,

fe.

ports 30, p.,5, 161-

%.

'Parameter estimates

The neit task is to estimate the critical adjustment
ptirameiers identified in section 2the standard elasticity of substitution (0) and the conglomera& elasticities
of job structure .(gs oh) and job com tition (0. To
estimate 0, we have regressed the ratio. o 'collegd to high,
school incomes fOr the years 1956, 19 , 961, 1964-1973 1'
for which C.P.S. data are available on tile ratio of c011ege
to- high Eichool workers (supply', taken as give4 and on

the ratio' of oar fixed-weight demand indices. ,In a perfectly specified model, the coefficients on these variables
would have the same size but cligerent signs and, as (3)
makeS clear, provide estimates of \the inverse of 0. The
actnal calcu1ati4s shown in equation (13) below yield

.

'estimates with correct signs and ma tudes that are
statistically and absolutely .quite s
r According to
the equation, the elasticity, of su i. io between all
college and high school graduates is on the

er of *-2.4

(-1/.46) to 2.7 (-11.37), which is sizea :le but far
below the near infinite estimates obtained in cross-country studies [Bowles, 1971] -Oulloating that high school
and college worker's are reasonably good, but far from
perfect substitutes in the labor market.
(13) Ratio of college to high school incomes =

2.4§ .37 ratio ofilallege io
(.25) high school workers
.46'ratio of demand R2
.46

(.11)indices SEE = .025

1 '2 0

.
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where all variables are in log form and numbeis in parep-, -

thesesar standard errors.
Estin 'ates of tbe parameters of the occupational competition model of section 2 are given next..in table 7,
which records the results of regressing the relevant mfaAres of occupational position on the ratio of college to
'Wgh school graduates in the pcondSy and measure& of
the size of the occupation. In the first set of regressions,
the dependent variable is the logarithm of the ratio of
high school to . college workers in each occupation and

size is the share of the.occupation in the totaj work force.
The coefficient on the ratio, is the relative elaslcity of

substitution: it is 1 when the occupationsgs the same,
elasticity asslhe aggregate o and is greater,or less than
one when iHs more (less),easy to supstitute the two
kinds of workers. In the second find third set of r
sions, e ependent variables arg the logarithm of
atio o being in the.-oc*Cupation-log (H1/(1
od
HI ), fgexam lewhile the scale variable is the log odds

tio measure of the size of occupation i; the second' set
eals with high school graduates and the third with college graduates, yielding oh and 4, respectively, and estimates of by subtraction.
The major advantage of the model is that it allows us
to estimate the critical substitution, occupational struc-

t ture and cowetition parajneters with a minimum of

datain particular, without relative wage information
that is oten marred by measurement error. Moreover,

in a labor mar et where non-wage sfearching or queueing
may be important adjustment mechanisms, the ii,octel
captures the entire substitution effect within occupations
due to changes in relative supplies, not just that part of
the effect that operates through the Ivage structure. On
the other hand, it is important to recognize various
problems/ with the calculatiols; they deal solely with
,two factors of production sind might be artered by allowing for other factors; they ignore entirely the female wia
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Table' 7: Estimates

tiOnal Substitution and

,Stritcture Par

\11ite Collir Occupations

4

1959.1973,\

t

I

Parameter Estimates and SummarY Statistics
,

,
.

)

5

°

1. Managert

I.
C44

\

r,
o

t qilo

size

1 3.68

405

(,77)b!

R2

1:11,

-.40

.77

(.60)

(.10)

size

R2

1.08

.91.

(.07)

3,
.

%

'..4.

t

size

1.92°

112

.27

1 (;64)

'c)

.50

i,

(43)

14

.1

2, Profe4onals

.47

..

(.'18)

,

4

-1.87
,(.40),
I

4

,

.47

(..1)

,

4... SE'd4

3.96
(.7E1

-.4,17

(.63)

(.61)

(.35)

1

.81

(.14)

I

-.06

23

(.06).

,22

.

o

.

.96 -2.12

.88

' (17)

.

4

, 3. Clerical

-.67

.71

'(.18)
.

.

.

.88

'

-.9
(.3)

.4,

,i8

.89 4.12

(.14

.51

(1.04)

(1.00)

,

,

105

.76

(.22) -

,

1.11

1,110

(.93)

(.70)

.70

1

'a) 'tears'19ill, 1961, 1963 omitted due
the table,

6

to lack of datq; all regression's included constant

b) Numb'ers in 'parentheses ar'e standard
errors of Ornites.

N,
f
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term not shown in
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force and male/female substitutions and also the age
structure of supply and old/S:dung worker substitutions;
they are based solely on,,time series data and presumably

could be augmented and improved by cross-section
SMSA, county), evidence,- On-going work will,
/hopefully remedy some of these 'errors of omission.

The regressions in table 7 tell, in any case, a clear
storS7 about the impact of the increased supply of college-

men on the educational,profiles of occupations and the
opportunities Of high ach41 and college graduates.
First, the estimates of relatiVe elasticities of substitu-

tion show that, is expected, high school and college
workers are relatively good substitutes in managerial and
sales occupations and quite imperfect substitutes in pnifessional and clerical jobs. The coefficients in lines 1. and

4 indicate that relative elasticities are on the order of
four in the former two occupations, and about 1/2 in the
latter, with the coefficient on clericals insignificantly dif-

ferent from zero. There are also, it turns out, quite different scale effects among occupations; with professionaP
and managerial coefficients between' one and two, indicating, that ..rapiegrowth (increased demand) in these
occupations is likely to involve greater, increases in 'the
employment of college than high school wOrkers.
Second, the occupational strueture parameters for' high

school workers estimated in column 2 are 'uniformly'
negative and generally significant, indicating that increase3 in the relative number of college graduates pushes

high school workers out of the four occupations under
study. The estimates clearly suggest a substantial depnwant impact of the late 1960s growth of the college
work force on the white collar employment oppqrtunities
Of high school men.

Third, by contrast, the estimates of 4,"c in column (3)
show a mixed pattern,awith professional and clerical occupations obtaining negative elasticities and managers
Snd sales positive estimates. According to these Calcu-
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lations, increases in thtrelativ,e number of college graduates reduces theiprobability of being in a professional job
while increasing that of working as a manager or sales_
man, apparently by the substitution of college for high°
school workers.

Finally, subtraction of the estimates of oh from oe io
obtain the elasticity of occupational competition (0),
which measures the relative change in the job structure
of the two groups, shows that (in accord with the direct
estimates in column 1) elasticities of substitution between high school and college workers are quite large in

the management and sales occupations and relatively
small in professional and Clerical occupationi. [Recall
that the sign of 4 depencIs on 02 01, and is negative
when substitution possibilities are greater in the particu-Mr occupation (occupation 1) under consideration than
elsewhere and positive when the elasticity of substitution
is less. In the table --,--- 2.31 and 1.70 for managers

and salesmen and 1.45 and 1.65 ior professionals and
- clericals, respectively.]
Conclusion

the findings of this stiidy can be summarized briefly:
1. The supply/demand balance shifted against college graduates in the late 1960s, with the consequence
that their income relative to that of high school graduates
fell.

2. The job structure of college graduates also deterior-

ated in the late 1960s/early 1970s, as more graduates
ended up in nonprofessional,nonmanagerial positions..At
the same time, however, the fraction of high school workers in White .collar positions alao fell, presumably as aresult of the relative excess of more qunlified college men.
, .3. Both the change in relative incomes and in occu-

pational structures can be understood in the context of
a single labor market model of income determination and
occupational competition. Estimates of the critical par-

ameters of the modelthe elasticities of substitution and

124
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the elasticities of job structure and competitionreveal
considerable market responsiveness, to changes in economic conditions: on aggregate elasticity of substitution
between all college and high school workers pf between

2.3 and 2.7; relative elasticities of substitution within occupations ranging from nearly 4 (sales, management) to less than one-half for professionals and clerical
0
workers.
4. .The parameters measuring, the impact of changes in

relative numbers on the occupational composition of a
groupthe ilasticitiey of job structuredefined in terms
of particular occupations vis-a-vis all othersshow further, that increases in the relative number of college
graduates reduce the proportion of high school men in
sales, management, professional and clerical o'Ccupations,
while raising the proportion of college men .in sales and

management. In short, an "oversupply" 9f College men
1 men out of whi4 collar areas,*.
acts to push 1401b sc
The implications for the future is that continued increases in the relative supply of college graduates can be
not only to reduce college to high school income
diffe
grou .

Wal ,but alSo to lower the job status. of both'
of relative income, high' school graduIn te,

ates benefit fr the increased supply of complementary
college workers; in terms of white collar employment opportunities, they will suffer absolutely and possibly relatively as well.
Notes

if These data are from the U.S. Census of Population 1960,
Educational Attainment PC(2)-58, Table 8.
2. The text compares the median, income of Men with 4+
years of college to that of men with 4 years of college from U.S.
Census of Population 1960, Educational Attainment PS(2)-58,
table 5. In, 1949 the comparable ratio from the Census volume
was 34.2 percent.

3. Within detailed occupations, college graduates earning 1030 percent more t n comparable high school worker3, accordine
to U.S. Census of FniØtion 1970 Occupation by Earnings ancl
Education.

12-5"-
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4. Because of difference in the economic status of male and
female' workers, ranging from differential participation rates to
incoine, we focus exclusively on males in this paper. Clearly, a
complementary study should be undertaken dealing with female
workers and male/female competition.

5. E dence on the position of new high school graduates is
BLS reports, "EmployMent of High School Graduates

given

and
pouts," (various years).
6. See Freeman (1974b).
.
7. The index is Ia. + I2(1-ae) and the logarithmic difference
(a) Wet (1.ct ,Le) + (.1 - Wari)(Let - Le) = L

(b) Wel (tcl

Le2) + La

(c) Wel ( el La) + lea
(aeLei + (1-ae) Les ) =
(d) (Wei ac) (Itei Let)
but substituting (8) yields the expression in the text.
8. The dbrivation. is similar to that for (11).
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The Role of Labor Market Information

I

Moving more ipecifically to the matter of labor ,retarket
information:1pr youths we 'come up against some 6f the
following qUestions: What kinds of information are we
talking about? What is there in theory livhich provides
viable hypotheses concerning the relationship between
labor market information and labor market performance?
What does the empirical evidence demonstrate? What
indeed are the criteria for assessing suth evidence? These
and related questions are encountered, commented upon

and evaluated in this section's two paperh which also
made suggestions for further rese,arch and action in this
arena..

'Improved .,abor Market Information and
hoice:
Care
Issues in PrOgram valuation
Datta
An evaluator studying how. improved occupational information helps yoiith make better career chOiétas encounters four probleMs: \ lack of a unified theoretical framework explaining the *sons for poor career decisions and
why better information should yield improved outcomes;

lack of a research base describing the extent of the
problem; lack of explicit consistent statementh on what
a better career choice would be;.and lack of information
on hap directly and durabl labor market information
affects the outcomes sought. These problems, added to
the technical limitatiOns of m \ sures of career develop-.
ment,-Suggest that programming has outhtripped ability
to.evaluate program effectiveness. \
Work in progress may reduce the cOnceptual probleins'

add improve the state-of-the-art of measurement. Issues
in program evaluation should temper, however, expecta-

tions regarcgg documentation of the benefits of im-

proved labor market information for the career choices
of youth. These issues are examined in the following
sections on problems in designing evaluations of occupa-
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tional information systems, possible approaches to evaluation of programs intended to improve career decisions,
and work"in progress.
1.

Evaluation Problems Arising from Limitations in
Theory and the Research Base

a. Theory. Most evaluators prefer some theoretical
framework, demonstrating the need for improved occupational information, how it functions to help people, and
what the likely outcomes are. The problem in this instance is not a lack but rather the plethora of theoretical

lawil models relating oeupational outcomes to education,
family background, or personal characteristics [Osipow,
196g; Ginzberg, 1971; Jepson and Dil ley, 1974].
None of these theoretical models have formally spec-

,

ified how Much of what kind of occupational information
is required 'for. what outcome. None has systematically
examined the functions of improved occupational information or predicted effects of addiAonal information.
Three broad approaches to understanding the relations among family, schooling and occupational outcomes

are represented in the theoretical literature. First, economic models usually are. predicated on the assumption
,tbilt people making careen decisions weigh opportunity
costs against probalde income or status returns from further education. This suggests that the most important
occupational information is extensive, very accurate
economic data on status or income increments associated
with various amounts and types of huthan capital investments. It also suggests that people without such information will be severely limited in their ability to make
decisions that optimize the returns on whatever investment they decide to make in further education.
Economists disagree among themselves, however, about
the true relation of education to career entry and progression, and about whether changes in the supply side
of the labor market, such as changes in educational levels,

ye rapid consequencei on the demand side and
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thus on outcofnes in the labor market. Some hold that,'
changes in the supply of human capital will be quickly,

and accurately g&ted in die demand for tabor. oilers
contand that the value (wages) of labor is detemined*
much more hy influences in sueh forces as jgb. structure's

and labor market-practices than the amount of training
or educatiOn that the workers bring to or acquire in the
labor market. One might assume such differences among
economists would influence what information would be
regarded as accurate and complete data, how they would
recomme)td such information be interpreted, and the predicted extent and durability of effect of improved information iiip4arious labor market outcomes. These consequences have not, however, been specified in economic

theory in detail sufficient for evaluation (or program)
S..kond,'sociological theorists examine the social conditions associated with'variables Such as family socioeconomic status, sex and ethnicity to understand how
these influence occupational educational saspirations, ex-

pectations and attainments. TVaate, thise studies offer
scant guidance on what occupational information would
imprdve career decisions or other outcotries. They do,
however, provide clues" as to who most influerices career
choices for individuals differing in economic background,

sex, ethnicity and early career interests. The data point

to parents and friends rather than to teachers and
counselors as the "natural" avenues through which improved information could ha7e an effect. Teachers and
counselors are apparently more influential for blacke
than for whites, suggesting the importance of adapting
both info... tion and delivery systems to present chan- .
nels oi s uence. Analyses in this, area recently have
focused on examithg relationships among major variables (peers, schooling, fairing) in explaining how attained status-develops.
Third, there are psychological theories of career choice
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and deeisiondenaking. These emphasize motivational arid

personal trhits at various stages of the decision-making
process and the role of individual values, attitudes and .
goals in infitrn6ng rate of progress through stages. While
some psychological theories are nonlinear, most are concerned w' the characteristics of individuals during
different s es or conditions of career awareness, ex-

t

i

1

ploration and choice and with how individuals move
from-one stage to another.
The econornic, sociological and psychological theories
are concerned-with different aspects of the relation be-

tweenF the worker and the labor market. Within each
' discipline_there; also are often competing and, occasionally, complemeritary theories hi which occupational information is of vaiiable importance to career outcoines. Few

theoretical sttidies use siMilar variables measured in
similar ways for predictor, process or outcomes. Most
important for present purposes none has explicitly ad
'dressed the impact of improvea labor market information
for youth, although almost all theories have been based
on data from students and younger workers. The evalu-,
...

ator thus finds many statements of hoW occupational
choices get made Or who influences outcomes, but little
help across the relevant theoretical domains or in the
predictive literature regarding what kind and how much
occupational information Will be necessary, and what, if
anything, will be sufficient fOr what outcomes.1
b. Empirical studies. Evaluators prefer a research base

,

describing the extent of the problem and giving reasonable assurance that the variable chosen.as an intervention is related to the outcomes defining the problem. The
research data base on occupational information is thin.
Until 1966, there were no national probability sample
LT
data on what
'teenagers ImeW and did not knov about

the labor market. Three studies are now available:

[1972], Prediger, Roth and Noeth (1973] and
Parnes ahd Kohen [1973]. The National Assessment of

Bachman

)

:

-
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Educational Progress collected extensive career education data in 1972; reports of this study should be
able in late 1975. Because of the extensiveness of the
data and the representativeness of the sample, the
Prediger et al. findings will be discussed in more detail
than the other reports.

Prediger, Roth and Noeth [19731, writing from a

psychosocial framework, describe occupational information data collected in Spring 1973 from a nationally
representative sample of about 32,000*eighth, ninth, and
eleventh grade studentsin 200 schools. They examined
occupational awareness, occupational preparation, exploratory occupational experiences, self-awareness, career
plans, and perceived needs for help- with career planning
t
and decision-making.

Prediger et al. conclude that almost all students ur-

gently need better occupational information and help in
making career decisions.2 They found that 78 percent of
theeleventh grade students sampled wanted help in making career plans. This was a higher percentage of requests than for any other category. The need for help in
making career plans increased while needs for h411 in the
eight other areas decreased from eighth to eleventh
grade.

The need for iutermediary services was reflected in
other survey responses. For example, although 55 percent of the eleventh graders have given "a lot" of thought
as to why their first two job choices are right for them,
59 percent did not know where to begin in moving forward their own career gqals or had only some idea of
how to prepare for their -own first choices of careers: 34

percent were unsure of the amount of education requiredfor their choices and 68 percent were only fairly sure or

were unsure of their career dhoices.2 With regard to
career planning 'knowledge, 61 percent of the eleventh

..-,:grade students believed the earlier the, better in choosing
a life work, 61 percent believed most persons' remain in

1
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the same jobs throughout their adult lives, and 43 perCent believed unemployment rates are lower for youth
than adults.
The American College testing program report concludes:
.

. student expressed need for help in career plan-

ning,* in sharp contrast with the amount of help
stridents feel they have received. This discrepancy is

reflected in what students have (and more often,
haven't) done to prepare for the difficult career decisions they face. Lack of knowledge about the world
of work and the career planning process also testifies
to their need for help. Considered together, we believe
these three vantage points for viewing students' career
development provide a consistent and dismal picture.
If we were speaking of physical development rather
than career development, we would describe Arnerican youth as hungry, undernourished and physically
retarded. [1974, p . 331

Similar conclusions were reached by Parnes and Kohen
[1973] writing from the perspective of economic theory,

based oh data for mile high school dropouts from a
national longitudinal study. In their study, occupatiunal
knowledge is defined by accuracy in selecting pay differentials for various jobs and the educational requirements
for these positions. Their findings point to substantial
lack of information about economic returns and educational requirements. Their report also is particularly Informative in showing the effect of parental socioeconomic

status, student level of performance 'on measures of intelligence and ethnicity. Ahite males from families of
higher socioeconomic sta0.4 with high levels of intelligence test performance had substantially more information on the occupations measured by the Parnes' questionnaire.4

One consequence for evaluators of the thin, empirical
base is that comparison data on occupational knowledge
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for subgroups are scant or nonexistent. Age seems to be
a factor. Prediger et aL [1973], Westbrook and ParryHill [19731 aid 'others have foun4 differences by grads
level or chronological age on almost every scale at least
between the ninth and twelfth grades. The shape of the
curve of acquisition of occupational information after
the twelfth grade is, however, unknown. Sex differences
in occupational information are less frequently reported,
and, if anything, favor women. Prediger et al. [1973] report that girls scored higher on every item but one on
their occupational knowledge scale. On Other scales girls
also scored slightly higher than boys. With regard to
ethnicity, as noted above, Parnes and Kohen A1973] re!,
ported that minority youth had substanti011y lower
scores on occupational information than majOrity youth.
)Social- class; as a fourth variable, appears tw distinguish

quite reliably among youth with higher ; and lower

occupation information scores.

While these reports have expanded what is linown
about occupational information or lack of it in subgroups
of young people, evaluators would prefer a more extensive empirical base, particularly with nationally representative samples, and large enough groups to permit reliable comparisons by subgroups.

A second aspect of the thin research base is that
almost nothing is known of the relationship between
occupational knowledge during adolescence and either

short-term or long-term outcomes. Ths&re is one no,
one maybe, and two yeses.

One study yielded negati e re ults: students with
Maturity Inventory
higher scores on the Crites a
had higher unemployirient ra and lower hourly wages
Igen students with lower scores on the inventory. Another study shoWed no effects. According to Darcy,
Kauffman and Milker [1974], "world-of-work understanding, -attitudes, education-related and employmentrelated behavior" taught in an eightkgrade one semester
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course on economic education was not associate() with
wage ratek or weekly wages five years later (eight months
after high school graduation) for youth in the labor force
smolt a cohort of 645 young men and 242 young women.
Only labor union membership was associated with higher

wages.

Two studies report positive effects. Fames .and Kohen

[1974 ]

found that for young men who dropped out of
',high school, information about (1) wages earned in
various occupations, (2) the bontent of different jobs,
tire' . and (3) educational requiremmits were correlated with
employment vs. unemployment and with hourly wages
five years after high school.

Cuoney and Hoppock [1954; 1957] found that immediately after graduation, 35 senior students in a high
school course on job finding and jgh orientation were
better satisfied with their jobs and earned more money
than control and comparison groups. Five years after
graduation, the superiority of the experimental group
was maintained and, if anything, increased in terms of
unemployment/employment, job satisfaction, and yearly

income.

Interpretations of these four sets of findings may depend 'on 011) the measure of occupational information
used: career maturity, broad world of work knowledge,
details of wages and requirements for different jobs, etc. ;5
(2)

on the nature of the sample; (3) on the original

range of knowledge of the sample; (4) on the times when
knowledge was assessed and outcomes measured; (t5) on
the outcomes studieil; or (6) on various combinations of
these factors. The experiments required to examine
alternaie explanations of the relationship between occupational knowledge and labor market information have

not been done. \Little is known about the minimum
amonnt or types Qf occupational information that are
necessary or sufficient for short-terni or long-term outcomes or about the 'value of additional occupational
44;p
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tion for the student.
Another methodologically significant aspect of these
studies is that, the criterion usually is employment and
wages. Yet the students' own values seem to 'place "in-

/a:Aiding jobs" higher than "money." Johnston and
Bachman [19731 report that among male high school
students interviewed in the tenth, eleventh, twelfth
grades, and one year beyond high school, challenge was
held to be very important among those yoaths who later
enter post-sec?ndary education. Others, such as workers
and those who later entered military service, rated job
challenge as only moderately important lit the beginning
of the tenth grade. BY high school graduation, they rate

challenge almost as important as did later college entrants. Among those who were unemployed a 'year after
high school, interest in job challenge climbed between
the tenth end eleventh grades, but "plummeted as they
failed in the job market" [p. 12]. Job payoff was rated
as very important by all the young men; among the
college entrants, however, there was a steady decline in
importince.

-41ia

The importance of challenge is apparently affected by
labor market experiences, which, according to Johnston
and Bachman are themselves affected by family socioeconomic status and performance on measures of intelli,
gence. These findinis argue that employment per se
rather than the quality of employment may be a bettet
criterion for youth from low-income families.8
On the other hand, as Folk [19681 and the Department
of Labor [1972] obse/VEZthe relevant economic outcome
of improved occupational information for youth who axe
not continuing post-secondary education is not whether
or not a young person ^has a job or how much it pays,
but whether the job is a youth job or a career job.
Folk comments,
.

Youth jobs do not necessarily lead to career jobs but
are open to young workers. . . . Such jobs are open to
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youth because they require little in the way of experi-

ence, training, education or responsibilky. Career
jobs, n contrast, are the first rungs on jab ladders
that lead to good jobs. . .. Both high school graduates
and 'Adropouth have occupational distributions that are
conleentrated in youth jobs immediately after leaving
scool.. The longer the period since leaving school, the
more adult the occupation becomei. [pp. 84-85]

Considerable caution should .be exercised in selecting

evaluative criteria and institutionalizing their use in
studies of occupational 'information, particularly in .the
absence of either theory or fact showing why employment
or wages should increase directly with improved occupational information. The criteria a field chooses for itself in its early studies cannot easily be disavowed later
if negative findings come in, as the experience of early
childhood programming and the use of later achievement

test performance IQ scores as the primary criteria 'of
prograin success has shown [Hodgson, 1973; Riecken et
al., 1975].
c. Effect of occupational information on career choice.
A third reasOn why the knowledge base seems weak to

an evaluator is that with one eXception, there are few
studies 'relating occupational information to changes in
individual career interests,' cheices or plans. One study,
by Zener and Schnuelle [1972] shows that after taking
the Self-Directed Search, male high school students
narrowed slightly the occupational areas they Were considering while women slightly increased the occupations
explored. These findings were interpreted as favorable,
since men began with slightly more occupations being
considered and women with slightly fewer. Nolan [1973]
and Redmond [19721 both report that vocational interest
hiventories stimulate information-seeking behaviors in
youth, an effect that may be related to better career
decision processes but not necessarily changes in occupational choice.
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--Preliminary reports from occupational exploration and
development programs for youth suggest that by adolescence, experiences are more likely to confirm earlier occupational choice or fine-tune interest in an area than to
be associated*with major changes of levels of educational
and occupational aspiration or occupational domains.7
There also i no evidence that induced occupational
information acts in the same way as natural variations,
except for the Cuoney and Hoppock [1975] report that
immediate increments in job finding and occupational
knowledge improved occupational success five years
later. The differences in the functions of naturally occurring and induced individual variation co,uld, however,
account for.the disparity between the Parnes and Kohen
findings (that naturally occurring variation in occupational information predicts wages) and the Darcy et al.
report of no differences between trained and untrained
groups. Without further evidence, -the evaluator has
little reason to 'expect that induced changes in occupational information would have ,the same longer-term
effects natural variation studies may show.
2. Problems 44-)ri.sing from Conflicting, often Implicit
Social Values
From the evaluator's perspective assessing the consequences of improved occupational information would be
easier if the hoped for social and personal benefit; were
explicit and consistent. Often, however, what is expected
to happen- as a result of improved information is implicit
and contradictory. At least three possibilities have been
discussed: adjusting the individual to the economk
system as it is, changing the economic system to be better
for individuals, and using life-cycle education and work
changes to adjust both.
a. The labor-market- as -it- is:- The first -approach to
improving occupational information emphasizes adjust.

ing the individual to reality in the belk this will mean
less frictional and structural unemployment in the short
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run, and through better choice of educational alternatives
with more"realistic expectations, less severe cyclical unemployment in the longer run. Higher wages, fewer unfilled jobs, and greater-employee satisfaction and produc-

tivity are other mOcOmes predicted by this approach.
Discussions_of this .kenre emphasize the decreased demands for baccalaureate degrees in the liberal arts, the
inability of the marketplace to absorb both overskilled
and unskilled labor, the need for workers in semiskilled,
skilled and technical occupations, and a decreasing rate
of returns for higher education. The kind of occupational
information presented in this approach usually describes

what is required in educaiion, training, skills and attitudes to be a successful worker in different jobs.

b. Changing the demand side to fit post-industrial
people: The second approach would change the workplace

to reflect Changing aspirations, desires and abilities of
generations raised in a post-industrial society. Benefits
predicted include less underutilization of individual skills

and abilities, equality of aspirations and attainment for
minorities and women, and the creation by the demands
of sophisticated workers of more_ satisfying j9bs through
job redesign and worker participation in the setting of
industrial democracies. Improved self-knowledge, knowledge of a wide range of occupations, encouragement of
higher aspirations and expectations, and knowledge of
regulations prohibiting discriminatory practices are
among the educational approaches expected to produce a

better match between the individual and the world of
work. The "push" factor of industrial democracy, the
ways in which jobs can be restructured to be more rewarding, and the rights of individuals to earn their living
in nontraditional, personally rewarding ways are emphasized in _these_discussions.

_

c. Life cycle perspective: "Learning to Be": The third
perspective emphasizes a life cycle adjustment between
theindividual and the world' of work. In this view, ad-
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justments between the post-industrial desires for individual self-fulfillment,,autonomy and responsibility and
the demands of the,labor market can be achieved through

changes In the eduCation and work fife cycle. If there
will always be jobs that are less intellectually rewarding,
through career ladders and continuing education, people
do nbt have to be trapped in entry-level positions. Books
and articles based on this assumption stress the probable
continuation of jobs with low intrinsic rewards and the
importance of increasing mobility and job satisfaction
through recurrent education. The outcomes envisioned in
these strategies are better meshes between the school and

work environments from 'junior high school through
what are now retirement ages, and increased worker
mobility and productive use of leisure time through edu-

cation. According to this approach, most youth would
still be found in entry level positions but would have
long-term educational and career plans. These plans
could b6 carried out through availability of adequate
oppoitunities for life-long education, competencir-based
education and certification, and fine-grained job ladders.
3. Problems Arising from Limited Prior Experience
with Occupational Information Programs
A third major concern from the perspective of evaluation are the claims being made for activities which cost an
unknown amount per service delivered kvith unknown
effects. While there are exceptions in the literature, the
large-scale, long-term benefits anticipated for occupational information systems may iaise public expectations
beyond what reasonably can be achieved.
Parnes [1974 ], for example, states:
There are at leak three respects in which a general
improvement in the quantity and quality of labor

to-youth- would -lead- to
socialfbenefits. First, improved specific information at

ñkéUifórthatiöii

the disposal of workers would sharpen competition
among employers in the labor market improving the
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quality of work for all. Second, improved specific
labor market information would also 'Permit more
efficient short-run allocation and real location of labor,
reducing the level of unemployment and shifting the
Phillips curve to the left. In particular, by iMproving

the early job choices of youth, better information
should reduce their turnover, with a consequent reduction of the differential in unemployment rates be-

tween youth and adults. Finally, improved general
labor market information at the disposal of 'youngsters and their parents would substantially affect
career decisions with beneficial long-run consequences

for both levels of productivity and levels of satisfaction with work and jobs. There is reason to believe
that such improvements in knowledge of the world of
work could contribute to greater equality of opportunity among youth of different socioeconomic backgrounds, between blacks and whites, and between the
sexes. [pp. 2-3]

lc

The outcomes cited, such as reater job satisfaction,
lower turnover, and reduced
employment are quite
distant, in time from the individual choices associated
with a career information system. Usually, the greater
;

the distance between the action possible for the irklividual during the program and the outcomes promised, the
greater the difficulty in documenting program benefits.
This evaluation problem is particularly severe when the
amount of improvement expected as a result of various
occupational information has not been assessed in prior
experimental studies.
Also the durability of benefits are unknown in retard
to retention of information and its value to the individ-

ual. An inverse relationship may be found: the more
the adult acts on factual information provided during
highschool (for example), the less adaptive the information may become. Almo-st nothing is known about the

deterioration curve of occupational information, how
quickly it becomes obsolete, ail what point between
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receiving information and assessing consequences would
be maximally sensitive to the effects of the intervention,

if no further occupational information is obtained. By
this argument, a year by year follow up study of the
benefit) of occupational information might show a rising
curve as the youth acquired sufficient labor market
seniority and experience for good decisions to have, their
greatest impact, then a falling off as information became
obsolete. On the other hand, if the occupational informtion obtained during high school stressed the techniques
of career decision-making, the relationship between information and benefits might be linear.

Another aspect is that the costs to develop, operate
and maintain large scale information and delivery systems are unknown, and the comparative benefits of different modes of delivery have not been tested. A question
such as 'We're a medium- e school usr,ern, and should
we buy into a statewide com te d vocational information service, hire more guidance counselors or what?"
cannot be answered at present on the basis of evaluation
studies or without systematie variation.

The importance of knowing benefits/costs and cost/
effectiveness on a small scale with a well-controlled study

before the innovation is spread more widely is among
the axioms of evaluation though it is more preached than
practiced. On a pilot scale, evaluators like to be reksohably sure the program. works, why it works, what problems are likely to arise, and who, if at ill, the service
prob.ably cannot help. The problems of national impact
or post hoc evaluations of large scale interventions whfch

,too easily conclude thebasicconptis mvalid have ben
extensively discussed in the evaluation literature [Natonal Advisory Council on Education Professions Devel-

opment, 1974, pp. 26-27]. History may be repeating
itself in evaluations of programs providing better occu;
pational information for youth. Without information
about the effectiveness of an innovation under the opti-
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mum circumstances of an experimental project, there
are few ways to determine on a large scale, when control groups and longitudinal studies are difficult to
establish, the benefits/Costs of thelictivity, or what could
improve its impact [Riecken et al., 1975].

4. A Moratoriam on Improved Occupational Information for Youth?

The situation just described is not necessarily a bad
state of affairs.

First, it takes a long time to achieve conceptual tidiness. Waiting until the theory is complete could delay

action for years. We are an impatient people, and a
national consensus about the importance of improved
career development, including improved occupational information, appears to have been reached.

Second, it is not clear that conceptual tidiness is the
best way to produce social change. At least two alterna-

tive models are available which seem to worl^gairly
well. In Great Britain, for example, new social programs
evolve from older programs, with learning crystallized
by national commissions who periodically assess what is
happening, what seems io be obsolete and what might be
recommended for national policy. In Denmark, opportunities for extensive natural experiments are provided by
-the authority and funds delegated to localy elected lay
boards of education and child welfare. Since, by local

choice, almost every approach likely to be reasonably
acceptable is Oeing tried out somewhere ,in Denmark,
the blue ribbon commissions can study the impact of
numerous alternatives. ,
Systematic research, development and evaluation, as

the United States knows these activities, play little or
no role in educational changes in many other countries.
Third, there is a readiness., at certain times for trying
out ideas. In 1965, there was a readiness for early childhood programs but the field itself was not as ready for
large-scale, quality service aS it is in 1975. The infra.
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structure was missing: there were few trained child care
workers, traintd supervisory staff, tested materials and
curricula, alternative curricula, and systems for expanding facilities and maintaining service quality after seed
money had phased out.
The vocational information infrastructure may be in
considerably better condition, since, thanks to the Smith/
Hughes Act of 1917 and sdbsequent investment in vocational programming research and development, professional organizations are well estahlished, training in post-

secondary institutions is quite extensive and could be
mobilized with some additional support, some information and tools of the trade already exist and are being
added to almost daily.

However, the state of affairs may not be so comfortable that it should continue uncritically. Public accountability and the expansion of at good idea may depend in
part on evaluation data. Also, most people want to improve what thex spend their lives doing, if only to fine-

tune delivery rather than challenge its rationale. The
ethics of intervention in human lives, however benign in
intent, demand impact accountability. Evaluation helps
make implicit assumptions about human nature and the
world explicit and provides a quality control for service
delivery.
Providing improved occupational information for youth

(and for adults) has become almost an end in itself, and
considerable ingenuity has been devoted to obtaining
better information and providing intermediary services.
The surge of interest in intermediary systems, improved
career guidance, and improved occupational information
probably will continue. Career education programs while
not universal are widespread, and recommenllation for
improving vocational/technical education frequently in-

elude improved occupational guidance.8 A number of
proposals to imprdte and expand career education and
other intermediary services to youth are being consid-
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ered, and some, such as the career education provisions
in H.R. 69, already are law.
Expansion of career-related programs for youth may
be expected [Baldwin; 1972; Bakalis, /1974]. The Department of Labor demonstration of / statewide career
information services projects, and the career information,

guidance and counseling programs supported by the
Office of Education under sections C, D and I of the
Vocational and Technical Education Act of 1968 may
be harbingers of more to come.

;

5. Approaches to Evaluating Improved Occupational
Information ,$ervkes

Reubens [1974] suggests five types of evaluation
studies:
a. Studies of input: such as documenting the number

and type of counselors available, training provided to
staff, reliability of ccupational data and location of
services.

b. Quantitative reports: describing how much service
tivas provided, such as the number of clients served, number of meetings witli schools, slut number of pamphlets
ti
distributed.
c. Qualitative tliTipstt#: of what schools do with materials, whether co
ois and teachers know as much as

they should after reCeiving the materials and training,
whether the advice is directive or nondirective.
d. Consumer reaction: what do students think of the

career information they've receivee Do they use it?
What do employers think about the services, and young
people Who have received them?

e. Accomplishments: studies of what would happen if
the services didn't exist; Are the costs of service delivery
justified by results for individuals and for society?
Assessment of Ale first four types seems both relevant
and feasible. Asleieing accomplishmehts is.moie difficult.

At least three different approaches to assessing impact
lyive been tried:;oeonomic indicators, indicators of better
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decisions, and indicators of better decision-making processes.

a. Economic returns from employment:, with regard to

economic indicators, Carbine in Lecht [1974] recommends examination of earnings, duration of employment,
job security, fringe benefits and amount of leisure time.
One adVantage of using economicIndicators of outcomes
is that youth unemployment is one of the problems from
which recent interest in occupational information -programs for youth originated.
Cobem, Salem and Mush Wm [1973] argue for assess:
ing the success of the schooling process in terms of educational outcomes rather than educational inputs. Among
the 58 different educational outcomes they recommend

are investment aspects of the effects of education on
income and employment. While Cobern et al. do not
discuss the impact of occupational information acquired
thrOugh the educational process, their discussion is consistent with the belief that both primary and secondary
outputs should appropriately include investment aspects
of income and employment. The indicators may be dis,

tant from the input of better career information, but
they are close to the social problems to which better
career information is expected to be a solution: better
jobs and more jobs for young people. There are, however,
two major limitations to this indicator. (1) If most youth

are reporting their:preferences and later behavior accurately, it doesn't make much sense to learn that someone would choose job challenge over money per se as-a
decision rule, 'and then evaluate the outcome of occupa-,
tional information on the basis of average weekly earnings for youth with high and low levels of occupational

information. There ought to be a match between the
decision rules individual youth- tell us they are using and
the criteria for assessing occupational information pro-

grams. (2) The economic outcomes are probably most
directly attributable to economic cycles and labor market
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practices [Department of Labor, 19721. Freeman [1974]
suggests that low-paying entry jobs ire largely an aging
vat for youth regardless of their competencies and personalities: Part-time jobs for youth, the kind most typically sought during high school, may be unavailable in
inner cities and other areas where youth unemployment
is high. In times of ecOnomic recession when youth are
paid the same minimum wage as older workers-remployers seem to prefer the more experienced, senior person
to the less experienced younger person. One reminder of
the relative remoteness of economic criteria from occupational information may be Darcy, Kauffman and Milkers' [1974] finding that whether or mit a young person
joined a union immediately after hikh school made more
difference to hourly wages than any other factor, including occupational information.
-_

b. Assessments of better decisions: another class of
indicators has been "the student will make better career
decisions." No one has defined a better decision directly
but there are several indirect approaches.

One approach is asking the student. According to
Reubens [1974], Hoyt suggests nine criteria as outcomes
of improved occupational information systems: the recipients (1) have jobs, (2) have jobs 'related' to .their train-

ing and education, (3) are certain that their present
occupation is the best choice for them, (4) are satisfied
with their present joba, (5) derive, greater satisfaction
from the job itself than how much they are paid, (6) see
themselves as using skills learned" during their trairfing
and education, (7) are judged satisfactory by employers,
(8) have low turnover, and (9) show progress over time
in earnings and levels of employment.

A second approach is through tests. The Center for
the Study of Evaluation [Hoepfner, 19741 has published
a series of guides to commercially available tests. The

guide for tenth, eleventh and twelfth grade students
[1974] has 29 small-type pages listing vocational interest
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and guidance tests, approximately 1,300 individual
measures in all. According to the CSE raters, most of
these tests are "good" in easr of administration; "good"
in appropriateness of thereeding level And content tA5
the users, but are "poor" in terms of validity (do they
measure what they claim ,to measure) and ntirmed,technical excellent Ie.g.44resentatienetis,of
t,lie standard,
ization group).
A more sen

,

.

4

tion..is that each teat embodies

values rit.homPtiiii:ans e
acored, and the 'user may not
agree
-Alyise.'values.
s prohltm ip particularly
impo
tc fin' the development arid -interpTetation of
mea..4,
values toward work; 6areer maturity and
.

-making. The theoriea of career decision-making
[ epsoq and Dilly, 1974] ori which many of the scales
,are based assume that one should make a career decision

at the end o the developmental process, and, by and
large/ sti to t. Many measures 'reflect this, i.e., one

=

gets a lower

by being uncertain and still exploring,

and a .higher

re for 'being firmly committed to an

occupational chince. Further, most measures assume that
a . close mesh with the world as it is desirable. For exconsider the following items:

.

(1) True/false: The job I choose has to give me
plenty of freedom to do what I want. (False is
correct.)

(4) True/false: The best thing to do is to try out
several jobs, then choose the one you like best.
(False is correct.)

-

.

(3) True/false: I want to really accomplish something in my workto make a great discovery or
earn a lot of money or help a great number of
people. (False is correct.)

The first item is considered false because jobs rarely give
freedom to do what people want, and-thus-a person look-- .-----

ing for this quality in a job is career immature. The
second is considered false because tryirie out different
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occupations is considered more immature than seeing a

counselor. The third is considered false because jobs
rarely give a person a chance to do something great. The
career mature individual may, however, aspire to "It job

allovting her/him to do something he believes in or
where the greatest reward of the job is the pleasure of
doing it." As another example, throughout one measure,
money as a primary source of career satisfaction is considered more career immature than Valuing the intrinsic
rewards of an occupation. In other measures, knowledge
of fiow much a person earns in different jobs is regarded

as a criterion of better occupational information while
knowledge of the job satisfaction reported by people in
different jobs and with different levels of education isn't
tested.
The psychometric picture requires caution in designing evaluations of the effectiveness of occupational information systems, in terms of the hazards of the available tests and the poor ratings on validity and normed
technical excellence: A quantum improvement may be
Prediger et al. [1973] promised validity data for a large
sample of young people who have received feedback
from the "Assessment of Career Development" prepared
by the College Testing Service.

-

c. Assessment of better decision-making: the third
approach to outcome assessment is , examining the
decision-making process itself. People disagree on what

is a better decision; agreement seems to come more
easily that the decision-making process ought to involve
self-assessment, consideration of long-term and shortterm goals, assessment of one's preferences for various
life styles, examination of the short-term and longer-term

characteristics of different occupations, and an understanding of educational requirements for different jobs.
Most -people_ writerztoothat after_career_decisions. have

been somewhat focused, exploration of different jobs
through working in the area and talking with people
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should precede a choice committing the individual to an

educational or occupational course of action. Finally,
most people state that while a career decision is a longterm choice, career decision-making should be regarded
as a lifelong activity that does not proceed in a linear
fashion. Thus that the individual should understand the
career choice process itself is seen to be as important as
the specific decision reached.

While agreement is perhaps fairly easily reached on
the "good" career choice process, measurement of the
process by which an individual has reached or is likely
to reach a decision is-in' the earliest stages of development. Except for one project [Katz, 1974] which still
does- not have readily usable ways of categoiizing and
summarizing the information; there are no process measures by which one can judge whether the recipient .of
occupational informntion or guidance has a good, better
or best career choice process.

d. Group and individual differences: one other consideration merits attention in connection with assessment of What has been accomplished thrOugh improved
vocational information: special outcomes for subgroups
of clients. One subgroup is women, whose occupational

chokes tend to be stereotyped at an early age to three
occupations: mother, nurse and teacher, and by adolescence, typically have "expanded" to include only two
other occupations: seeretary and social worker. Some._
proposals for improved Career information systems for
women have offered nmjor changes in occupational sex
-.4 stereotyping as the criterion outcome

Our experience suggests that this criterion, if applied
to ii.dolescents and adults, may be likely to "fail" programs. It is unclear how much change can be expected
after years of socialization to vicarious achievement and
_to the womerfezole in_occupations [Lipmaa-Blumen and_
alkkamyer, 1975]. According to an interim report from
one project, for example, the placement rate was higher-
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for young women than for young nien, but young women

were more likely after career counseling and better
information to select ofACe jobs while yOng men were

more likely to continue toward aspiratio that required
considerably more education and training.°
&second interpretation is that continued occupational
-sex stereotyping may be less due to past socialization and
mbre to the present effect of other social forces. In another interim repOrt, adult women after extensive coun.
seling were choosing lower status and traditional occu-

pations such js training to be a desk clerk rather than

training for gotel management. Many women were married, their husbands objected to tlieir receiving training
for jobs in which they would earn more money than the
men, and the women saw themselves as deliberately
choosing occupations that seem sex stereotyped rather
than divorce or marital strife.
Similar care in interpreting data may be needed if the
impact of occupational information is judged against
majoi shifts in choice for old versus younger persons, or
ethnic minorities: the push of past and present sociatiza=
tion May be stronger than the pull of vocational information. Perhaps one realistic criterion expectation is docu-

mentation of choices considered, better reasons for

rejeCting nontraditional choices, and higher aspirations
for the next generation.
Another consideration is how. the data are analyzed.
Most reports show mean scores on the critreria before the
program and after the program. Almost no study has
begun by assessing for how many youth occupational
information is already so extensive thi1 little impxuement could be expected, and examinix the amoune'of

change for those students f9whhange is possible.

,to know that all of the 25
It may be more signifi
percent of the students ose initial levels td information
showed almost no understanding of occu?ational issues
now have acceptable or aterage levels, of informatiOn
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than to know that the average gain of the total group
was 2.6 points. Analysis in still fmer grain would be even
more desirable: it should be possible to look over a young
person's initial choice, taking into account abilities, aptiudes, interests, etc., decide whether the initial choice is

realistic or unrealistic, and a good or poor match with
abilities and interests, and examine improvement in individual choices made."

Still another consideration is whether choosing is

gooa.,, If a person seeks intermediary service help in
reaching career decision, coming to a decision at the end

of counseling may be an improvement. What is less clear
is the 'lite at which such a decision is to 'be approached
and the level of uncertainty or fluidity which should re-

?main. Some multi-talented students could succeed in
almost any area they chose. For these individuals, the

problem may be decreasing fluidity among choices rather
than expanding 'aireer options., An- improvement therefore might be consideration of feiver choices and a rela-

tively high degree of conimitment to a given path. For
other, individuals, accurately perceived individual or
societal barriers may mean that choic&should be narrowed. For these individuals also, increased certainty and

commitment may be an improvement. For still other
individuals, increased uncertainty or fluidity or deferment of long-term comrnitments to give time to explore
one's self or the labor market more fully might be an
improvement and a sign of career maturity.
Analysis in this fine a grain might be the most sensitive and interpretable indicator of the value of occupational information. To date, however, no reports of either
the impact of occupational information on vocational
choice, or of the impact of various tounseling and guid-

ance programs appear\to have used this approach to
analysis.

6. Work in Progress
;Work in progress may considerably improve ability to
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assess the accomplishments of new approaches to occupational information.
a. Theory: in terms of improving conceptualization, at
least six activities are in progress.
The National Institute of Education is supporting a
twelve-month study of career decision-making,
bringing together economic, psychplogical and sociological theory, praitice and knowledge. Among the
products will be reports for practitioners and evaluators of what changes are expected on the basis of
theory and a. review of evidence to date on changes
in career decision-making [Mitchell et aL, 1974].
The Federal Interagency Panel on Adolescence has
published two reviews of research on work experience and career development programs for youth.
Improved occupational information, counseling and
guidance are likely to remain a focus on the Panel.

Several longitudinal studies of career development
"are reaching fruition. Griliches and Freeman [1974]

are examining the economic impact of mixing

periods of education and work. Parnes [1974] who
is completing secondary analyses of economic and
noneconomic returns also has one of the few longitudinal data banks where career information was
assessed in high school. Jencks [1974] is reexamin-

ing a series of,longitudinal studies reporting the
relationship .of personal, familiar and educational
factors to economic outcomes.

Examination of the educational implicaions of a0--s.

justing the labor market to the individual is in-

creasing. Follow-up studies of European experience
with industrial deinocracy and studies of the educational implicationsF of industrial democracy for

the U.S. are under way [Park, 1968; Lvdn, 1974].
These studies plus the growing emphasis 'on editcation for lifelong development should provide a
counterbalance to studies based primarily on adjusting the individual to the world as it is.
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Seven different computer based systems are in operation, some of which combine a self-assessment
questionnaire, Dictionary of Occupational Titles information, information on local and regional labor
market projections, data on:where further training

can be obtained and resource persons banks for
more personalized discussions [Myers, 1972; Harris,
1972; Harris and Tiedeman, 19741.
The Regional Learning Services in Syracuse, New
York, is testing an individualized system of assessing interests, providing occupational information,
and developing a long-term educational program to
ktridge whatever gap exists between where the individual is and where she/he would like to go.

On a more applied level, the National Institute of
Education with the cooperation of the Department
of Labor is studying the utilization Of occupational
information, with a view to improving what kind of
information is available and how it is used to influence educational planning and individual choices
[Coster, 1974].

b. Empirical studies: in terms of improving measurement there are some valuable activities under way.
The National Institute of Education is funding the
first experimental test of the immediate and longer-

term impact of programs designed to improved
career choice, among other Outcomes. The work
identifying strengths and limitations of available
measures and on developing alteynative approaches
should yield considerable psychometric information
on new measures of _career. information .and career
decisions."
0, The state of Texas has funded a massive_ effort to
specify the behavioral outcomes of career .educaJion programs .and to develop adequate measures
- for assessing pupil progress on these.
The National Assessment of Educational Progress
has coMpleted a survey on career information and

,
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occupational information. The measures used in
this study and the studies should be available in
1976.

The Office of Education has completed a compre-

hensive review [Developmental Associates, 1974] of
measures of career decision-making and other outcomes related to career education.
Evaluations of programs intended to provide better
occupational information and improye career decision-making which include impact studies also may
advance the state of the art. At least three such
projects are in process: Winefordner's career decision-making program [1974], Harris's and Bowlsby's Project Discover [1975], and McKinney's statewide program [1974].

c. Information on .consequences of educatioh: better
information about tlie immediate and longer-teim effects
for the individual arid sviety of various educational programs related to improved occupational information may
be expected in the future. The Vocational and Technical

Education Act of 1964 as amended in 1968 required
development of state information systemi. Some of the
systems focus on information about enrollment in and
completion of various vocational education programs;

others include fairly extensive data on the characteristics
of programs attended, student expectations and characteristics on enrollment, and follow-up data. Expansion of
these systems is in progress, in part spurred by the requirements of state legislatures for documentation of the
costs and effectiveness of public school expenditures. This
is not a new problem [Travers, 1949; Center for Priority
Analyses, 1971; Miller and Miller, 1974; and Morgan,
1974).
7. Discussion
Investment in evaluation depends in part on expectations of how much, how soon and how certain informal
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tion about the effects of occupational information programs for youth will be available. Design is another issue:

the number of qualifications the evaluator has to place
on findings in large part depends on how controlled an
experimental test of the intervention will be-supported
by program administrators and decision-Makers. Will
program administrators, developers and decision-makers
require fast-turnaround analysis of post . hoc surveys cif
self-selected participants? Will they wait for the results
for the longitudinal studies whose findings usually require
fewer qualifications? Will they support uniform data collection and controlled experiments in the pilot phases?
A different position -has been taken by Stern [1974] :
The Department of Labor's Occupational Informatiori
Systems Grants program is premised on the fact that
enough is known about occupational information, development and dissemination to begin an operational
program. As such the program is directly concerned
with the intelligent application and expedient imple-

mentation of ideas and concepts already thought,

through, yecommendations already made, programs
already developed, and research evidence and information already available.

Such an assumption would focus evaluation on docu-menting service delivery with relitively little concern for
assessing program consequences. But-. perliaps enough
isn't known and there' is reason foi cOtion lir the claim,
made for the benefits Of occupati-onal irtiormation; as #
well ag ciution in- promising firrnAw.laative :evidence in
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Notes
1. Most theorists seem to believe occupational information is
a necessary but not a sufficient conditig, for improved career
choice. This way of formulating the relarronship poses methodological problems. To separate, methodologically, the level and
extent of a necessary influence on an outcome from that of a
sufficient influence seems to require prior specification of the
sufficient influences. One can then.attempt to obtain independent
measures of these sufficient conditions, hold them statistically
constant, and assess what remaining variance is associated, with
the necessary conditions. Apparently, while this is feasible there
are no paradigms in the occupational information literature in
which the distinction between necessary and sufficient conditions
have been applied to testing the effects of improved information
have beep
on any outcomes. The methodological problems
brought to the attention of National Institute of Education researchers; we will be exploring the feasibility and effectiveness
of various ways of testing the effects of the presumed necessary
occupational knowledge when the sufficient conditions are incompletely specified.

2. Opinion about the extent of need, and the appropriate interventions varies. For example, Holland [1973] comments, "a
person's intelligence or SES are good estimates of occupational
knowledge" (p..5) and concludes that "large propoitions of the
population select jobs, get the proper training and manage their
'careers with little or no help from counselors or vocational agencies of any kind" (p. 9). Holland emphasizes for the perhaps 30
percent of the population who require extensive services and
remedies a strategy providing career experiences before key
decision times. He urges that these be organized into &single occupational classification scheme which would help the individual
match her/his interests and abilities with those of other individuals who have entered major occüpatiqhal groups. According to
able to translate one's
Holland, it becomes more important to
personal characteristics into vocationa alternatives than to have
upations. Holland condetailed information on hundreds of
cludes, "occupational and personal information are most useful
simply
when they are stated in terms of translation potential
teaching people about occupgions or aboutOthemselves is an inefficient method for the development of translation potential"
(p. 16).
3. Again, as contrast, Holland [1973] concludes that career
uncertainty is not an indicator of major problems, and that reonly
search shows career uncertain youth do reach decisions,
more slowly than other people. See also Hosford and Briskin
[1969].
, -4. The question of cultural bias in measures of occupational
information has not apparently been examined in the recent
literature: Holland, as previously noted, concludes that occupational knowledge is highly related to family backgyound and in-
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telligence. The'occupational information measured by Bachman,
Parnes, Prediger et al. and others seems, however, that typically

available to youth from middle-income families. It is easy to
imagine a test of occupational information relei;ant to the economic survival of youth from various subcultures on which
middle-class youth would do quite poorly. This is not to argue
that information.about occupations not immediately available in
one's environment is not desirable; only that interpretation of
the occupational knowledge of diverse groups should emphasize
environmental constraints on the opportunity to learn rather
than limitations in ability to acquire occupational information.
Another facet of the possible cultural bias in measures of occupational information is the advantage to both student and counselor of a full, accurate assessment of what the client does know
about occupations within her or his environment. Little work
has been completed, however, in this area.
5. Charner,-reviewing an earlier draft, points out that career
maturity and occupational information may be too different conceptually and in what is measured to be considered in a discussion of evaluating the impact of labor market information. The
terms "career maturity," "occupational information," "labor
market information," etc. merit analyses in their own right in a
review' focused on what is known about the relation between
labor market information and various personal or economic outcomes. Readers who believe the term should be interpreted in
the sense of economic datg about the labor market may find this
discussion of predictor and outcome measures too broad. (See
Bartlett, 1971.)

6. Lattimore (personal communication) brought this point out
quite strongly: "I can't imagine any minority youth placing
satisfaction based on interest rather than money .. . in a recession, workers will always want jobs, not intellectual rewards."
7. Interim reports evaluating the National Institute of Education sponsored Experience Based Career Education Programs
(EBCEs), the career development program for inner city youth
of the Opportunities Industrialization Centers of America
(OIC/As) and the Mountain Plains Economic and Educational
Development program. These programs are described in the
National Institute of Education Career Education Program Plan,
FY 1975. Copies of the interim reports are available from the
principal investigators of these projects, whose names and addresses are included in the program plan abstracts of projects
funded, FY1974.

8. As one example among many, according to the Manpower
Research Council. (undated) a survey of companies employing
a total of 659,481 people showed that the most frequently mentioned steps for improving the employability of high school graduates were greater concentration on vocational training in high
school, more and better quality job-related counseling, orientation to what will be expected by an employer (attitude, punctu-
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ality and appeOance) and earlier exposure to available career
opportunities abd general career guidance.
9. See Footnote 7 for reference.
10. Among the approaches to validation, increments in items
correct with grade level or respondent age are usually reported

as evidence that the items are measuring vocational maturity.
Westbrook and Parry-Hill [1973] offer an additional comparison: the mean scores for students who are considered as vocationally adjusted or vocationally maladjusted and those who are
considered to have vocationally congruent choice interests and
those with vocationally incongruent choice interests. Higher
scores on all area subtest:s for the vocationally congruent group
(grade 9) and higher scores on all subtests but work conditions
(adjusted) are ,,considered evidence of measure validity. The
definition of adjustment used by Westbrook and Parry-Hill is
based on the Crites, .[1969] system: "Adjusted pupils are those
whose vocational choice is in the field of their interest and on
the appropriate aptitude level. Maladjusted pupils are those
whose' choices agree with neither their field of interest nor their
level of aptitude" (p. 16). With regard to congruence, "Pupils
whose vocational choice was in the field of their highest interest
on the Kuder Preference Record comprised the congruent vocational choice interest group. The incongruent vocational choice
interest group consisted of all those pupils whose vocational
choice was in a field other than their highest interest" (p. 17).
Vocational "adjustment" by this criteriOn was low among the
ninth grade sample: 26 of the 143 youngsters were rated as
adjusted taking interest and aptitude into account Congruence
was about the same: 42 of 2,049 ninth graders were rated as
congruence when aptitude was not taken into account, about 18
percent of each group,by each criterion.
' 11. Distinguishing b4tween reliable, valid but insensitive measures and reliable, valid and sensitive measures of program effectiveness is another methodological challenge. In principle, com:

parison of results when the same measure has been used to

assess the effectiveness of a fairly wide variety of interventions,
with some independent measure of the quality of implementation
and apparent success, should help identify measures likely to reflect the true impact of an intervention. In practice, independent

measures of program implementation and quality are rarely
available, and sets of studies where common measures have been

used with reasonably acceptable designs are even rarer. A National Institute of Education funded search for measures used
to assess the impact of programs for youth who had or -were
about to drop out of school has brought together the only review
of which we know searching from sensitive, measures from the
perspective of actual outcomes [Koropkin, 1975]; these were,
however, one study only measures. The Federal Interagency
Panels on Early Childhood and on Adolescent Research are
leading a national effort to improve comparability of R&D measures [Grothberg, 1974].
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Improved Job Information: Its Impact on
Long-Run Labor Market Experience
Herbert S. Parnes*

,

It should be pointed mit at the outset that the title assigned to this 'paper is by no means precise ih its meaning. What kinds of "job information," for example, are
referred to? Are. we Speaking of information ,concerning.
the availability and characteristics of specific jobs in the
local labor market for which a given worker may qualify
at a given point in time, or is the concept broad enough
to include all of the types of knowledge relevant to the
series of educational and training decisions that,a youth

makes in the complex process of occupational choice?
Does ,"improved" job information mean new types of
information to be developed and made generally available, or simply the wider and more effective dissemination of information that already exists? Finally, what is
the dependent variable in the analysis? Is it the relative
position of the individual recipient of "improved" information in terms of income, employment stability, and
job satisfaction? Or is it the general 'operation of the
labor market? And in either case what is the implication
of the term "long run"?
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In addition to the title's ambiguities, it is also somewhat prumptuous. Since the publication of George
Stigler's article on "Information in the Labor Market,"

econothists have given increasing attention to the idea of
job search and the accumulation of labor market information as investments in human capital, with payoffs in
higher earnings.1 Nevertheless, there has been precious
little in thoway of empirical evidence nn the relationship
between specific types of labor market information and
labor market experience, and it is not at all clear that a
confident answer to the questioneither in the short run

or thelong runis possible.
Reflection and reading On the subject have neither
reduced the ambiguities nor increased this writer's confidence nor anyone else's, it may be immodestly added
to provide definitive answers. Yet, one of the blessings
of arrambiguous title is that one can pretty much make
of it what he wishes. This paper will' therefore do the
following: In the first section the attempt will be made
to clarify the concept of "job information"or at least
to indicate what it should mean in the context Of this
discussion. Next, there will be a look at, the evidence
relAting to the extent to which young workers have adeqnate labor market knowledge and of the factors that
appear to be related to variations therein. In the third
section`somo,evidence will 15b presented on the relationship between the possOssion of certain types of labor
market knowledge by male youth aPone point in time
and the wages and occupational assignments they are
subsequently able to cormnand. Finally, a concluding
section will try to come to grips with at least one interpretation of the question iinplicit in the title: what are
the several types of consequences to be expected from
the provision of more adequate labor market information
for youth?

Dimensions of Knowledge of the World of Work
Although not much' is to be gained by quibbling over
air
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terminology, the term `2,job information" Ags seem to be

too narrow in its connotation to convey the rich variety
of kinds of knowledge that can contribute to successful
achievement of individual goals in the labor market and
to the more efficient allocation and utilization of human
resources: Four categories of information, which vary in
their relevance and usefulness depending upon the stage
of the life cycle One fs cohsidering, should be examined.
First, there is the diainction between what Yavitz and
Morse have referred to as specific and general labor
market 'information.2 The former is of particular relevance to employed workers and to workers with fairly
well-established occupational affiliations who have lost
their jobs. This includes a variety of. types of information about firms in the local labor market, that employ
workers with similar qualifications, including an "extensive" dimension (e.g., wages, fringe benefita, vacations)
and an "intensive" dimension (e.g., fairness of supervision, congeniality of fellow employees, and similar

characteristics that are more difficult to learn about

through4ormal channels).3 Such information allows employed individuals, to know. whether they can in)i)Prove
their situations by making** move and permits unemployed workers to locate q}e best job in terms of whatever criteria they choose to apply.'
General labor market information, on the othet %and,
is relevant to certain "transition periods" in the lives of
workers or potential workers and relates to broader types
of questions. Here the issue is not alternative employers,

but alternative types of work, and thkimportant questions relate to relative employment opportunities in ath
the short and long run, avenues of preparation for alternative occupations, relative income prospects and a
host of other characteristics; It is worth emphasizing
that just as some types of specific labor market information are more readily attainable than others (e.g., wages
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versus quality of supervision), the same is true of information about occupations. It is easier, for example, for
a youth to learn and comprehend what the income differential is between a college professor and an electrician
than to gain an understanding of "what it's really like"
to be either of these.
In any case, general labor market information of this
kind is clearly crucial to youth preparing for the world
of work. Moreover, because the process of occupational
choice is both developmental and largely irreversible, it
is clear that this kind of information, in varying degrees
of specificity and with varying degrees of sophistication,
should be possessed by youth long before their junior
year of high school.5 Edugtional decisions all along the
linewhether <and how much to study, what courses to
take in junior high school, what kinds of outside reading
to doare all potentAlly influenced by such knowledge.
Moreover, since for children of younger ages many of

these decisions are madeor at least substantially influencedby parents it follows that tep be completely'
useful the information may haVe to be possessed by persons other than the youth themselves. School counsellors
and teachers constitute additional examples.
A third type of information that conditions accommo-

dation to the world of work relates to how to 'operate
effectivelSr in the labor market, including how to go about
looking for al job and how to present oneself to prospective employers. What job search techniques are likely to

be most productive? Which labor marketi' institutions
can facilitate the process of obtaining a job? Specifically,

what are the potential contributions of the public employment service, private employment agencies, _trade
unions and various types of public service organizations?
And how do these differ with respect to various kinds of
jobs?

Finally, one of the components of a comprehensive
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knowledge of the world of work is not so much informational in the conventional sense as it is an understanding
of the regimentation that is inherent in greater or lesser
degree in most work situations. The importance to success of regular attendance, punctuality, good work habits,
concern for the objectives of the employing establishment, and conformity to accepted standards of dress and
behavior should be understood. To mention these factors
is, of couv., not necessarily to endorse all of them nor to
argue that all of them are essential to the efficient performance of all jobs. However, io fail to make clear the
consequences of ignoring such requirements would be a
disservice to young people. There is merit in "telling it
like it is," even if one doesn't completely endorse the
existing state of affairs.
In sum, the kinds Of knowledge rtlevant to successful
labormarket activity are numerous and diverse. They
include all those types of information and kndw-how
that are likely to enhance individuals' ability to pursue
their goals as they make choices in the process of preparinefor, seeking, and holding jobs. Just as there are

vocatkInal skills and know-how essential to effective
performance of an occupational function, so there are
labor market skills and know-how essential both to deciding what vocational skills to acquire and to developing the opportunity to practice them to the greatest
advantage.
The Adequacy of Knowledge of the World of Work
No one supposes that workers have the "perfect
knowledge", that is the hallmark of a competitive labor
market. On the other hand, no one believes, either, that
workers make labor market ,choices in absolute ignor-

ance. There has been a long debate over the adequacy
of workers' labor market information that has been
largely sterile, since there is no easy criterion for judging
how much is enough.° According to the traditional eco-
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nomic formulation, the acquisition of information by an
individual, sfnce it is not costless, should be pursued until

the marginal cost of obtaining additional information
exactly equals the (discounted) contribution . of the information to the future income stream. Whatever merit
this formulation may have in some contexts, it is fatuous
in others: for instance, where individuals are not even in

a position to know the kinds of information that are
relevant to their needs. The notion of an eleven-year-old
making .marginal calculations to determine how much
she .or he should learn about alternative occupations is
Even if there is sufficient labor market information for
the market to perform its allocating function reasonably

well, there can be no doubt that. many workers have
serious deficiencies in certain types of knowledge that
are generally regarded tb be essential for self-serving
labor market decisions. In his classic study of New Haven
in 1949, Lloyd Reynolds adduced evidence to show that
large numbers of manual workers had fallacious impres-

sions of how their wages compared with those in other
firms in the community, and that most of the workers
could not cite specific employers to whom they would
apply if they were out of work.' More recent evidence
from the National Longitudinal Surveys for a national
sample of young men in their teens and early twenties is
similar.,When these who were not enrolled in school and
who wre employed as wage and salary workers were
asked what they would ao if they lost their current jobs,
the vast majority responded that they would seek other
work. Only half of these, however, cited a specific employer to whom they would apply. Indeed, even among
those who indicated that their job search would be confined to direct 'application to employers, two-fifths were

unable to provide the name of a firm to which they
would apply (Table 1).8
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oung Wage and Salary Earners.
Namiffig at Least One m loyer to Whom They Would
etbod of Seeking Work, 1966
Applitif out of Work,

TablelTercinta# o

Nuri)ber in Percent naming.
.v populations

i(thousands)

Method ofajob setirchb

Phedk with eraploYers
Ask friepds.and relative4t
Public employment se
Place .or answer 'ads 4

onor more

employersc4X
'.62

25'6, 1
?92
,1

Private employment ageneie-s.
Other or combMation

Total or average

,3.2
4

196
40

1,97 :
4 155

a Young men 14 to 24y rs oe a ,t-ioftenr e.chah4c110p1.1M51
employed as wage and ..sa/a y war erso who, sjionde Vlook for
work" to- the queiy "If Arrsome reason you were permanently to
lose your present job tomorrow:what waild YOu do?"
b "How wosuld you go about looking for .4 . work?"

"Are there, any particulai cOinpanies in this areacwhere you
would apply?"
UnPtibliihed data.
SOURCE: National LOngitUdinal Surve9s.,
.

There is persuasive eviaence that Many yogth take
their first jobs in a very haphazard manner and without
adequate knowledge. In the New Haven study cited
above, Reynolds found that ". . ;most youngsters (and
their parents) approached the choice of a first job with
no clear conception of where they were going... ." More
recently, in an interview study of the graduates of Detroit high schools one year after graduation, Singell
found that "most youths had not 'chosen' a job in any
real sense, but had either drifted into One or had taken
it because they could find no other.. .. Furthermore, the
youths exhibited extremely vague knowledge about
wages, working conditions, steadiness of employment,
and chances of advancement when they accepted their
first job."9
Garbin and his associates, on the basis of a stuay of
the perceptions of vocational educators concerning the
labor market problems of high school graduates, have
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reported that half ot the 69 vocational edticatprs they
surveyed in 22 urban areas believed that youths frequ ntly have unrealistic aspirations and expectations
rel tive to the requirements and rewards of their initial
job Moreover, over two-fifths of the respondents attrib-

uted some of the labor market problems of youth to
"poor attitude's toirard work and working, lack of responsibility., maturity, and self-discipline, and lack of
knowledgegf the real demands of the work." " The labor

market information of disadvantaged youth has been
found to be especially meager. A study of 450 high school
dropouts,in a North Philadelphia ghetto who had applied
for training revealed that about half. of &he youth were

unable to express a job preference and tl3at the number
of occupations with which they were familiar was very
small. Moreover, aceording to the authors, the .!`youth
tended to have littIe understanding of concepts of success and achievement." "
Several studies have attempted to assess the extent of
occupational knowledge possessed by youth still enrolled
in school, The American College Testing Program tested
a national sample of high school students in grades 8,
9, and 11 on a number of dimensions of career development, including occupational knowledge. Less than half
of the 11th graders answered more than three-fOurths of

the 54 questions on occupational characteristics cor-

rectly, in spite of the authors' judgment that "with
appropriate career guidance experiences" at least 90
percent of the students should have achieved this level
.

of success. The study also indicated a perceived need by
the students for considerably more help in making career
plans than they were getting. The authors believed that
their findings "presage unfortunate amounts of floundering and prolonged states of indecision that are costly both
to the individual psyche and to the corporate, body. PP 12
In contrast, Richard Freeman, on the basis of his study
of graduate and undergraduate college students, is im- '
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pressed with the amount of information his subjects
appeared to have "about economic ,optiortunities in the
market foLcollege graduates," and identifies "marginal

suppliers" who manifested a partictilar sensitivity to
economic stimuli as they cast about for more attractive
alternatives to their current fields of study.'s Yet, even
Freeman's data show that a sixth of the undergraduates

and an eighth of the graduate students believed that
the information available to them at the time they made
their career choices was inadequate, while another fourth

regarded it as "barely adequate." " Moreover, other
investigators of the process of career choices among
college students have drawn generalizations different
from those of Freeman. A study of almost two thousand
male and female members of the 1972 graduating classes
of five Pennsylvania colleges and universities reported
that many of the students believed they were forced to
make 'career choices earlier than they would have preferred and on the basis of.inadequate information. Two-

fifths of the students reporteethat they were "not too°
aware" and one-fifth that they were "not at all aware"
of the job market in the field of their major at the time
they selected it.'5 In the words of the report,
Many feel that they were forced, to make; career
choices before they had adequate knowledge of the intricacies and complexities of different caieers, and before they had an opportunity to study the fit between

their own personal values and the dimensions of the
field of 'study and,.career which they selected.10
Moreover, in the opinion of many,
. . . they have not been provided with the kinds of
career related data which would enable them to find
the kind of work they seek. Most fiave received little,
if any, hard data about the job market, avenues they
might puruse given a situation in which they were
unable to find work in their fields, and little informa-
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tion about the expectations of potential employers
and potential co-workers."

Whatever may be true of the amount of ocCupatiorial
information youth have on the average, there is persua-

sive evidence of substantial variation in the extent of
his knowledge according -to demographic and social
characteristics. As part of the National Longitudinal
Surveys, an occupational information test was administered to a national sample of young men 14 to 24 years
of age in 1966. The test 'consisted of three components:
(1) multiple-choice questions asking respondents to
identify the duties of ten occupations ranging from hos-

pital orderly and forklift operator to economist and social
worker; (2) questions relating to,the typical educational
attainment of men in each of these same occupations;

and (3) questions on the relative earnings of each of
eight pairs of occupations (e.g., auto mechanic versus

electrician).18

Multivariate analysis of the test scores was conducted
separately for youth enrolled in school at the time of
the survey and those who were not and, within each
group, for blacks and whites. For the students there was
a substantial relation between grade level and occupational information as measured by the test, such that a

young man.in the senior year of high school scored about
two-thirds of one standard deviation higher than a fresh-

man, other things being equal. For those out of school,
also, occupational information was strongly related_ to
educational attainment and, to a lesser degree, to years
in the labor fnarket since leaving school.

What is most important is that for both studenti and
nonstudents and for whites and blacks alike, eicierii of
occupational information was found to bear strong positive relationships to socioeconomic status and measured
intelligence, and also to be greater among youth in large
urban areas than among rural youth. Finally, black
'youth scored consistentlY lower than white youth on the
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occupational information test, even when all of the other
factors were controlled in the analysis."
These results suggest the ways in which young people
fmd out about the world of work. One important way is
through the educational system, even when no explicit
or conscious attempt is made to impart such knowledge.
A youngster is obyiously °more likely to know what a
chemist does aft&having taken a course ill' chemistry or
having talked with classmates who have done so. Sim-

ilarly, a student is more likely to understand the implications of being a dietitian after a course in home
economics than previously. In addition to such exposures
to specific occupations, the general broadening of horizons that accompanies progression through the educational system is likely to increase a youth's understanding of the several dimensions of the world of work.

Understanding is also developed through even less
formal processes, such as discussions with friends about
jobs held by family members, general reading, motion
pictures and television, and mere observation. Thus, the
relationship between socioeconomic status and extent of

occupational information doubtless reflects the richer
intellectual environment that, on average, exists for
youngsters from middle and upper class backgrounds. A

number of observers have alluded, for *ample, to the
contequences of the absence of occupational role models
for niany ghetto black youth." Similarly, the advantage

of urban over rural youth in this respect may be explained simply by the wider range of occupations that
the former are likely tO encounter.

The findings are also important in pointing up where
the greatest efforts for improving information about the
' world of work must be expended if the objective of social
policy is to attempt to equalize opportunities. The data
suggest the need for concentrating on increasing the oc-

cupational sophistication of youngsters in the earlier
years of school and, at all levels, among youth in the
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lower socioeconomic strata and among blacks. Moreover,
in all of these.cases it seems likely that lines of communi-

cation need to be established with .parents as well as
with the youth themselves.

.,

Adequate information is obviously not a sufficient
condition for equality of opportunity, but it is a necessary one. The son of a coal miner in an isolated mining
community cannot make the kinds of comParisons implied by the,pconomic theory of occupational choice between the prospective careers of coal miner and economist if he has never heard of the latter occupation. And
even if he has heard of it, he is unlikely to be able to
make a "rational" choice in the absence of fairly complete information about how one becomes an economist,
the kinds of work economisti do, and the kinds of lives
they lead. Knowledge of earnings distributions, it is
important to note, is not enough even for purposes of
taking account of economic rewards, to say nothing of
the many other respects in which occupations differ.
Given the institution of the expense account, it is clear
that earnings in many professional and managerial positions ignore a substantial amount of the (tax free) real
income afforded by those occupations.

Occupational Information and Labor Market Status of
Y outh

It is possible to test the hypothesis that superior labor
market information has a payoff to the individual in the
form of more attractive employment opportunities, although empirical tests of this relationship are beset with
methodological difficulties, which may account for the
dearth of hard evidence on the matter. For one thing, if
the extent of a worker's labor market knowledge and the
characteristics of his job are observed simultanecusly,
there might well be some question as to the direction of

causation even if a relationship were found between
amount of information and characteristics of job. Moreover, since such factors as general ability and educltional
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attainment are correlated both with status in the labor
market and extent of occupational information, it is
necessary to be able to control statistically for such variables in seeking to ascertain whether labor market information makes an independent contribution to the labor
market success of the individiraE#

The data from the National Longitudinal SuAreys referred to earlier have made it possible to deal with both
these problems in investigating the relationship between
occupational information and labor market status. First,
it has been possible to relate scores on the occupational
information test administered in 1966 to the subsequent

labor market status of the youthspecifically to their
average hour0 earnings and their occupational levels
two years later.21 Secondly, in doing this, the data have
also permitted the introduction of controls for such con-

ventional human capital mea:sures as years of school
completed, quality of high school attended, mental ability, socioeconomic status, years of work experience, and

health condition. Region and type of residence (i.e.,
South versus non-South and SMSA versus non-SMSA)
were' also included in the multivariate framework in order
to take account of variations in price level and occupational structure.

On -this basis, statistically significant relationships
were obtained between the occupational information ynt
score and (1) average hourly earnings and (2) occUpational status for both blacks and whites.22 Thus, on the
basis of this study,.it woulicl appear that the extent of a
youth's occupational information makes a difference for
his subsequent relative position in the occupational and
wage structures, holding constant such other characteristics as his educational attainment, intelligence, socioeconomic 'status, etc. Indeed, there is reason to believe

that these findings understate the total contribution of
the kinds of labor market information measured by the
test, since they ignore the indirect effects such knowledge
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may have on occupational status and Wages via its effect
on educational attainment. In this connection, it should
be noted that the analysis of the effects of occupational
knowledge Was confined to those young, men who in 1968
were no longer enrolled in school.23
The Consequences of Improved Knowledge of the World
of Work

Granted that the labor market position of youth is
correlated with the extent of their knowledge of the
world pf work, what would be the, social consequences
of the provision of hetter and moke complete information generally? Would it mean simply a reshuffling of

individuals among jobs,as some of the advantages created
by superior information are eliminated, or are there ways

in which all would gain as a consequence_a greater information?
Stated very succinctly, the theoretical consequences of
improved knowledge of the world of work on the part of
youth would be a more nearly optimal allocation of resources andfrom the vantage point of individual work-

ersmore satisfying occupational careers. In an economic

system inAteh individuals are free to choose among occupations and specific jobs, the effective allocation of
labor depends upon workers and potential workers having
reasonably complete and accurate labor market information. The market's measure of the relative social importance of different occupations and different jobs is
reflected in differentials in economic rewards. These differentials are relict upnn to attract individuals into those
occupations and jobs in which they will maximize their
contribution to the social product, given their preferences
for different types of work -and employment settings.
However, it is clear that this can occur only to the extent
that workers are knowledgeable about the range of alternativtes for which they might potentially qualify and of
the rewards (and costs) attaching to each.
From the standpoint ofthe individual the importance
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of accurate and complete labor market information is
equally clear. Whatever one's particular employment
goals, the probability of achieving them is enhanced by
full knowledge of the existence and characteristics of
alternative opportunities. Indeed, it would perhaps be
more realistic to acknowledge that even the formulation
of employment goals is substantially dependent upon an
understanding of what the possibilities are.
More specifically, there seem to be at least three respects in which a general improvement in the quantity
..and quality of labor market information would lead to
social benefits. First, Yavitz ahd Morse, drawing on the
work of Kenneth Arrow, have shown that inadequacies

in the specific labor market information available to
workers may prevent competitive forces from improving
the quality of work to the extent that would occur in the

face of better information. Just as in product markets
inadequate information .among consumers may prevent
a producer of a higher qAtlity good from attracting pa.

tronage and thus compelling competitors to improve
their products, so in the labor market the absence of
job information may inhibit improvements in the quality
of work for all workers.24

Second, improved labor market informationespecially what has been referred to as specific labor ma4et

informationshould permit labor markets to allocate
and reallocate labor more efficiently in response to technological'change and to changes in the level and compo-

sition of demand for goods and services, reducing the
level of unemployment, and shifting the Phillips curve to
the left. To the-extent that better labor market information improves the quality of the job choices of- youth in
theii early period of accommodation to the labor market,

it should help to reduce the high turnover rates among
youthful workers.25 This, in turn, would go far toward
reducing the differential in unemployment rates between
youth and adults, for there is evidence that the higher
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rates for young experienced workers result principally
from greater turnoverind therefore a higher incidence of
Unemployment rather than frozri a greater duration per
spell of unemployment.26 Moreover, better labor market
information may be expected also to reduce the duration
ofeunemployment by speeding up the matching gf unemployed workers with available jobs.
Finally,.if substantial improvements could be made in

the .quantity and quality of general labor market information at the disposal of youngsters arid their parents,
it ip reasonable to believe that both educational and occuPational decisions would be substantially affected,
impAwitig the match between abilities and tastes on the
one' hand and jpb characteristics on the other. It is th
this respect, I believe, that better labor market information for youth would have it.; most substantial long-run

effects, for there is every rea'Srin to believe that the character of career decisions would be modified, with beneficial consequences botIr for levels of productivity and
levels of satisfaction with, work and jobs. As Stigler hath
suggested, "In a regime of ignorance, Enrico Fermiwould
(might?) have been a gardener, Von Neumann a checkoutZerk at a drugstore." 27
Precisely how the ullocetion of laboi?' rind the Pettern
f occupkitional wage differentials' woula be affected by
.

such changes is difficult to say, i4 one result might "be,
to inerease relative supplies of higher level white ,collar
workers, with a consequent- compressionAf occupational
wage differentiils. This judgment 'stems from the belief

in agreemenrwith that of Lloyd Reynolds-I-that, giveri
equality oropportunity, occupational wage differentials
are:eurrently lArger than they need be to attract existing
nrimbers into the higher paid occupations.28

dt is not part of this paper's task to indicate how

youths',kntiwleslgeff the world-of work can be improved.
Nonetheless, in suggesting that more comprehensive
occtipational knowledge will help to reduce inequalities
,
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diffiof opportunity, one cannot disregard,
inating
culties that,would 'doubtless be invoITd In
such information and Making it effeCtiv particularly,:
among the disadvantaged.29 Younksterkati theIr parents
. a1ternaneed to know about the range Of
e
tives and their avenues of entry while
young enough for such information ta akaka a dill
to the courses he .selects and, .perlfhps eVep,, -mote
tantly, to the pu;Posefulness and serioftmes$ with which
he addresses schOl work. There areInteteiting examples
of how this tottille;accomPliihed so far as students are

concarned.90 Mote Attention needs to be:giVen to biiinging'

the necessaty information to parents.
In additian to reducing inequalitY (of opportunity
among membeik;of diffetent SOcioeconOMic strata, the

it kinds of.labor market infonnetio'n referred to in this
paper *ould also contribute ,tO reduang inequality of
opportunItY betviteii the sqe particularly if conscien-

tious efferts were made to prOvide infOrmatibn to mem'cal&
bers Of eaCh sex, about occupaiiOni that s.
have heen associated 'with' the 'Ather. More.
tally, irrespective of equalitY Of :c;ppOrtunit
a
groupS, Adequate occupational infOrtnation:
for
liberating effect on the prodesi of O*pation
all segmenta of .the populaiion.,Wel:hke to think in terms
of free labor markets cbartiCt#100.cite the Supply side by
freedi1 Of occupational' choice. Tè ttuth of the matter
er, thatin the absenee oradequate 'information,
is, ho
the freedornto choose
fs.;
;'
.,Note
ce,,in surass
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3. See Albert gees. "Information Networks in Labor Mar-

kets," American Economic Reuiew, vol. LVI, no. 2, May 1966,
pp. 559-66.

4. Yavitz and Morse note that -Specific labor market information also includes information about the internal labor market of
the firm in which an individual is employed"knowledge about
a complex web of personal relationships and institutional rules
that make it possible for an individual to negotiate the elaborate
.,,;maze of interlinked job laddvb upward, downward, and sideays, in response to changes in a firm's siotput levels and prouction processes." (op. cit., p. 53)
5. See Eli Ginzberg, et al. Occupational Choice (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1951).
6. See Simon Rottenberg. "On Choiclpin Labor Markets," In-

dustrial and Labor Relations Reuiew, vol. 9 no. 2 (January
1956), pp. 183-99.

7. Lloyd Reynolds, The Str:ucture of Labor Markets (New

York: Harper and Brothers, 1951), pp. 213-14.

8. It is worth mentioning, however, that young men appear
to have better knowledge of this kind than do their middle-aged
counterparts. Among men 45 to 59 years of age, three-fifths of
those who said they would confine theirjob search to direct application were unable to specify a single potential employer.
9. Larry D. Singel "Some Private and Social Aspects of the
Labor Mobility of Young Workers," The Quarterly Reuiew of
Economics and Business, vol. 0, no. 1 (Spring 1966), p. 23.
10. A. P. Garbin, Robert Campbell, Dorothy P. Jackson, and
Ronnie Feldman, ProbleMs in the Transition from High School
to Work as Perceiued bY Vocational Educators, Research Series
20 (Columbus: Ohi#10,te University,Cehter for Vocational and
Technical Educatidij, TOP), pp. 49-50:
11. Saul S. Leshner and George S4Snyderman, "Job Seeking
Patterns of Disadvantaged Youth," Employment Seruice Reuiew,
November 1966, pp. 53-55.

12. D. J. Prediger, J. D. Roth, and R. J. Noeth, Nationwide
Study of Student Career Deuelopment: Summary of Results,
,ACT Research Repoit No. 61 (Iowa City: American College
Testing Program, 1973), pp. 9-11, 29-30, 34.

/

13. Richard Freeman, The Market for College-Trained Manpower: A Study in the Economics of Career Choice (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1971), p. XXV.
14.. Ibid., p. 194.

15. David Gottlieb et al., Youth and the Meaning of Work ,(University Park: Pennsylvania:State University, Institute for
the Stildy of Htiman Development, 1
, pp. 144-46. A brief
summary of the study appears ill UthtStates Department of
Labor, Manpower dmi
ration, You
d the Megniag of
Work, MaxqSowerResearch Uonograp no. 32 (Washington:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974).
,
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16. Gottlieb, op, cit., p. 232.
17. Ibid.. p. 228.

18. For a detailed description of the test and an analysis of
reliability, see Andrew I. Kohen and 'Susan B. Breinich,
"Knowledge of the World of Work: A Test bf Occupational Information for Young Men," Journal of Vocational Behavior,
its

forthcoming.

19. Herbert S. Parnes and Andrew I. Koht, "Occupational
Information and Labor Market Status: The ecase of Young
Men" (Columbus: The Ohio State Universitlitenter for Human
Resource Research, September 1973). An abbreviated version
under the same -title will appear in the Winter 4275 issue of the
Journal of Human Resources.
20. See, for example, Eli Ginzberg, Career Guidance (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1971), p. 194.
21. Occupational) level was measured by the Duncan Index of

Socioeconomic Status. See Otis Dudley Duncan, "A Socioeconomic Index for All Occupations" in Albert Jo Reiss, Jr., and
others, Occupationsand Social Statui (New York: Free Press
of Glencoe, 1961), pp. 109-38.

22. Four ordinary least squares regressions were run, one fot
each dependent variable for each of the two racial groups. For
hourly earnings, adjusted R2's were .19 for the whites and .31
for the blacks; for Duncan Index, the corresponding values weie
.40 and .36. With earnings as the dependent variable, the occupational information variable was significant at the 5 percent level

for whites and at the 1 percent level for blacks; with Duncan

Index a s the dependent variable, the test score was significant at
the 1 percentlevel for whites and the 5 percent level for blacks.
Parnes and Kohen, op. cit., p. 17.
23. I have been able to uncoyer only one other study that has

investigated the effect of labor market information on Actual
labor market experience. Robert Darcy and his associaWs analyzed the relationship between scores en a "world-of-work knowl-

edge" test administered to high school seniors in a Lancaster,
Ohio, high school in May 1972 and several measures of their

labor market status eight months later. Of the 108 individuals for

whom labor market information was available, no statistically
significant differences were found between the 37 subjects who

had scored in the top three deciles and the 71 in the lowest

three deciles. Robert L. Darcy, Richard V. Kauffman and Edward P. Milkei, Itifinpower Economic Education and the Transition from School to Work: Implact on a Cohort of Ohio Secondary School Students. Report of research carried out under a
grant (No. 21-08-73-29) from the Manpower Administration,
United States Department of Labor (Fort Collins, Colorado:
Colorado State University Center for Economic-Education, February 1974), pp. 100-10.
.0
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A number of factors may account for the'difference between'
Darcy's findings and those based on the NLS data. Darcy's slimle was. of course, a very restricted one and very homogeneous,
that one would not expect as much variation in occupatiOnal
nformation As exists in a national sample of a wider' age group.
econdly, about half of the seventeen-item test of manpower and
*economic understanding does not realty m-easure What I would
construe to be labor market knowiedge (see ibid., AppendixB-2,
items 1, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16). Finally as Darcy acknoWledges
(ibid., p. 106), the eight-month Penwl between administration of: '
the test and the measurement of,labor market status may not
hake been long enough to allOile'.4',Individual diffe4nces among
ylNaing workers . .1 to find, eiepre4idn*in .4y,vdifferentiais and

other measures of juccess."..
:For a summary of studies eilitriatifigYforinal and in/urinal
e

teaching about occupations, See Robert HopPock, 'Occupatianal.-,
Information. Third Edition (McGraw-Hill Ectok Company;1967,),'
pP. 379-400.

24. Yavitz and Morse, op. cit., p. 15. Stigler has'made' a-tomparable point in showing that the social capital produced by job
search, may differ from tke sum of the private capitals. If. most
workers search intensiveW, employers who offer low Wage rates
will be unable to fill their jobs and will be forced either.to close
down or to raise wage ratesso if I enter the labor market and
do not search, I nevertheless profit from others' knowledge of the
market." (Stigler, O. cit., p. 105).
25..As Riehard Toikka has observed: "In light of'the ... number of parameters which determine a satisfactory job, is it any
wonder that lack of information about jobs leads' to a high job
turnover rate aniong young. workers?" Richard S. Toikka, "The
Economics of Information:. Labor Market Aspects," Swedish
Journal of Economics, vol. 76, no. 1 (1974), p. 63.

26: Martin S. FeldStein; "Lowering the Permanent Rate of
Unemployment," a study prepared for-the use of the Joint Economic Cemmittee; Congress of the United States, 93d Congress,
1st Session, September 1973 (Washington: U.S. Govenunent

.Printing,01Ece4 1973), pp. 17-18.

: 1j.j$tigler, lop. cit., p. 105. The parenthetical expression

is

28.Lloycf G. Reynolds, Labor Economics and Labor Relatiims,
t.6th: Edition (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1974),
pp. 277, 284-85:

29. Seatrice RenBehs, after a comprehensive review of the
literature relating to programs of labor arket Information both
cludes that there is still
,lin.tbUniied States and elsewhere,
cts, and argues for con, considerable uncertainty as to their e

ctPo1-f0 experiments. Beatrice G. Reubens, Bridges to Work:
Interlicitionill Comparisons of transition Ser:vires, Chapter $10\
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"Orientation arid Information:- Issues." Unpublished manuscript
kindly made available by Dr. Reubens.
30. Voi,sOnir..intereding examples, "see, Lorraine S. Hansen
and Itenry4 figEow,;,,!,'Toward EffectiVe Praerice: Emerging
Modelii and flograins"_in Henry Borow (ed.)';':Caree)- duidance
for a Nt' ge (tioston: Houghton-Mifflin \71 pany, 1973), pp.
187-2Z
frik,VOcational and Tec ical Education at
4.:Vn*raitii is currently derieloping a variety of
The
se in grades K-12 for helping stVents gain a belmate
ng,.of occupational 'alternatives rilid how 'they re
ter-un
wn abilities and preferences. These include curricI
t

or a yariety of -subject matter, areas at all grade
rimulation materials designed primarily for eighth
graders.

Progrands of Labor Market Information
6.)

/
IL

,.

in this, the final section of the volume, the foul. pa
contain specific descriptions of programs invo v
collecting, °analyzing and deploying labor market ink
mation systems. They include a review of 'sOme of the
newer thrusts in obtaining some of the information to
begin with, how the information is ten 'delivered to the
client as well as the organizational implications of such
new developments. Included in the rkst two of these
papers are case histories in this field with specific, down
to earth findings and recdinmendations and conclusioni
they generate.

Occupational Data: The Foundation of a
Labor Market Information System
Russell B. Flanders

14;

IP;

A good labov market information system must have in
its foundation reliable, up-to-date statistics on Current
employment, projections of future occupational requirements, and related subjects. This foundation 'currently
exists insprograms of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS). Wa
The Bureau has long been a leader in the developirierit
and dissemination of labor market information designed
5or use by the young. This effort began in the 1940s with

a series of 3" x.5" pamphlets describing occupational
opportunities in fields such as agriculture d the crafts.
The first edition of the Occupational Outlook Fitintlpook

(00H) appeared in WO. The Handbotthen; as it

does today,' provided young people wit *ormation
about nationally important occupations and iriaustries
'in a formats:that Wriuld, asssist them in makirig,a career
choice. The7major Subjec011eadirigs, which follow the
tional Vocational 'Guidance :Association gUidelines

the developineritt of- these mriterials, incltide the
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Occupational employment. The number of workers
employed nationally in an occupation indicates the
size of the occupation; hence, an indication of its

relative importance and the opportunities in the
field.

Occupational projections. 'This subject area includes information on the expected employment
change in the occupation over time, usually ten
years. Furthermore, it cover's information on the
openings expected to result from replacext/needs
and, where possible, an assessment of

pational

supply. This, is also the sector 'there we indicate
those factors that will impact the occupation positively, or negatively, such as technology and future
demand for the product or service with which the
occupation is associated.

Earnings. Providing information to young people
,,...tbat sheds lighttigliii,4,,he life style associated with

each occupatiOnfli' difficult, but information on
earnings is an iniportant ingredient in this effort.
In addition to wages or kdaries earned, we,provide,'
where possible, information on fringe benefits, shift

differentials, and payments in kind. In the latest
'4,

edition.of the Handbook, we have added to the use". -Itilness of .the information by providing, where possia comparison of earnings among different
pations. Generally, these are comparisons among

the average earnings of all nonsupervisory wage

and salary workers in private industry, except
farming. Other comparisons (usually wages) a
made among similaikccupations; for example, construction craftsmen.
.0 Educational and other requirements. It is important
for young people, to know the level and type of education and training that is rCquired .for entry iilto
an occupation or occupational field. Not only do weP.,

provide information of this nature in the Hand,
book, but we make available leafipts that list occu-

"Pdfions by the nature of _education or training

1Q7
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needed for entry, such as four or more years of college, junior college or technical school, high school,

less than high school, and apprenticeship. Since
licensing is Auired to perform in many occupatiens, information is presented in the Handbook
that helps young people to become aware of the
special requirements that exist. Advancement opportunitiopre also discussed in Handbook statements,

Wrieh indicate to youth those patterns of promot?en' which are typical within a specific occupation
(career ladder) or within a field of related occupations (career lattice).
Personal characteristics. Another essential factor in
career choice is the 'correlation of specific personal

tharacteristics with the characteristics of the job. .
To provide this information, the Handbook presents typical job characteristics for .each occupation. This allows the individual to match his unique
qualifications, "likes,r arld "dislikes" to .the job. For
example, the characteristics described in the Handbook statements include)among others, the 'following:

-

Responsible decisions required
Motiyates others
Directs the activity of others
Work is closely supervised
Works with ideas
Highly competitive
Works with people
Work is repetitious
Helps people
Axposed tfrit weather conditions

For several years the Handbook was criticized be- el
cause of the lack of this information and the consistent presentation of it in the ceupational Statements. In the preparation of the ..41.9th edition of the

Handbook, staff concentrated on this subject area.

The result Was a marked improvement in the
amount, quality, and consistency of the information

188
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produced. Further, we were able to publish in the
Occupational Outlook Quarterly, a "matrix" of
characteristics for some 250 occupations. This matrix generated more interest from career guidance
personnel than any other report published in the
Quarterly.
Work Performed. The information on work performed, or nature of the work, presented in the
Handbook provides to the reader an insight to what
the worker does and how he does it. When combined with Handbook information on working conditions, including the envitonment where the work
is performed, the reader can determine if the work
appeals to him or her, and, when related to other
information on job characteristics, if the occupation
wqvid be a satisfying career choice.

The Occupational Outlook Handbook program represents a major, ongoing effort to provide youth with upto-date, reliable information about the national labor
market. It can serve as the basis for similar information
developed specifically for State anct sub-State areas.
In making their career choices, Young people should
have access to national, state, and local occupational
information. The reasons are many, but several important ones should be mentioned. Many:occupations, particularly in the professional area liave a national labor.
market; therefore, national information is needed. Licensing requirements vary by occupation among States
and even among communities within States; therefore,
State and loc.ta' l information on this subject is needed.
Entry requirements fall into this category since they
also vary somewhat by location and* do earnings. Perhaps most importantly the, openings in an occupation
may vaiST substantially:mpong-localities, ranging from
aif-oversupply in one aitii to a Shortage in another. The
Handbook and its related publications, ,then, provide a
necessary nucleus to a system designed to provide young

IS9
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people with up-to-date information about the world of
work.

While the Bureau's Occupational Outlook Handbook
Program is well known by those involved in career guidance, its younger cousin, the Occupational Employment

Statistics (OES) Program is not well known. Born in
1970, this relatively new effort is designed, to provide
States, sub-State, and ultimately, tional data on current and projected occupational
wer requirements.
The OES Program, a cooperative ederal/State effort,

has three basic elementsthe OES Sur Vey, the Na-I
tional/State Industry-Occupational Matrix System, and!'
the State and' Area Occupational Manpower Projectio4
Research Program: In.ihit Cooperative efforkPie Bureau
of Labor Statistics it resjiOnsible lefqhe develVkarkt.440.'
cedur 41 nApower proimprovement'of sUr
jectioji techniques to` *ii0eCli by the' Ocifierating State
employment security agencies and provides a continuous
program of guidance and assistance to the State agencies
through its regional offvf system. The Manpower Admin-

isiration (MA), a major partner in this effort, is responsible for 'the administrative aspects of the prokrani.
ThedOES Survey

In 1976, BLS, MA, and a number of State employment
security agencies initiated the cooperative Federal/State

OES Survey. Currently 28 States and the District Clf
Columbia are cooperating in this program. Thit is a
suiwey program designed to produce estimates of occu-

pational employment by industry for the entire nonagricultural wage and salary workforce. This survey of
establishment employment covers a three-year cycle. For
exaMple, manufacturing industriet are .§urveyed every

third year, as are nonmanufacturing 'industries, except
trade; and trade industries. The survey data are used to
estimate total employment by occupation, by industry,
, for each°State and for areas in each State designated by
the cooperating State agency. Employment estimates are
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possible in this program for more than 2,000 individual
occupations covering the spectrkin of skills. Although
most occupations listed require II:orne form of training

for entry, the list does include entry occupations, or

those requiring only a few weeks of on-the-job tiaining.
The OES survey is importa9/t to the development of
labor market information neeoled by youth. The survey
program provides a systematic, conceptually consistent
approach to data collection, employment estimating
prOcedures, and occupational and industry classification
at the national, State, and local levels. The data coming
from the prdgiam Make possible the preparation and

dissemination of accurate, up-to-date information on
occupational employment for use by vocational counselors and others interested in helping young-people in
the transition from school to work. Informatibn from
several survey cycles makes it possfble -to analyze the
changing acupational composition of business and induStry and to project industry employment patternrwith
'greater intelligence and eCcuracy. Filihermore, tlw data
provide a basis for the assessmentM occupational demand and supply for more occupations than ever before.
BeYond the information needs of young people, data from
the OES survey have'Other equally impakitant uses. Foi

example, the data make it possible to study the effect Of
public and private training programs on the iupply of
trained workers. They can facilitate the .study of ,the
effects of shifts in public and privite demand and
changes in technology and industri4 vigatlization on
occupational manpower requirentents, T6y can be tiled
to assure that local manpower conditions are itdeqtiately
as the.. data beunderstood. More uses will be identi
emplOyment
comes generally available. Already, .1
security agencies have found the survey data useful in
job placement activities and major corporations have
found it useful Nit market- research. In terms of labor
Market informatiekn, tor youth; perhaps the most signifi;

1
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cant application of the data is the development and improvement of industry-occupational matrices (discussed

below) at the State and area levels and, ultimately, at
the national level.

Thp National/State Industry-Occupational Matiix
Sys*tem

4

The industry-occupational matrix haafor over a-detade

been a principal .tool in'. the preparation of national
ipationar employment. The present
projections of
,
roPloyment in 420 detailed occunational matrixa
national categories, '11` ,safplassified by 201 detailed in-

dustry sectors ankt;ehiss-of-yvorker categories. Both
citcupational categories' and industrial sectors are exhaustive so the matrix is comprehensive of all employment.

,

Viewed another way, the matrix illustrates the occupaNional profile, or percentake distribution, of employment
in each industry sector. These profiles, or ocCupational
patterns, vary substantially since each industry will aeek
to_ utilize a certain combination Of labor skills in its,
production function.
It has generally been hypothesized that,the otiouparetatively
tional structure of many industries
are avail stable over time. Consequently, if relish
)4$
oar in-able on- the occupational compositio
..Olied
to
dustries for a base period, these data

projections of total employment b
initial projections of occupational

to yield

tf

.a

target year.
In many industry 'sectors, howeve4,0aupati6nal pat-

terns do change significantly over',c10 year periods
lhe supply of
with the advance of techhology, .
nd other factors.
workers, changes in wage strnd
e of these factors is
Hence, information on the infl
used to modify the occupational patterns of the individual industhes. Therefore, in actual practice, the adjusted,
or projected, occupational patterns are used together
with projections of employment by industry. (developed
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exogenously frqm the matrix), to prepare projections.of
occupational employment.
Although the Matrix concept is a relatively simple one,
it could not be used effectively in the Bureau's manpower
projections effort until the advent of electron
mputer.
What used to take ma0 months to accomplish, cluding updating, revisions, and iteration can now be accomplished in a few weekl; and, in some situations, days. With

tiiis development the system became exportable.

The National/State Industry-Occupational Matrix

.

System* is being developed with the cooperation of MA
and the State employment -security agencies. The first
goal of the system is to provide an employment matrix
. for each State and the District of Columbia that is con-sistent in format, concept, a d da base vOth the BLS
national matrix. This step i ear ompletibn. Another
.
original goal was 'to provide a exi e, multipurpose computer system that would allo : tate, for example, to
update. its matrix, prepare sube te matrices, and gert
erate projections of occupational requirements. This goal
has recently been' modified to include a system that -can
be centralized to provide data processing s'ervices for theindividual States at one' or trikw locations. Furthermore,
the complete system will make it possible to snpplementthe 420, by 201 order matrix with more detailed industry
and ocCupationd data obtained _through Ihe.OES ?kr' vey'. Current plans ckl far the system to operational .
in AY 1976..

While the matrix system has been in flie development
stage, the Bureau has completed what is referred to' as
the Interim Area Manpower Projections Profect. This
project, again conducted in conjunction -with MA, was
designed to provide State employment security agencies
with State and sub-State occupational projections, for
the Fy 1975 Manpower planning cycles. More specifically, a modified matiix technique was used that involved

directly applying the industry stalfmg patterns of the
1
1-
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nail

atrices,for 1970 and 1980 to their correspond-

ing detailed estimates of base year and projected industry eniploynient for the State or area. Each set of_ _
results was thenaimmed across industries to obtain occupational totals and a change factor from base.year to
projected year was computed. Projections for each occupation were /derived by applying these change *tors to
separately /estimated base period occupational employ-

.

te and area projections were,
ment levels. 'thus, the
developed within the , t . t °of national economic and
technological trends, __,;.01: two factors believed to be

most iinportant in 'estimating occupational change
industry growth or decline anci shifting occuPational.
patterns within indkstries. While the procedures admit-.
tedly have built in bilis, tests usingothe OK matrix system
I. suggest that for most situations.the direction and magnitude ot change, . derived through the modified aPproach
mere essentially the sarne. Because of problems of proction reliability and constraints on the avillability of

.-

Census of Population data, we did not process iorojections
..cor areas with less than 250,000 populition.
e.

As a result of this interim effort, 48 states now have
projections of requirements for 420 occupatio that are
conceptually consistent and compatible wit ,those in
other states and with national projectiona. n addition,

f

the project produced projections for more than 100
areas with a population of 250,000 or more which are
compatible with the state projections.

The State and Area Occupation Manpo
'

Research Program
Effective NOvember 1972, BLS

/

r Projections

as charged with the

teosibility for providing consultation and ;teclulical
:assiJance to State employment gecurity agencies in
state/ and area occupational, manpower projecassistanCe program requires a continuous
cesearch program to develop and ithprove methods of
Mak
tions.

preparing State Ad local manpower projections. kut-
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thermore, it tncludes the development and maintenance
of technical manuals, 'guidelines, and other appropriate
materials related to the projectitns process for ale use of
the State agencies.
The scope of the research in this program is ,broad.
Not only does it involve the development, and testing of
*techniques fo improve.the reliability of occupatidnal demand data generally, but it also includes research into
such areas:4w the feasibility of making short-term pro-

jections and vrOjections for geographic areas with a
population of under 250,000. While the Bureau's recent
efforts hayezconcentrated on the development of requireflints data, work lias begun on the problem of occupa-

tional supply. In life months, ahead, research will be
carried, out on occupational mobility and geographic
mobility of occupational employment. The knowledge
,

obtained .from the Survey .of Training in Industry project will be made available tO States so they can develop

comparable data. Moh work needs to be done in . the
development of-occupational death and retirementrates,
Cr the assessment of occupational supply and demand, and
the most beneficial ways of presenting occupational InanpoweLdata to each of the various users, including counselors, manpower planning, and vocational , education
program officials.

^

There are numerous advantages to the development of
labor market information through the programiputlined
a
#t1
I
above. Importantly, the programs are continuo

one-time effort fa a State, or part of a State. The programs are supported,with a corrtinucrus reseakch effort
to improve techniques, fill the data gaps,- assist State
agencits, and reduce costs. The total program is esigned
f several
toyineet the occupational information nee
needs
of the
,Oimary users. In addition to the resea

Bureau, the information protuced is essential to tihe
development of national, State, and local ocpationaI
outlook data. Indeed, the information in the ccupa4

.1 CI:-
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tional Outlook Handbook can be supplemen ed with
pertinent State or local information with considerable
cobt savings to State and local agencies. The occupatiqnal requirement's data generated through the OES
Program provide the basic ingredient to effective national, State, and local manpower and educational plan-

ning, including vocational and higher education planning.
The obvious advantage of the program is that it constitutes % systeni that provides compatible data for all
geopolitical subdivisions, and in which concepts and procedures are handled with consistency: This approach
makes possiblethe evaluation of information produced at
all levels and the interchange of experience and knowl-

edge gained. Alloived to. reach matuzity; the OES program can provide the occupational information requited
by the vocational education legislation, the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act and the recently
established Occupational Information Service (OIS) of

the Department of Labor. The Occupational Outlook
Handbook, in addition, provides the basic national informition needed for guidance purposes in the OIS pro-.
grams in the States. These programs constitute major
inputs to the -foundation of a Labor Market Information
System.
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Organization of a Career Information System:
The Oregon Approach
Barry E. Stern

Introduction
What to do when one grows up is becoming a progressively more difficult decision. The array of occupational
choices, continual and rapid fluctuations in the economy,
and the lack of institutional mechanisms to bring 'young
people into 'frequent contact and involvement with the
world of Work all contribute to the cohfusion.

Recently,' the Department of Labor announced an
9ccupational .Information System Grants Program to
help young people keep up with the rapid changes in
the world of work. The program consists of granth to
z

states and local arcas to develop systems which will provide labor market facts to students and others who are'
in the process of career exploration and decision-making.
Too many young people now make career decisioni withmit the benefit of Such facts. Providing people with reliable, up-to-date and locally relevant information on the
earnings, nonpecuniary rewards, practical employment
opportunities, preparation requirements, and other characteristics of alternative occupations is likely to increase
their chances of eventually fmding work which is both
personally satisfying and financially acceptable.
..
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In developing such a program, the Labor Department
assessed. several experimental projects in selected localities which incorporated information about the world of
work into school guidance programs. This effort 'involved

a review of the literature, on-site visits, attendance at
professional meetings, a two-day onference on "Occupational Information and Career Guidance Systems"

attended by many of the systems' developers and
interested parties in the 'federal government, and an'
exploratOry probe by telephone to identify lesser known
Projects through the country which were using innovative
techniques to gather, appraise, and disseminate occupational information to students.
As the process developed, it became increasingly clear
,that we were attempting to compare sSTAffilis and projects that were -quite dissimilar in terms of their under-

lying assumptions about what students needed to support intelligent career exploration and choice. With some
systems the loCus was on the çoznputerization of a piaticular guidance process whic subscribed to one counsel-

focused purely on the
mechanics of inforn1ation r trieval, giving short shrift

ing theory or another. Ot

to complex processth which. a tempted to match pentonal
and occupational characteristics. Some emphasiz d both
the retrieval and use of information for career g4idance.

Throughout the attempts to understand this ompIex

and rapidly expanding field, the focus was on the prob-

len*rom the consumer's point of viewthat is, the student. This did not mean putting computerized guidance
systems in every school nor setting up comprehensive
statewide ,labor market information systems for manpower .and education plemOig. Aside from the extra-

ordinary amp,unt of money that would be ree:mired to do'

either, we f& that the need to provide consumers with
better, *useful. occupational information deserved higher
priority.

It is possible to become so impressed with the cap-
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ability of the -computer to store, retriev, , and sort
through and interrelate masses of data at it takes
precedence over the vas of people who must make
career and job choices. Metaphorically speaking, we

-

have a situation where the!"cannon" for delivery is far
bitter developed than the "shell" of information.
Recognizing the fact that an information system is no
better than its intbrmation bade, a central feature of the
Department's grants program is to develop in each par'ticipating state and local area an information base.which
is worthy of the sophisticated methods of dissemination
which are now available: The point that guidance. peri
sormel make, that "information is not enough,' is' true,
but proCess is no substitute for contentwithout a good
data base the vehicle for information-retrieval and dis7
.
semination is of limited value.
This'progratp does not call for the production of more

occupational data. Instead,tit wilt attempt ;to break, out
existing, user-oriented occupational information from the
et informatioh perspective that emphalarger labo
c analysis, research, and manpower plansizes econ
ning. This i ot to say that the Labor Department will
cease in ite efforts to collect more information so. as
better to estimate occupational demand in local %vas.
Obviously, the efforts' to improve and extend methodologies to obtain local labor market information will continue: The ,Occupation'al Information Systems Grants
Program is ',conceived as a parallel effort to disseminate
existing occupational data in usable form to individuals
making career and job choices: The possible expansion

of the grants program to' more than the eight to ten

states which will, be' funded initially forces the Depart-

. ment to look at the tradeoffs between generating new
statistical materials and disseminating more vigorously
what is already available.
Precisely, how manpoNrr

information needs differ fro
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d -.educational 'planning

the ti&ds of consumers
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making vocationaL-choices is described later in. the paper.
A similar important diitinction
be made between the
nature of information for caree ecisions and job acquisition decisions. Despite thelact that both are consumer
decisions, a case will be made for keeping career information, separate from job information, a east conceptually
to,speculating on the linkages between career,
job, and planning information, an attemPt will be made
to identify 'the key components of an idealized career
information system. Many of the pore, prominent systenis in use possess in varying degrees several of these
'omponents nnd will be cited from time to time as examples. There is no intentionfihowever, lc list and Ztategorize each of the dozens of occupational information and
career guidance systems, past and present. This has alreddy been done by several eXperts in this field.
For example, klarris.2 and Kroll 3 have classified :the
mare prominentecomputer-based systems, while SuPer4,
Weinstein3 and Willingham et al.6 provide more inclusive

listings.
Cdmponents tsf a Career Information System
Perusal of the various developmental projects through-

' out the country which have contributed to the current
Department of Labor grants program reveals at least
three components of a career information system: (1)
informational development; (2) information delivery;
and (3) an organizational structure to accomplish the
above.

Informatiok Development
Career Information Topics
There are tWo types of career information, nainely,

(1) occupational information and (q) education and
training information. Occupational iniiIrmation is the
kind needed for vocational choice. Etkiention and training information is needed by the person/who has made
at least a tentative vocational decisiOn and desires some

2
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formal sctlooling or training to prepare hfinself for entry
or teentry into an occupation or group of Occupations';
Chart 1 details ihe specific topics far these twu kinds of
career information.
Chart 1. Career Information Topics'
A. Occupational Information Topics
1. DeScriptive Information Abotit Occupations
a. Dictignary of Occupational Titles six-digit code numbers for identification purpoks.
b. Job,duties.or tasks.
c.

Special tools, equipment, or instruments used on the
job.

d.

Identification of other occupations that have similar

skill or knowledge rewirements.
e. Opportunities for pr,OEFotion, career advancement, and,
2.

hiriing channels.
Economic Information

a. Number of workers in the occupation and related data
industry employment, geographic distribution, selfemploymek, sex, etc.
b. Outlook, inclUding projections of demand, supply (if
possible), relationship Of supply and deinand, and factors that affeet outlook (technological, demographic, or
economic).

Earnings (beginniog aria average earnings and ranges)
d. Fringe benefits (vacations, insurance, etc.) .
e. Costs to workers (tiniuxr membership, tools and equipment, etc.
Personal Requirements of the Occupation: intereits, aptituaes, temperliments, abilities, and physical qualities that
c.

3.

can be related to characteristics of the occupation (e.g,

reqtrsements for lifting, working with detail, ability.to see
res
of work, etc.)
.#
B. Education and Training Topics
1. Preparation Requirements of the Occupation
a.

Skill and knowledge requirements for.successful job

b.

performance.
Legal qualification for employment, e.g., licenses, age,
bonding, etc.

-c. Ways to prepare for entry into occupation, including
formal {raining arid/or experience 'required for licensing, preferred by employers, and conventi4nally ac-

)

cepted as ways to repare.
Hiring practices, e., description of the sequencing of
the employment que- é.
e. Ways to prepare for advancement.
f. Tips for improvingipreparation (e.g., releyant s'untn er
employment).

-2 0
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Related Post-Secondary Educational and 'training Programs, Including Apprenticeships
a, Types of programs, including degree options and specialties.
b. Kinds'of schools offering- the

'

program.

c. Length of programs and degrees or certificates offered.
d. Occupational emphasis of program, if any, including
similarities or differences between prdgrams.

e. Examples of courses contained in curriculum and
methods of instruction.

f. Gross reference to related programs.
g, List of schoOls which offer program.

h. Other information, including special costs, program
schedule, prerequisites, etc.
3. Institutional Characteristics of Two-, and Four-Year Colleges in state.

4.
a. General information, such as type pf school,
degrees
offered, schedule ntclasses, correspondence courses,

locations, population, nearest large city, etc.

b. Enrollment, including by se, full-time and part-time,
out-of-state students, new sill,
c. Minority enrollmenttotal, Mro-Ameriam, American
Indian, Asian-American, Spanish surname.
d. Contact person and visiting procedures.
,

e. Foreign study.

f.

Honors program.

g. ROTC.
h. Special progrards, including ethnic and women's
studies.
i. Alternative credit opportrities.
j. Class sizefreshmen
k. Graduation requirements.
1.
Grading system(s).
m. Admission requirements and procedures freshmen
and transfer.
n. Special admissionas.--minorities, adults, etc.

o. Housing dormitories, coop, fraternities, off-campus,
married students.
p. Costssingle and married students, part-time.
q. Financial aidtypes available, application- procedures.
r. Piiretime jobs..
.

s.

Services for all 'students.

t. Special services for athletes, disabled, low-income,

older, minority, veterans, and-women.

u. Health services.
v.

Day-care facilities.
Library facilities and use.
x. Bus.service tg school.
y. Availability of student parking.
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In addition to providing and maintaining files containing infounation related to the topics listed in Chart

1, a few or.the occupational information' and career
guidance syhterns refer the student to other sources of
information, These include bibliographies of reference

niaterials about occupations for thc stikdents; taped
interyiews with workers; films or filnigtrips about workers: naMes of local people who are willing to discuss their '
uccupation with students 'considering it and procedures
for visiting them; and sources of additionarinformation

which can help with occupational exPloration and job
placement, such as state employment services, unions,
professional and trade associations, cooperating employ-

ers, and the location, of other . material suCh ai career
briefs, books, and cassettes.
Livel of Geographic Specificity

To the extent labor market conditions warrant, items
--,.)

'

!

-

or topics of occupational information should be localized,
particularly such change-sensitive topics as employniknt
outlook, training oppertunities and earnings. Te be sure,
natio al occupational information is still needed to provided broad perspective of the labor market. For the
great fnajority of individuals, however, career decisions
are based more on local than natiMal labor market con-

f ditions. The state end local occupational information
systems to be funded by the Department of Labor,
therefore, will cover all occupations within that state
that have any significant amount 9f employment. The
Universe of occupations should b covered as fully is
possible to give the user a broad view of occupational
opPortunities on both a state and 1 caratea basis.
Ac&tracy* Curropy of Infor tion
Ip addition to .tapping the usual national sources.for
occupational infOrmatión, such s th Occupational Outlook Handbook, and Quarterly,

ictionary of Occu-

pational Titles, and the Census, an ideal career information 'system would Mao need tO obtain information
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from a wide variety of authoritative sources which can
panicle state and local information as well. These would
include such ageacies as state employment 8ecur0 (ES)
agencies, , departinents of education and conitnerce, u
'bureaus of al3prenticeship, .plannia bodies, employer 41kda
and labor organizations, professional associations, and
d county governments. Among the kinds of data
ci
a.vai1ablée occupational projections, occupational emp1oyme1rt8tatistic, special wage sorveys, unemployment
hisurance tax-records, apprenticeship reports, compensation and fringe benefits-reports, ES job bank openings
summaries,and other ES job search,information,' reports

of graduates and training course completions, and the
identification of licensed occupations in a state.

Thus, useful and relevant data fromall souires and
agencies would be collected, appraised, and disseminated
under' one roof in contrast to "the present situation, Where
these activities are diffused. This is not to say that occu-

pational data ;and information would necesearily be
produced by these systems as well. Systems supported by

Department of Labor funds, at least, will leave actual
data production to those federal and state agencies having responsibility for this. The occupational information
lystems under this program are expected to make maximal use of the occupational data that already exists.
Moreover, they must include on their respective staffs,
individuals with, approPriate professional skills (e.g.,
labor economies) to identifyand appraise these data and
put them into diseeminable form. A central element of a
careel information system, then, is a continual review
and rapid .updating of information so that it reflects the
realities of today rather than the'record of yesterday.
If the provision of reliable, up-to-date, and locally
relevant occupational information is to be taken seriously, the employment of individuals professionally qualified to find, compile, and appraise varidus sources of oc-

cupational information is essential. Such individuals
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sJouldhavft &mks% trpainhig in labor economics and
occupational
UnfOrtunately, howevet, infor-4 A

mation development'in many of the sygtema is characterized by a single in5lividual with a jottnialism or counsel' ing backgrOinid who is, empl9yed bir the.school- district
. to develop and update yearly information on sorhe 200-:
400 occuptitione in the state 'or metrapolitan Erei: Their
information produ t too often miskilforms,siddents aboiit

he winid of woJj4

.°

4

Length and. etay of Infinmation
°
Cotcupationia aeicriptions should )3'e provided that in-

y dude mbst of title information topics previykslY 'Wentifiect Provi.4ion ought td bemade toyary the length. and
detail the information preSented in oider th:accommoaate the user whd*vants an overview of an occupation as
; well as. the user who wants a great deal of specific infor.
kition. Ideally, flexible and alternate kinds of data files

would be, available, versatile enough to serve several
.kinds of uiers:t:
r
A Comtarison of Prominent Systems on the Various
Dimensions,of Information.DevelopMent

The -Ratrix on Chart 2 attempts to provide a -norma-,
tive typology of information development attributes by
which the leadinF career guidance and information systems Can be pcoMparecit' It should 6e noted that the
quality and emounts of occupational information delivered is not central to the purposes of a number of the
systems; A normative typology, nonetheless, is useful to
those who want a better feel for what the different sys-

tems doiand do not do in terms of providing useful
career information to students.

The acronyms ofe eight of the leading guidance and
,infifpnation systems appear on the vertical axis of the
matrix and a set of normative information development
attributm appears on the horizontal axi. (The acronyms,.

are spelled out at the end of Chart 2). The attribute
called "Jo! Search Information Available" is not a nor-
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6

vo

.

J

mat4 attributb for career guidance; it is included here

*ate that informatibn about specific .j.ob oppor-

i,liff ties an& eniployers should be Aide available to the
'iltudent wijo'fbr the timg being is satisfied with 'the exi
tent of his career Rxploration and is job ready. Although
job search information is available in .thett communities,
e.g., through the local emplpkrnrent, security, office, it'
normhlly is not available in .the schools. A total sYstem
Which would.make both career/and-job information avail-Able in the school or other user agency would,be ideal./
One way to do this is to have both a carper information
system,and a job bank from,tfie ernpfornent service as
part of the/total system., with a Mechanism tO refer the,
-usir le.gistudent) from one to the other depending on
hip needs.

.,

The following geneplizations about information devil. opmerit in career guidance and informatipn 'systems can
be gained from Chart 2.
1. Most of the.systems cover a Wide range.of occupational topics but iscir the exception of ,OIAS, VICS
and VIEW the spectrum of occupations covered'is not
related to significant employitent in the state or locality
served by the system.

2. The kinds of education and trails...ling information

provided varies considerably from system to system. For
example,Include the general 'preparation requirements

for entry into each occupation, altho gh OMS, VIEW
(in California), and GIS (in Minn ta) are the only
systems which detail state education/ raining information.

varies Eligni-3. Occuriational information provided
ficantly among the different systems. For exarnple, VICS
provides local but little state or national information,
VIEW provides local and sometimes state and national
information; and CVIS, ECES and GIS provide national
information only (they .purchase this information from

commercial firnr'and depend' on them for. update). Of
ta.
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the systems which provide localized, regior occupational information, some work predominantly with existing sources of occupational data, whereas VICS and

,

VIEW produce ranch of their own data.

.

4. With the exceptkm cif ECES, all of the systems
provide an overview which covers most, if .not all, of the
information topics for each occupation.
.

5. 'Most of the systems include referral to other
.

soufces of information. These sources vary from other '
occ4ational materials to -names of firms and/or people
in the loeil coim pity who can help with further occupatio9aligxplora on.
.
6., 'With the xception of VICS, job search "infonnation is not provided by the systems.
1Information Delivery. '
S
The delivery of occupational information to users, includes two broad functions: accessint and dissemination.

Accessing refers to the apProach used by an individual
to search out and explore occupational information; The
persOn can 'obtain specific information directly or can
engage in s9me sort of structured search process which
would enable him to generate lists of "appropriW Occupations tb explore by relafing occupationally relevant
interests, abilities, values, etc., to the universe of occupations. Dissemination refers to how and through which
%Oki occuPational information is presented or made
a 'Wlable to users.

iie

The systems. which 'have been developed during- the
. last few years include a wide variety of both accessing
and diss9mination procedures. The almost total absence
of studs which compare thePerformance of,the different
stems in achieving at least some Of the admittedly few
als they have in commoillpnakes it- impossible to con-

ude that any one deliverg system is better than any
other. For this reason 'the Department of ,Labor's guidelines for the delivery. component of the systems it will
fund are extremely flexible And much less prescriptive
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than the standards it sets for information development.
There are a number of standards, nonetheless, which
seek tO guarantee to all users easy access to the informad within the system. Thus, system vantion con
ponents shi, d. be user-operable in order to foster independent ni:ge and should be as 'accessible as possible in
a variej.y of settings throughout a user agency's regularly scheduled day. Varied media and/formats for information presentation also should be used to accommodate the different media preferences of users who should
be able to retrieve desired information reasonably soon
afteLengagink the system and walk away from the system with a copy of at least a summarj, of the info ii tion.
Related to th?...-factor ofetasy ac6ess and quic
trieval of attractlyely packaged informlition is the roblem of compatibility of. information delivered by s .ff&
ent media. If a school gets occupational info . a .11 to
als,
students via Ramphlets as well as eomputer
the
same
for e ample, it is Rnportant that information on
ational topics (e.g., hourly wages) be consistent.
oc

Th compatibility problem is most likely to arise in
ools which' never; throw away outdated occupational
materials. Hopefully, the newly forming Atata.,,and local

occupational information systems will Provide high
schools with the courage to clear their shelves bf materials which Misinform father thaninform.

t Also; included ai ,essential eleiRents for Ifliforination
ilelivery are certain guarantees of Dvacy and confidentiality oFpfsonal data. Theee-become particularly im.portant in sstems which attempt to match 0lient characteristics such as academic achievement, 4tiludes,
values, and m ured interests with occupations to be
explored. When these are inputted to the system, they
must be adequately sakguarded so that 'their 'sedurity
and confidentiality Will be maintained. Clients should be
aware (4,411 personal data which are in the systein and
should be able to get anyibccupational informatitin from

4
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.

the system they desire, regardless of what information..
their test seores, interest inveptories, etc., say- theineed.
Given the.abse .of comparative evaluation data, the
4evelopment of malrik of systems and normative attributes for inf motion delivery would- be premature. 6P
For descriptiVe purpos -however, it might be useful to
present a typology for he information delivery . o41ponent of the various career ,guidance and information
systems. This typology appears on Chart 3. The follow.
generalizations about information deliVery in career
guidakce and information systems can pe inferred from
Chart 3.
1.. Most of the systems listed permit a direct accessing\
of information. Three of the computer-based systems in-

volving rather complex itructured searcKstrategies do
not.
2. All but one Sf the systems the microfilm-based
VIEW) provide for a aructured a cess of the career

information.

3. Three (SIGI; ECES and CVIS ). of the computell
bAsed systems input a variety of student records, such
as test scoks, class rank, and -grade-point average, to
help the student asdërain thegYiobability of successfially
completing courses o curricula r ed to s occuptitional choice. Ot these, only SIQI valida
these probabilities through the use of locally-b
perience tables
which relate high school course or test performance with
post-high school course performance.
.

All bat .one 'Of the systems (ECES) enable the
user to obtain the inforination he- needs before leaving
the system. Of these, most provide a topy of at least a
4.

summary; of the information to the user.
.

5. Most information.dekVery vehicleti in most of the

sy tems have compatible infoimation, due to the fact
only orie or two vehicles are used generally to deli
the information. Tgrear the number of outside"
inIformation sourcesfor examp1, pamphletsed books°
I

2.1 3
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14s yid as Computer-delivered informationthe gr

, ttie chancey for incompatibility. Also, the chanc
piroviding mcompatrble .or inconsistent informatiii. are
greater when;,-the systems attemet to provide both national and local occupatiohal inforipation and not just
onfragnd or the oth'Vr.:

04anizational StrActure
The development and efficient dissemination of high
quality career information requires a great deal of cooperation-between the local and state agencies which provide the basic data, Ind *the agehcipg- which Use these
data. This cooperation must be' btilt into the ofganizational structure of the career information sysi*A.
.; In this regar the ,Department of Labor his been very
impressed withL the effort made by the Oregon Caree

Information . stew. Many 4 the organizational features of t 01 on systfrem which promote co-operation
betwee data_pro ucers and users havebeen incowbrated to the Department's standards for its Occupation

Information Systems Grants-Program. :

rrowing frOm the Oregon experience, the, Labor
Department progralp, requires the establishment of a
policymaking directorate or consortium which represents
the key user and producer agencies of occupational in-

fsmationnamely, schools, manpower agencies, and
Msiness arid inchist3r; Minimally, the director of the
state's employment curity agency, the state's chief
school officer(sand some local school district offibials,
or their designated representatives, should serve on- the-.
directorate. Representatives from employers, Organized'
labor, state or local planning offices, and nonschool user
agencies such as manpower training and sqcial service
,

agencies may serve as well.

.

One of the mare obvious -reasonsior having a broadly.
representative /directorate is to provide iome Consumer
control over the information produced an the way it is
delivered. Another iinportant reason ..is
asaure the in-
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to

1.egrity of the information. Interest voups are very concerned about the way certain occupations are represented
to the public. State and local aireer information systems
will be susceptible to the same kinds of complaints that
the editors ?f the-Occupatimal Outlook liandboOk have,

:

been getting far yoars, but the state and local systems
may be much, more suseeptible due to their greater itccessibility. A career information system's governing body,

therefore, must be prestigious and powerful enough to
'Sys,
prevent special interest groups from scuttling the
tern's mission to "'tell it like it is." B.
A staff consisting of a directetand experts in the fiel
of inforplation development and user Services wOuld

.

port to this policymaking board. A wide range of acedemic disciplines and Work skills would be represented
on the staff, Inotuding labor ecOnOrilics,.career counselingand educetion, resgprch and evaluation, and public °
admstraticd/bithinEssniaiiigément.Information develoccuopers would.4Seek;. obtain, analYize, and appraise
varkty
of
published
and
rational information from a
from-inteiews,
and
sYnthesize
unpublished sources arid
the information intovoncise Occupationalstatements. It
additiori, they would direct the continual updating of the
preparation of new system components. User services
specialists would explaixt and ptiBlicize the system to
potential User agency representatives, conduct in-service
for counselors and other user agency4t3taff,
traini
negobate contracts, and eyeluate delivery system components':

The dearth of qualified people with adequate experience in the field of labor market information requires
that considerable technical assistancd and training be

0.

Provided to these fledgling occupational information systems. A new National Occupational InfOrmaiion Service
has been established in the Manpower Adminikration in
Washirigton to 'provide this assistance as well as to administer the grants program generally. One major activ,.
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ity of this new office will be to *Ippnsor Training Institutes for' Occupational Information Development and
"Utilization. These will' ProVide high level instruction to
occupational information specialisti who serve state/local
occupational information systems, school districts and
manpower organizations.,The national office will also
provide a clearinghouse for organizations and individuals
wanting to know about current national, state and local
efforts to develop and
, disseminIte'occupational information.
4

,

Final comments on the organizational aspects of a
career information system presented here bear on costs
and financing.

With respect to mks, it .is important to make a dear
distinction between information development and infor-'
motion delivery costs. The former depend primarily on
the number, size, and occupational complexity of local
areas for which information will be developed, whereas
(total) information delivery costs depend on the number
of agencies which use the system and the mix of delivery
system media represented among these user agencies.
The greater the number of user agencies and the more
sophisticated and complex the delivery systems being
used, the greitter the likelihood of delivery costs exceeding information development costs. This is almost always
likely to be the case, particularly where ,the system is
intended to serve large numbers of users.
Information development costs are remarkably low (
considering the utility of the information and the wide
range and number of potential "users. Our smallest s tes,
if the Oregon example is generalizable, could se up the
occupational information component of the sys ofor
approximately $200,000 and the educationforMation component forAbout half again as m Ale geld-in

ing a total infonnition dOvelopment cost of $300,000.
The information 'development costs for our largest states,

like California and New York, would require approxi,-:
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mately twice the expenditures of the smallest states.
Again, it should be remembered that these figures repre7

sent the cost of developing information from existing

sources. Systems which unwisely) attempt to produce
significant amounts of their own data (through mail-outs,
phone surveys, and personal visits) will obviously cost
more than those which rely, for the most part, on existing sources.
A major dilemma for a career information system eoncerns the relative emphasis to be placedson the develop-

ment of education-training information as opposed to
occupational information. Though there is much logic to
'giving priority to occupational information,,Pressures to
provide comprehensive educational information could

well attenuate such a priority. Such a dilemma is less
likely to occur in those states already possessing detailed
education-training data. In those states which have-relatively poor educational data, however, additional financing to produce these data would be required in order to
preserve the integrity of theeffort to develop high vality
occupational information.
The way out of this dilemma is to provide sufficient
funds to develop both kinds of information. Cooperation
between the Departments of Labor and HEW could' be

effective in this regard. The Labor Department Grants
Program will be supporting primarily occupational information development. A superbropportunity exists for
HEW (e.g.,-the Office of Education or the Fund for the
Improvement Of Post-Secondary Education) to provi4e
parallel funding to the same states to develop the companion educational materials. That addition would make
the program much stronger than it can possibly be with
primarily occupational information and only, the suppoit
of the Labor Department Once the initial data bases for
occupational and educational information are developed
and the state systems are in place, phase-out of federal
funding from both agencies could be accomplished and
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the updating of information files could be subsidized by
the state or by a schedule of user fees. This is precisely

what has occurred in Oregon: the Labor Department
provided funds for occupational information development; HEW's Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education (FIPSE). provided funds to develop the
education-training file; both agencies phased out their
funding, and the updating of the information is now being
financed by user fees.

Related tb the issue of how to 'finance a career information system' is the issue of hbw to make the system
most responsive to the consumer. The frequent submission of the system -to the market test through various
cost-sharing mechanisms is a promising waY of assuring
responsiveness. User agencies such as schools Will not
assume the delivery or equipment costs nor a portion of
the information development costs if they perceive the

information to b* no value to their clients. State and*
local goverriment4' will not seek to renew annually their
federal grants and gradually take over thelundingsthemselves if the program is not viewed as worthwhile. The
gradual phase-out of federal funding, then, coupled with

the local finatibing of information delivery from 'the
> result' in effective, efficient career information systems or none at all.

outset is likely

In summary, the combination of cooperative institutional arrangements and the user fees charged for the
development and delivery of occupational information
will provide some consumer control over the information

proddied and delivered. Hopefully, the Labor Department's Grants Program, which incorporates the feature
of consumer control through cost sharing Into its standards and guidelines, will serve to bring into better balance the generation and dissemination of occupational
data. The insatiable demand of planners and academics
for more data must be tempered with the need to disseminate existing occupational data in usable form to
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individuals making career and job choices. Fof' every
dollar spent on generating new statistical materials, a
thought should be given to the relative cost of disseminating what is already available.
Information for Job Choice

There is an important distinction between the nature

of information needed for career decisions and job
acquisition decisions. First, the job seeker needs information about specific job openings whereas this would
not be needed normally by people making a career decision but not yet prepared to enter or reenter the labor
force. Second, the job seeker usually wants outlook and
wage information which is mud) more highly localized
than that required by the person who is in'the process
of career exploration. For example, career decisions are
more likely to be influenced by outlook infOrmation which

pertains to a cluster of Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Areas (SMSAs) in a number of adjacent states than by

highly localized or sub-SMSA outlook information,
N.,

whereas the opposite would be true for most individuals
who are actually searching for a job.
Job Bank listings, the Job Bank Openings Summary,
newspaper ads, trade and profigpmal gssociation journals, government jobs and amitlEncemAnts, and school,
and college bulletins provide the kinds- of job search in-

formation. that would not- normally be included in a
career information system. Such job information would
include: (1) employer hiformation, including address,
telephone number, whom to see about a job, anddata
on testing (e.g., ability, aptitude, and personality tests
required for employment); (2) job description, including
duties, special skills required, working, conditions, phys-

ical demands, location of worksite(s), etc.; (3) wages
and benefits; (4) desired applicant characteristics. (The
above are provided by Job Bank listings.) (5) DOT
titles and éodes and employer job title; ) openings
unfilled 30 days or more; (7) job opport4nities in the
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same field in other parts of the state as well as in Bur".
rounding 'elates. (Numbers- (5), (6) and 17) are pr/Ovided by the Job Bank Openings SummaiST.)

Though career and job choice and their resPectiveinformation components are obviously related, they shnuld
be kept separate from the standpoint of priorities within.
the (career information) system and the possible duplic5tion of effort with other agencies, notably EmplOyment

s.1

Security. If a career information system,were to serve,
students-primarily, the development Of adtpiatekiccupa-

-

tional and education-training information:files would, receive priority over the, development of a job information
file. If a job information service :is available: elsewhere,
like the mployrnent `Security (Ace, the career inf6rmaii6n systm cOuld easily refer the potential job seeker to
that servi

A job seàch information component for a career information syètem makes the most sense when the school
has a placernen service as Weil. Job orders takenthy the
school placemen officer could be fed into the iyatem and
the student could be referred by the placement officer to

the prospective employer or interviewer. One of the
advantages of a -career information system is that it can

refer to cooperating eMployers to provide additional
information without requiring them to provide a placement-oriented interview. The provision of employer information without a placement service or .specific job
orders, could well result in the inundation of employers
by poorly informed job sekers, thereby causing a public
relations problem for the career information system.
- Information for Manpower and Education planning
An information systeth for manpower and educational
planning is not the same as a system to support career
and job choice. Though much sof the information needed
by both kinds of systems is the same, planning systems
require more information pertaining to labor supply and .

community and state demographic and economic char-
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acteristics. The kinds of labor market information required foz program planning, in addition to. the occupational information needed for career decision-making
(see Chart 1) include the follOwing:
1. Manpower Supply Infonnatiori

a. Programs and enrollment& al various educational levels and types Of schools by age, sex,
race, handicap, disadvantagement, SMSA,
county, and school district`
b. Program completions from most reoen year by
same categories (private and publi
v. Placement follow-qp from most recent year by
same categories,including geographie mobility
of grades
NI. Local apprenticeship training programs supply*
e. Local employer training programs supply
f. Local military returnees supply
g. Local suPply resulting from unemployment
h. Adjustments to local supply
(1) Labor force migration
(2) Labor' force restrairits
(3) Occupational transfers
2., Demographic Characteristics of State
a. Population, current/and project
b. By geographical divisioris --county, city,
SMSA, school district, labor market areas, etc.
c. By age
sex

e. By level of educational-attainment
f. By occupations and industrial attachment
g. By income groupings
h. By racial/ethnic backgrounds

i. By ,special groupshandicapped, veterans,
welfare clients, etc.

j. Fertility patterns, birth and death rates,
growth rates, life expectancy
k. Incidences of infirmity by SMSA and county

22i
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1. Mobility patterns, immigrationand emigration
3. Economic Characteristics of State
a. Geographic distribution and mobility of indus.tries

b. GNP, GDP and priority goals related to industry growth
c. Effects of technological changes by nation,
state, SMSA, and county
d. Labor force composition by age, sex, employment status, type of worker, education or spe-

cial training, hours and earnings, transfers
from one occupation to another
e. Current and projected geographical distribution of work forcenet expansion or contraction
f. Numher of job vacancies in occupations by
state:county, SMSA, community, etc.
g. Hard-to-fill job openings, statewide
h. Characteristics of the unemployed by state,
SMSA, county, city and appropriate subarea's,
e.g., age, race, sex, occupations, income level,
welfare recipients, veterans; limited Englishspeaking ability, migrants, education level,
persons dispMced from work as a result of

technological change or shift in pattern of
governmental expenditures

Thus, while much of the same labor market informa-

tion is needed by both planners and career decisionmakers, substantial amount of additional supply and
socioeconomic information is needed by the planner.
Theoretically, a manpower/educational planning information system and a career information system could

be merged efficaciously into a single statewide Labor
Market Information System (LMIS). In such a system,
the data production activities would be kept separate
from data dissemination activities, but all would be part
of the same system (see Figure 1).
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Elements of, such a LMIS have already appeared
some states. California's Manpower Management In-

formation System Project (MMISP) is essentiak a
multi-agency operated system to collect, appraise, and
disseminate to manpower and. educational planners in,*
formation which is produced by a number of data suppliers, including the Employment Development Division
and the California' Department of Education. With the
exception of Ventura County, the information supplied'
by MMISP is not for the use of students. California does
have several VIEW projects which disseminate occupational information th students, but this information has
not been developed by the MMISP.
Oregon's consumer-oriented Career Information Sys-

tem and California's planner-oriented MMISP are similar in that both have a multi-agency directorate with
manpower and educational agencies strongly represented.

If a state had both a planning and a career information
system, under a single umbrella, organization, it would
be well on its way toward a statewide LMIS.

The most difficult part to implipent LMIS is the data
production unit. Splitting off labor market information
(LMI) from the State Employment Security system and

educational statistics from the State Department of
Education would be no easy task, bureaucratically, func-

tionally or legally. Regardless of whether such a total
statewide systen is implemented, the lesson from developmental projects is clear: both planners and consumers
are better serVed by information systems which manifest
close cooperation by the producers, disseminators, and
users of occupational and educational data.
Summary and Conclusions
of this paper has been to postulate the
pirpose
The
components ol an ideal career information system and to
submit tci public scrutiny the basic assumptions underlying the Labor Department's Occupational Information
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Systems Grants Program...The main points are suxnmarized below:

1. Most people need reliable, up-to-date, and locally

relevant occupational information on which to base
career decisions. Nevertheless, this kind of information is
not available in useful form in most parts of the country.
The development of career information syitems in states
and local areas is a sensible way to meet this need,)
2.

Career information consists of (a) occupational

information and (b) education and training information.
The latter is needed by theperson who has made at least
a tettative vocational decision and desires some formal
schooling or training to prepare himself for entry into an
occupation. A career information system should receive
sufficient funds to develop both kinds of information, so
that quality standards are maintained and one' kind of
information is not developed at the expense of the other.

3. The develbpment of occupational information
should take into account the kind and number of information topics' and occupations covered; the level of geographic specificity of the information; the length, detail,
format, and language level for presentation of information; and the accuracy and currency of information.
4. The information delivery component of career guidance and information systems is generally far better de'veloped than the information development component.
Most of the systems presently in use deliver national but
no localized occupational information. Those which do
provide localized information tend to have weak verification and updating procedures. Hopefully, the Labor pepartment's grants program will develop in each participating state and local area an information base which is

worthy of the sophisticated methods of dissemination
which are now available.

5. However great the need for more and better localized data for manpower and educational planning, the
Occupational Information Systems Grants Program as-
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serts the primacy of the consumer in making available
in usable form the kinds of information needed for
career and job choice. Adequate information can be
developed in most areas from existing data sources.
Waiting for a perfect data base will be a long wait indeed. Although efforts to improve and extend mihodologies to obtain. local labor market information should
continue, le concurrent parallel effort should occur to,
make maximal use of data which are already available.
6. The absence of studies which compare the real
costs and performance of the different delivery systems
in achieving common goals makes it impossible to' conclude that any one is better than any other. Comparative
research and evaluation of alternative delivery systems
using different media and information accessing strategies

merits high priority. The Departments of Labor and

,40

HEW and the National Science Foundation, all of which
have manifested interest in this area, should make cooperative arrangements to fund such comparative studies.
7. The Labor Department's guidelines for the delivery component of the system it will fund attempt to provide
certain-6.414e guarantees rather than prescribe the kind
of, delivery system to be employed. These guarantees
concern the .easy access and quick retrieval of attractively packaged information, as well as the need to provide for the privacy and confidentiality of personal data
fed into or generated by the system.
8. If high quality state and local area occupational
information is to be provided to individuals making vocational choices, there must be considerable cooperation
between the agencies which p*duce the basic data (e.g.,
Employment Security) anVagencies which use these
data (e.g., the State Department of Education and the
schools). The "system" cannot be divorced from the
human element. Good personal relationships, institutionalized sharing of responsibility and authority, and the

willingness of all participants to put the needs of the
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consumer above "turf" considerations are essential for
the effective efficient operation of a career information
system.

9. A wide range of academic disciplines and work
skills /Should be represented on the_staff of a career in-

formation system, including labor economics, career
counseling and eaucation, research and evaluation, and
public administratiOn/business management. Even if
such a staff were assembled, considerable technical assis,
tance and training would have to be provided, for there
is a dearth of experience with this sort of system. A new

National bccupsitional Information Service has been
established in Washington to provide this assistance as
well as to administer the grants program generally.
10. The frequent submission of a career information
system to the market test through various cost-sharing
mechanisms is a promising way of assuring responsiveness to the consumers of the information. User agencies
.

such as schools will not assume the delivery or equipment
costs nor a portion of the information development costs
if they perceive the information to be of no value to their

clients. State and local governments will not seek to'
renew annually their federal grants and gradually take
over the funding themselves if the progrlin is not viewed
as worthwhile.

11. Job search information is not the same as career
information. In addition to information about specific
job openings, the job seeker wants outlook and wage
information that is much more highly localized than that
required by the person who is in the process of career
exploration. Assuming that job search information is
available elsewhere in the community, a career information system would be wise to concentrate its resources on

the development of good occupational and educationtraining information. The inclusion of job search information into the system makes the most sense when the
user agency (e.g., school) has its own placement service.
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Unlike most paper's about information systems, this
one will not ,conclude with a call for more research. Indeed, the Labor Department's Occupational Information
Systems Grants Program is premised on the fact that
enough is known about occupational information development and dissemination to begin an operational program. As such ale program is directly concerned with the
intelligent application and expeditious implementation of
ideas and concepts already formulated, recommendations
dy made, programs already deVeloped; and research
evi nce and information already available. Further rerefinement ,and improvement of the
search leading
, is not precluded. The same would
program, obvio
hold for any government program emerging from R&D
.
status.
The provision of current, comprehensivel localized occupational information in useful, meaningful form has
too often been a weak link in vocational guidance. With
thesupport of educators, counselors, manpower person-

nel, employers, and workers, we believe this program can
help to strengthen the vocational guidance process and
thereby promote( a more successful transition from school
to work.
Notes

1. J. E. Harris, "Sex Bias and Computer-Based Guidance
Systems," unpublished paper. National Institute of Education
Contract No. 0E=0-72-5240 (Washington, March 1974).
and D. E. Super, "The Computer: Guidance Tool
2.
of the Future," Frontiers .of Educational Measurement and Information Systems, ed. E. Coffman (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1973).

3. A. Kroll, "Computer-Based. Systems for Career Guidance
and Information: A Status Report," Focus on Guidance, March
1974.

4. D. E. Super (ed.), Computer Assisted Counseling (New
York: Teachers College Press, 1970).
5. J. Weinstein (ed.), Computer-Based Vocational Guidance

Systems. U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
Superintendent of Documents Catalog No. 5225:25053 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1969).
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' 6. W. Willingham et al., Career Guidance in Secondary Education (Princeton: College Education Board, 1972):
7. The Employment Service has attempted to do this for its

clients through the Job Information Delivery System (JIDS).
Whereas JIDS places most of its emphasis on job information
for job ready clients, a Career Information System (CIS) would
place most of its emphasis on the provision pf career information
for occupational exploration and choice.
8. There are several,examples of pressure from stiecialinterest

groups to change the kind of information' presEnted. In one
county, several private or pioprietary vocational schools which
provided training in trades having an oversupply of qualified
individuals objecad to the dissemination of this fact because it
would lead to fewer enrollments in these schoels. In another

area, -unions strenuously objected to the dissemination of information which revealed the racial composition of certain occupations in that area.
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The California Experience
Benjamin Hargrave

Introduction

In 1971 the California State EmPloyment Security.

Agency and the California State Department of Education initiated a joint effort aimed at the development of
a Manpower Management Information System that included reliable information about currTt and projected
manpower needspfor the State and its labor market areas
so that the Education System could provide effective
occupational preparation programs for the youth of California.

A complete presentation of the California ,Experience
would involve detailing the purposes, the functions and

the aims of three distinct integrated groups that are
responsible for the development and maintenance of
California's Manpower Management Information System. This paper, however, wal limit itself to a description of what happened in California from ;971 to the

present, why and how we organized an interagencyinterorganizational approach to the problem and what
has been accomplished to dateall seen from the writer's
vantage point as Deputy Director for the State Employ-.
ment Security Agency responsible for directing the De-

-f
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iiartment's -Office of Education/Training Liaison and
chairing the Joint Occupaffional Preparation Task Force
from January 1972 throug'h June 1974.

The three distinct integrated groui5sthe Joint Occupational Preparation Task Force, the Board of Directors
and the Work Group (Southern California Operations
Group)that lorm the Administration/Operational
Structure are a/so described.
The comprehensive Manpower Management Information System as currently envisioned is shown in a schematic diagram at the end of this paper.

The Manpower Management Information System
PROJECT (MMISP) is the short-range first step in the
development of a comprehensive system. MMISP is designed to test some of the assumptions upon which the
comprehensive system is based.
Background

The continuing high unemployment of youth is a
major social probleni in California as well as the nation.
When the monthly uneMployment statistics produced by

the State Employment Security Agency, the Employment Development Depaitment (EDD) are analyzed, it
becomes clear that one of the greatest barriers to employment is being youngyouth seeking that first permanent job.

Many authorities believe that this high youth unemployment is due to the lack of preparation of most youth
for the world of work. In California, we ask our Education System to provide this preparation of youth for the
world of work.

The assumption that most of our youth are not prop-

erly prepared for the world of work resulted in four
actions at the State level in 1971.
1.

In August 1971, the State Legislature passed

Assembly Bill No. 102 which added Secteon 7504 to the
Education Code, relating to educational opportunities:
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The People of the State of California do enact as
follows:
The Legislature hereby recognizes that it is the policy

of the State of California to provide educational opportunities to every. individual to the end that every
student leaving khool should be prepared to enter the
world of work; that every student who graduates from
any State-supported educational institution should
have sufficient marketable skills for legitimate remun-

erative employment; and that every qualified and
eligible adult citizen should be afforded an educa,tiOnal opportunity to become suitably employable in
some remunerative field of employment.

2. Recognizing that vocational/occupational education is the vehicle we use to move some students through
the Education System into jobs, the Governor assembled

a Task Force on Occupational Education in January
1971. This Task Force, among other things, was charged
with the responsibility for developing an action plan to
improve vocational/occupational education in the State
of California. 'Recommendation No. VIII from this Task
Force detailed the need for a State Management Information System that included information about current
and future labor market needs.
Recommendation No. VIII
That the Department of Human Resources Development, in consort with the State Department of Education, develop a standardized, computerized data
collection and retrieval center which will permit continuing evaluation of current educational placement

efforts and identification of emerging labor need
areas.
The labor market is the focal point of job dislocation.
At the same time, unemployment exists in some areas,
numerous jobs remain unfilled in others. It is readily

apparent that a reconciliation of labor needs and occupational preparation is essential. A division of re-

sponsibilities -with (a) the Department of Human

J,
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Resources Development, accountable for the compilelion and analysis of data concerned with labor market
needs, and b) the Department of Education responsible for the development of appropriate instructional
programs, is indicated. Data which possesses qualita'tive, as well as quantitative, properties must be avail=
able if the problems of underemployment, as well as
unemployment, are to be conquered.
Note:
6

On January 1, 1974, the name,of the
Department of Human Resources De-

velopment was changed to the Employment Development Department
(EDD),:

Page 31. Report of the Governor's
Task Force on Occupational Educa-

tion Program Assessment, Policy,
and Financing. March 12, 1971.

3. Two major employers in Californiathe President
of Pacific Telephone and the Chairman of the Board of
Bank of Americainitiated the formation of the Industry-Education Councils of California to merge all of the
Industry-Education activities (Investment in America,
Junior Achievement, Chamber of Commerce activities,
and Industry-Education Councils, etc.) so that the re'sources of business and industry could be made available
.
to the Education System in a systematic way.
The Industry-Education Council of .California was
officially created on January 18, 1974, with the Chairman

of the Board of Bank of America as President of the
Board of Trustees and the Superintendent of Public
Instruction as Vice President of the Board of Trustees.
Also, on the above date, the Board of Trustees, Industry-Education Council of California, approved a threeyear operational-plan- targeted to create a statewide-pro.gram for economic literacy, career awareness and career

guidancekindergarten through Grade 14.
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4., Within the State Employment Development Department, the Director established the Office of Education/Training Liaison. This Office was established to
identify within the Education System (primarily high
schools and community colleges) those areas where EDD

could assist as they prepare students for the world of
work and to provide the necessary assistance.

These last three actions recognized that the Education System neefled the assistance of Business/Industry
and State Government.
In 1971, the -Governor directed the Director of EDD
to work with the Superintendent of Public Instruction on
Recommendation No." VIII from the Governor's Task
it)t,Force on Occupational Education: Program Assessment,
Policy and Financing.
The Task: Develop a management information sys-

--tem that includes manpower projectionsa system
that has national, state and local information about
jobs: where are the jobs by occupation in what
industries today; where will these jobs be tomorrow?
1-975? 1980?

Or, more specifically, what are the,

trends?
Work began on this Task in June 1971 with staff from

EDD and the State Department of Education. This
group was named the Joint Occupational Preparation
Task Force (JOPTF).
1. Education was asked and agreed to detail the occupational information they needed for planning
vocational education, occupational education and
counseling and guidanee programs.
2.

EDD was asked and agreed to describe the occupational information-- alreadyavailable im-house,together with information that could be gathered,
organized and disseminated.
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It was 'obvious that the task required a joint effort,
EDD and Education. In January 1972, the initial work
group was enlarged to intlude senior staff members from.
other State agenciesthe Chancellor's Office of the California Community Colleges, the State Department of
Finance, the State Department of Welfare, the California
Chamber of Commerce, and ,the California Advisory
Council on Vocatignal Education and Technical Train-

ing. This recognized that the sources of information
needed cut across several agenciesState and Fedeial
and that the users of the information should be involved
from the beginning.
From January 1972 until August 1972, this Joint Task
Force studied and evaluated four projects that were de-

signed to develop labor market projections,projects
funded by Vocational Education funds and conducted by
County Offices of Education. The Ventura County Project was one. The Task Force also reviewed the compre-

hensive study by Margaret Thal-Larsen entitled, "Requirements and Design of a Labor Market Information
System for .a Large Metropolitan Area." The joint Task
Force also worked together on responses to two Legislative Assembly Resolutions that addressed the need for
occupational information arid manpower projections.
These responses were done jointly because the Departments charged in each Resolution had representatives on
the Task Force, and because each Resolution addressed

a critical area that wee recognized by the members of
the Task Force as being needed. Our monthly meetings
were candid/honest/to the issues.
The Task: Develop a Manpower Information System
In:Order to addreiii this -task;46. knew that authority
.

was needed. We agreed that this authority could be
assembled under administrative mandatea consoitium
approacha common agreement that recognizes the fact
that we share the same goals, and that these goals are
best pwsued jointly as we seek to attain them.
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In August 1972, we sought and secured this authority.

The heads/directors of, each participating Department
were asked to sit as a BOard of Directors to consider the
recommendations frim the Joint Occupational Prepara-

tion Task Force's Senior Staff. The Director of EDD
chairs this Board of DireCtors. At this Meeting, the
Board of Directors agreed to add a'reftesentative from
business/industry and from labor. There was discussion
aboid also adding a representative 'from the State College/University System, but no final decisiOn was made.
The Board also endorsed the responsibilities Of the Task
Force as being twofold:

1. To coordinate all manpower information systems
projects in the state, and
2. To develop a comprehensive statewiae
management infornjtio system .for p
manpower training, vocatidflil education and occupational guidance.
The present Board of Direatoreirse:

The DirectorState Employment Development
Department
The Superintendent of Public Instruction
The Chancellor of California Community Colleges

Ale DirectorState DePartment of Finance
The Governor's Education Advisor.

The Education 'DirectorCalifornia Chamber of
Commerce

The Directot 'Educational Liaison--1Sjnte Health
and Welfare Agency

The Vice President, industrial RelationsStandard Oil Company of California

In January 1973, the Task Force's Senior Sttff agreed

that manpower projections are but one of the needed
components of comprehensiVe sYstem. This agreement
evolved after several meetings.
Two Issues:
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Education: If we had information about future jobs
we could plan more effective.vocational/occupational
programs; we could drop some ineffective voca-

tional/occupational courses and add Some others.

We could mpare most students for the world of
work.

Not sure/convinced EDD had the capability or
desire to produ6 suvh information that would

be useable. Being aware of EDD's funding

sources (Departmentof Labor), if this is not a

priority With DOL, can it be a priority for
EDD?

Employment Development Department(EDD):
Agreed that information about future jobs needed;
insisted that more than demand information needed.
Information about the supply of workers also
needed. That effective planning of vocational
education/occupational education programs
and career guidance programs, must take into
account the many and' varied sources of entrance to employment in specific occupations:
promotions from within industry, on-the-job

training, military, jol$ shifts, in-migration,.
private Vocational schools, etc.

Not sure/convinced that Education would
use the information;' little evidence that information EDD now sends to schools is being
used.
These are honest issues. We are in the process of testing them in California.

We agreed that the three basic components of a

management information system arer Demand, Supply,
Population Needs/Interest. -1
Component ADemand (Jobs)
Where are the current jobs by occupation, by industry, by volume?
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--;Wfiat are future job prospects/trends for 3 years, 5
years, hence?
What competencies do employers require?

Component BSupply (Workers)
How many workers are being trained for what jobs/
.occupations? by which organizationschools, community colleges, private agencies, industry, military?

Component CPopulation Needs/Interest
What are the employment needs/interests of Californians by labor market areas?
What are the socio-economic characteristics?
What are mobllity patterns?
Work Group

We appoinpd a subcommittee to develop a comprehensive system. ThisOubcomrnittee was directed to use
the Ventura County podel because they were using the
Industry-Occupation* Matrix that wiLs BLS-EDD's
method of producing "projeCtions. The subcommittee was
directed to identify What we could and should do first.
The subcoinmittee wis also informed that they would, as
the work group, imp* nt the first part of the system in
the Los Angeles Ba ;nthus this subcommittee became

known as the Sout ei* California Operations Group
(SCOG). The Los 4geles Basin contains about half of
California's workforce.

The Subcommittea (SCOG) submitted a proposal that
contained two distinct parts:
Part A was an r action proposal consisting of five
separate activities involving various degrees of time
commitments that Can be implemented concurrently
or separately. Each 'activity addresses an essential

step in developing a matching process between
current an&projected occuiiition* "demand"- and
educational ;4.`Supply" data with techniques for using
the informaiional output in planning and developing
training prngrams and counseling services.

;'7
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Part B was a Comprehensive Manpower Manageof
ment Information System (MMIS) consisting

three components.
This proposal was appmFed by the Task Force and

presented to the Board of Directors with a request that
they endorse Part A for implementation. The Board's
endorsement meant three things:
1. That the current and planned activity staffing
committed to this proposal by EDD-Education
would continue through June 1974.
2. That no similar project would be approved in
California during the period of this study. This
included direct funding from Region IX, DOL/
HEW, or funding from Washington.

3. That thair influence would be available to use
as we s$hught information from industry, military, private schools.

The Board of Directors approved Part A of the Proposal which is called the Manpower Management Information System project (MMISP).

Project ObjectiveMMISP

The original objective of MMISP was to match occupational projections ,(Industry-Occupational Matrices)
for the 1972-75 (1976-1980) . period for approximately
industries
450 major occupations representing about 200
and
Ventura,
San
Bernardino
in Los Angeles, Orange,
by
the
State-Employment
Riverside Counties, produced,
ReDevelopment Department's Employment Data and
student
with
current
and
projected
-search Section staff,

enrollment in vocational education programs (public
secondary schools, community colleges, adult education
and cenprograms and regional occupational programa
ters), in the same geographical area. The resulting-information was to indicate to what degree local vocational
the
education and manpower training programs address
terms
of
realities of existing and future labor markets, in

,
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actual labor supply/labor demand relationships; and to
alio* local school administrators and manpower planners
to base their curriculum and program planning and funding on this scientifically psembled, empirical information. In addition, the information produced was also to
be available to individual schools, colleges and manpower

training institutions for relevant career counseling of
students.
The matching of manpower supply and demand infor-

mation accomplished during the Project's short-range
phase, constitutes the first and most important step in
the design and implementation of MM/SP's long-range
objective: the development of a complete Manpower
Management Information System, incorporating, on a
statewide basis, three major system components: the
Manpower Demand Component; the Manpower Supply
Componenf; and the Socio-Economic Factors Comp&
nent. (A schematiO -diagram of the total Manpower Management Information System, as currently envisioned,) is

attached.) Assuming that adequate funding and stiaff
support is made available for FY 1974/1975, the basic
Manpower Management Information System could be
completed within the next year.

MMISP also included five tasks tnat were studied
during the Project Period (Jnly 1973-4une 1974) by
designated members of SCOG. the five final reports
(June 1974), one for each of the five MMISP tasks, were
prepared individually by each Task Group Leader. The
reports follow a simple outline:

Goals and Objectives are listed, and explained;
Activities and Accomplishments are described in
detail, for FY 1971/1974;,
Conclusions are drawn; -and specific, technical
Recommendations are otitlined.
A summary budget for the entire Manpower Manage-

ment Information System Project constitutes, in effect,
the MMISP-Task V Final Report.
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The Five MMISP Tasks
Task IPrepare Cross-Reference Materials

Goal: To develop aneeitablish methodology and procedures for preparing and implenienting a 'beans of
cross-referenc among; DOT Census and-.. United
States bep.
tif Eilucatiozf
sificatio

aka& systeins in Order tO' enable 'users

to app
datioña1 projects from ;the IndustryOccufonál Matrix to school and` training output
tica tneasure of rhatcliini of demand and sup, and to assess training and other manpower
i4drand to generat# a 'cross-reference system that

Will be integral to the general successful development
and iniplementation of the totaIMMIS.

Task IIDevelop Education Projection Techniques
Goal: To apply statistical techniques to available vocational education Program enrollment and completion

data for

dic sequidary Schools and community'
colleges t at would produce educational supply projectio -% The resulting information was to be made
com tible with employment demand data represented by the EDD Standard Metropolitan Statis-

tical Area IndUstry-Occupational Matrices as to job..
categories and educational programs, projection time

line, and geographic areas (SMSA). The resulting
report was to indicate occupational supply-demand
. relationships in a format that is replicable statewide.
Tqik IIIIdentify Additional Supply Information
Goal: To identify and study the feasibility of collecting,
summarizing, projecting and analyzing available
information on major labor supply components for
-the purpose-of eVentually -matching total labor demand with total labor eupply in local labor markets,
for the MMIS Project Area.
Develop Information Dissemination Tech-

Task IV
nifues
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Goals: 1. To determine and develop appropriate dissemination techniques, encompassing all activities of the

Joint Occupational Preparation Task ForceManpower Management Information System Project, for
various levels af educational agencies, State Employ-

ment Development Department, and. other manpower planning organizations.

2. To conduct a series of in-service training
workshops in the Greater Los Angeles Basin Area,
designed to instruct the participianth in the structural content and procedural use of the Manpower
Information System as a manpower planning tool.

Task VBudget
Goal: To identify and cost continuation procedures.
Project Administration

The Board of Directors (Joint Occupational Prepare-,
tion Task Force) continues to function in its poli
setting role for the Task Force. In approving the Projec
implementation, the Board has assumed final responsi-

bility fOr insuring that resources committed to the
Project remain committed for its entire duration; and it
will also make a determination on the feasibility of extending the Project, to include its long-range objective,
after the information-matching phase has been successfully completed.
The Joint Occupational Preparation Task Force, aside
from continuing to discharge its originally assigned obli-

gations, acts as a monitor of the Project's progress, in
relationship to the performance standards laid out in the
short-range "Work Plan," as well as of those in future
work plans; as an advisor on technical issues -which can

be clarified on the basis of expertise assembled on the
Task Force; and as a facilitator of needed support from
public and private sources.

The Project Coordinator and Liaison Administration
(PCLA) is responsible for the overall directien, coordi-

nation and control of the Project. In that function it
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oversees the day-toTday administrative detail involved in

accomplishing the Project's five tasks most effectively
and efficiently; it solves operational problems; coordinates activities so as to-avoid duplications of effort and
bottleneck situations; obtains and allocates resources as*
needed; and prepares monthly progress reports.
PCLA also acts as the necessary organizational link
between the Operations Group and the Joint Occupational Preparation Task Force: it has the responsibility
of reporting to the Task Force about the Project's progress; it submits to the Task Force any issues which require policy determination, adjustments to the original
work plan, additional resources, or special technical support. In the same manner, P.CLA communicates to the
Operations Group all Task Force decisions regarding the
Project Ind is responsible for translating such decisions
into administrative implementation.
Finally, the Project Coordination and Liaison relationships with local, State and Federal governmental bodies,

business and industry, labor groups, educational and
other research organizations, academia, etc., in order to
generate active support and cooperation vital to the
Project. The task involves the identification and obtaitt
ing of general program information, statistical reports,
research documents and the rendering of special services,
as indicated by develqping needs.
PCLA's liaiion. reaponsibilities alio extend to a public

relations role: it furnishes information about the Project
to interested parties and represents the Project's interests
to individuals and organizations not 'actively involved in

it. Examples of PCLA liaison activities are to inform
administriators of local schools and colleges and of local
manpower and other agencies about the Project and to

solicit their active support; to explore with the U.S.
Departments of Labor And Health, Education and Welfare (Office of Education) the possibilities for program
and funding commitments_ to periodically update the
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manpower supply/demand data' on which the Project is
based; etc.
During MTAISP's mhort-range phase, the Pri2ject Coordination and Liaison Administration haa bw-located
in the Office of Education/Training Liaison, State Employment Development Department.
The Southern California-Operations Group (SCOG)
has been composed of five Task /GreupoLeaders, their
respective Task Group members shad staff, and a Group
Coordinator. Each Task Group Leader has the responsibility. of achieving his/her assigned task according to the
work plan prepareikby him/her, and the commensurate
authority to select the members he/she wishes to participate in his/her Task Group. Task Group Leaders report
. to the Coordinator, who, as a primus inter pares, iS re.

sponsible for coordinating activities on the local level and
for Consolidating progress reports, requests for technical

and research support-, and other matters; and who, in
turn, reports to the Director of Project Coordination ahd Liaison 'Administration.
MMISP Modifications
1. In April, 1974, the Joint Occupational Preparation
Task Force officiallY included San -Diego as the.

sixth County in the MMISP. This action respond,ed to the long-standing request from San
Diego County educators to be included and upon
the recommendation from SCQG.

.

This decision was prompted jirimarily by the
recognition dant considerable expertise and ready(
commitment to the goals of. MMISP existed in
San Diego; and that unless San Diego was-included

into the Project area, educators and manpower
planners in that County would not hesitate to develop an MMIS on their own. It was, generally felt
by members of the Southern California Opesations

Group and the Joint Occupational Preparation
Task Force that this modification of the original
,
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MMISP objective added significantly to the scope
and value of the Project.
2. The Chairmanship of the Joint Occupational Preparation Task Force Senior Staff has moved from
the Employment Development Department to the
.

Governor's Office. For Fiscal Year 1974/76 the
Governor's Education Advisor will chair the Joint

Occupational Preparation Task Force's Senior
Staff.
Final Observations

1. MMISP is a Project.-not another research study.
One of the basic tenets of the Projed is that it
,seeks to implement existing information at the local

level. It is directly concerned with the intelligent
application and the expedient implementation of
ideas and concepts already thought, recommendations already made, programs already developed,
2.

and information already available.
It is a coordinated effort Involving various govern-

ment agenciesstate, local and federalbusiness
and industry, unions, advisory councils, public and
semi-public groups, any and all organizations

whigh have a bearing on the Project and which
can be expected to constructively work with and
3.

support the Project objectives.
131. e project is flexible in its approach and in its

edministration. It is not limited to one particular
method or information source. At this time, it does
not rely for support on one single source; therefore,
it is not bogged down by bureaucratic authority
structures.
,

For example, the current short-range information
matching component, completed by June 1974, got

étarted by sharing staff and funding sources al-

ready coi-tted by various agencies and local

adminiAcatioins; which means that the professionals assigned to the Project have to do the job
1
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in addition to their regular job. This small group
(7) of professionals are known as the Southern
California Operations Group (SCOG). As individuals, they are capable, experienced and knowledgeable in research techniques, labor economics,
and vocational education curriculum. As a group,
they are intelligently honest and determined to
complete their tasks.

Finally, legislation at the Federal level and at the
State Level in California mandate cooperation between

the sate Manpower and Education Agencies. School
Districts in California are tooling up to prepare their
students for the world of work, whether they are college-

bound or not. They believe that all studellts, need qo

know how people make a living, what jobs are performed,

and the requirements for securing these jobs. They are
demanding from EDD information about present and
future job opportunities.
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Application of Information Systems to
Career and Job Choice
Bruce McKinlay

In considering the question of improving labor market
information for youth, one is tempted toward methodology or toward service, that is toward improving ourmanpower data or toward strengthening our counseling services. Certainly there is much to be done in both areas,
illut even at their best, data producing agencies and counseling offices are an incomplete information system. The
distribution, function is missing. As with any other good,
information must not only be produced, it must be delivered, either directly to the consumer or to his or her
agent, the counselor, teacher, or placement officer.

It is really quite remarkable that we have missed this
analogy so long. Instead of recognizing that information
delivery is a necessary part of effective production and
uZ, we have berated data producing agencies for unattrac-

tive reports and counselors for ignorance of the labor
market. Without depreciating the truly great service
provided by the Occupational Outlook Handbook or the
great sensitivity of some counselors for the meaning of
labor market events, one can fairly generalize by saying
that people making career decisions do not ,havk- ready
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access to the manY valuable studies of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, the National Center for Educational
Statistics, the Research and Statistics offices of state
employment agencies, licensing boards, educational

,

planning agencies, research centers, trade associations, or
all the other places where useful information is pro-

duced. The professional researcher, and sometimes the
program planner finds it and can comprehend it, but the
career decision-maker neither finds it nor comprehenda
it in its raw form. We are now coming .to realize that delivery is necessary to the effective utilization of research.
We are also getting over the naive notion that social
problems are solved simply by sending counselors forth
to do good.. Like other practitioners, they need tools and
other support systems. Clearly a career information systern is in this realm. Individual counselors are not expected to construct, validate, and standardize their own
tests, and they should not be expected to collect, analyze,
and store their own labor market information.
There have been numerous attempts to build occupational information delivery systenis, more than 30 by
one estimate. As with any new venture, the vast majority
failed, but enough have succeeded to prove their feasibility, attractiveness, and contributi?n to sound decisiour
milking.

It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss career
information delivery systems per se, kut to, describe an
effort to operate such 'a system, thatt..-t.o address "the,`
questions of organization end managementt-iiised by the
existence Of an:effective delivery Aytte. nr. the effort in
reference is a `three-year impIementtion PrOlicfct in the
state of Oicgon known air the Caner Iriformigion System. The, objective of this eiperiment was `to ascertain
wtiat is requited by way of informatioa dvelopment activities & translate basic labOr, prarket data into inforOriation'thai,is mtelligb1tlor individuals, what is required
by wayla fill-ger/dm traitim. g atid
"lated activities ,..to
e
v

'

;

v
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foster effective use of the system, what is required by
way of management to keep the pieces reasonably intact,
and, perhaps most importantly, to disciper whether such
a system would be supported by its constituents. To put
it simply, the Oregon project yaw an attempt to answer
"the question, "Can a small western state find the wherewithal to give its people the straight scoop on jobs?"
This is not the first time someone has tried to implement an information delivery system. There are microform "VIEW" projects in many states, and the computerized "CVIS" program is being operated in several places.

But their financial and technical resources have been
limited. They have typically been oPerated as special
projecth by single agencies, often individual school districts, for the benefit of a single clientele, usually secondary school students. They have therefore been forced

to seriously compromise information development or
service to user agencies. The Oregon approach is of interest, therefore, because of its attempt to thp the resources
and serve the clientele of various agencies and to estab-

lish an Information delivery system on a permanent financial and institutional fouddation. This Vaper will con-

centrate on the organizatimal strategies employed to
establish a career information system in the existent
economic and institutional environment.
Characteristics of the Environment
Several characteristics of the environment are signifi-

cant to the effort and to understanding the extent to
which Oregon's experience can be generalized. These
characteristics are as follows:
Characteristic 1. People who need occupational infor-

mation are scattered among many types of schools and
agencies (and many are not served by any institution).
High school students are not the only people who make
career decisions and need occupational information. The
clientele for such information extend at least to junior,
high schools, colleges, vocational rehabilitation offices,
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correctional institutions, and community centers.
Characteristic '2. No single agency had the breadth of
mission or the expertise to carry . out the full range of
information development activities and to relate.the system effectively to the various types of schools and social
agencies. Knowledge of data sources does not suffice in
integrating information into school counseling systems,
nor does the reverse apply.
Characteristic 3. No single agency has the money, or

more precisely, no agency is prepared to re-order its
priorities sufficiently to underwrite the operation of such

a system. In fact, it was only in the Oregon system's
'fourth year that either of the two most likely candidaies,
the Employment Security Agency and the State Depart-

ment of Education, contributed financial support, and
"that was from a federal career education windfall.

Nonetheless, there are significant, if fragmented resources, that are likely to be found in all states.
Characteristic 4. Counseling services exist in a wide
variety of institutions.

Characteristic 5. Data that are' useful in career planning or, if not directly usable, that can be utilized to
make helpful observations, do exist in a wide variety of
places.

Characteristic 6. Concern for career planning is being

stimulated in many quarters by the career education
movement.

There are a few characteristics that are somewhat peculiar to Oregon that are also significant.

Characteristic 7. The population is small-2.2 million, requiring widespread use to justify the service.

Characteristic 8. The state has several distinct economic regions ranging from coastal plain to high desert
with distinctly different labor markets, requiring localized information.

Characteristic 9. The State Department of Education
has fostered an extensive career education program, in-
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eluding a staff pf regional career education program coordinators who have. Provided substantial assistance in
local implementation efforts.

Characteristic 10. The Employment Division has a
better than average set of occupational employment data
Accruing from its extensive skill surveys and early work
with the industry-occupational matrix.
As an environment forimplementing an occupational
information system, Oregon shares many salient char-

acteristics with other states, notably limited resources
and fragmentecV services. It has certain disadvantages
accruing from its size and population and certain advantages in relevant research and service activities.
Features of the System
The."features of an occupational information delivery
system are such that they forced Oregon to confront the
characteristics outlined above.

Feature 1. The cqsts of operating the system are not
triviarInformation files must be written, materials must

be produced and distributed, and the staff of user
agencies must be trained. Implementing a system is not

simply a matter of loading a computer program on -a
new machine, but requires an interdisciplinary staff and
appropriate management systems.

Feature 2. Not ohly are costs substantial, they are
continuing. Labor market information is of frustratingly
ehort useful life, as we all know, so files must be continuously updated. Moreover, personnel in schools must
be introduced to the system and experienced personnel
shown more creative ways to utilize it. One-time implementation costs are a sinall part of the cost of operating
the system; its costs are net front-loaded.
Feature 3. The marginal costs of added informatioh
(additional occupations, new topics, local geographic

areas, etc.) are high relative to average coCts, but the
marginal costs of serving additional users are low. The
reason is that costs of information development and man-
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agement are relatively fixed, while the costs of materials

and computer time are a function of the number of
users. At current volume of usage (140,000 individuals),

fixed and marginal costs are -approximately equal at
$200,000 each.

Feature 4. The delivery system,tslf is relatively new,
undoubtedly requiring fine tuning if not major modification during its early years in res nse to the experience
of users.

The extent to which these features would characterize delivery systems other than the one Oregon operates

is not entirely olear, for available cost data about systems are not cothparable. However, the fact that information development and inservice training are major,
common cost elements and the fact that Oregon operates both computer and manual needle-sort delivery sys-

tems suggest that other systems would exhibit similar
features, though marginal costs of adding users is probably higher with many systems.
Strategic Decisions

Given these features of the delivery system and this
environment, one can better understand the decisions to
innovate in the organization and management of the sys-

tem. Several of those decisions are significant to the
development of the program in Oregon and are instructive for other states as well.

Strategic Decision 1: Use of Existing Datsg-Limited
resources for basic data production and suspicion that
creative use of existing sources can produce a lot of useful information for individuals prompted major efforts to

use existing data sources. Standard labor market data
sources were used, but also tapped were obscure and
informal sources including many that were originally
established for other .purposes altogether in preparing
occupational and educatiOnal descriptions.
Strategic Decision 2: Consortium Management. While
no agency wanted complete financial responsibility,
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neither did the planning group want to see the system
become the agent of any single institution. Consequently,

the system is managed by an interagency consortium
representing data-producing and infomiation using
..

agencies. Approximately half the consortium board members represent user agencies. This interagency approach

is (avantadeous as the staff tries to serve hoth schools
and social agencies with their disparate traditions.
Strategic Decision 3: User Fees. Another most interesting strategic decision, made of necessity rather than
desire for economic experimentation, was the ciecision to
base financial support on user fees paid 1::& the schools
and other population serving agencies. This decision was
calculated to achieve a broad financial base and to assure
the organization's responsiveness to users. This strategy

obviously required an initial subsidy until a user base
could be established, and that subsidy was provided by
the Manpower Admiiiikiition'eNOffice of Research and
Development in the form of a declining contribution over
a three-year period.
Strategic Decision 4: Marketing. Widespread usage as
a means of minimizing average cost is an obvious goal in
such an environment, so the Oregon Career Information
System embarked on an active marketing effort, initially
among secondary schools, then among community colleges and social agencies.

The price schedule under which the Oregon System
has been operating provides a price break for quantity
usage. This practice is partially a recognition of the
economies of scale associated with area-wide usage, but
it is also an intentional inducement to group agreements
covering a number of school districts in a single geographic area. Under these group agreements part of the
responsibility for materials distribution, training, coordi-

nation and troubleshooting is borne by the sponsor
agency (usually an intermediate education district, or
county school office). This division of labor capitalizes
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on local relationships, enhances the user agencies' sense
of control over the system, and reduces the need for staff
to deal continuously and directly with each of the schools
using the system.
Responie Of the Environment to Oregon's Career
Infornettion System

Perhaps ihe biggest question to which the Oregon
experience provides some answers is the question of
whether schools will respona to a quality, localized serv-

ice when they must pay for it. The answer is clearly
affirmative, at least at a cost of $2 to $3 per student per
year. At these costs, usage of the system has doubled
annually for four years.
Fiscal Year
FY 1971
FY 1972FY 1973
FY 4974
FY 1975

Number of Users
1,000 (experimental)
15,000
39,000
70,000
140,000 (preliminary)

WidesPread usage has been achieved in secondary
schools "and community colleges, with substantially less
usage in other sectors of education and in social agencies.
During the current year, usage is explcted as follows:
Percent of Clients
Using CIS
Institution7
60
Secondary Schools
(junior and senior high)
40
Community Colleges
10
Colleges and Universities
25
Social Agencies (primarily correctional,
community action agencies, and
vocational rehabilitation)
Fees from these user institutions currently cover approximately 95 percent of the cost qf operating the system.
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The responses of some agencies have been more hesitant, however, and there has been one franldy competi-

tive responsea computer program for occupational
guidance.
It would be an exaggeration to say that the system has

become the coordinator of career education, manpower
programs, and career guidance in the state; but it does

serve as one such force. Its Board provides a regular
forum for understAding and informal mediation of '
agency interests. Communication and cooperation on
matters unrelated to CIS have oécurred as a result.

.

While it is a lot of work, and certainly not costless,
the consortium approach has served its original purpose,

namely to provide a broadsfipancial base, to improve
accesa to the informational and service resources of disparate institutions, and to provide an environment for
information,development relatiyely free from the partisan
biases that exist in institutions that have special program
interests to promote.

The relation of the system to program planning is a
matter of some interest here. To understand it one must
remember that the system's output is primarily designed
for individual career decision makers. Partially ,because
of this emphasis and partially because of its user support, i has developed something of a consumer orienta-

l

d is seen as a service to the clientele of local
agencies rather than as part of the state administrative
tion,

and planning structure. Nevertheless, local program plan-

ners find sane of the information files to be of direct

utility, and the staff Is frequently called upon for
assistance with manpower or career education program
planning questions.
Conclusions
What is to be learned from the Oregon approach?

First, an effective ,delivery system is as much a part
of improving occupational information for youth as better

data and better educational and comiseling services.
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However, there is much more to implementing a direer
information system than making a computer run. It requires people, organization, and financing to provide the
essential content, management, and service.

Secondly, people do use such systems and service
agencies, especially schools, respond favorably rto the
availability of qiiality, localized information, even when
they must pay' full cost for synthesizing and delivering
the information.
Thirdly, such an effort is demanding of those involved,,

requiring new applications of research and counseling
disciplines, and a move toward cooperation by institutions that have traditionally valued self-sufficiency and
unilateratcontrol very highly.
An interagency consortium provides one effedive ve
hide for tapping -agency resources and mediating their
interests, while putting users in the forefront of decision
making.
The results of this experiment in Oregon is an operat-

ing service that will continue Viithdit direct federal
subsidy.
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